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ABSTRACT
The path-dependent and nonlinear behavior of metallic materials subjected to 
cyclic loading is modelled using the proposed hardening rule. It uses mainly two 
surfaces, a yield and a limit surface and includes the memory effects through a sep­
arate surface called the memory surface which is obtained from a maximum stress 
criterion. The model considers the facts that the motion of the center of the yield 
surface in the stress space is mainly governed by the direction of the deviatoric stress 
rate and that the uniqueness of the solution requires nesting of the two surfaces. The 
model proposed satisfies both conditions through a  blending operation which intro­
duces a smooth transition from one rule to the other. The nesting of the two surfaces 
is guaranteed by the introduction of a limit surface motion that is dependent on the 
yield surface motion. Ratchetting is one of the most difficult of the loading histo­
ries to correlate using the plasticity models. The prediction of the nonproportional 
ratchetting response is quite satisfactory compared to the other existing models. A 
two surface finite stain, rate-dependent/viscoplastic constitutive model is also pro­
posed in this work as an extension of the proposed time-independent model. An 
updated Lagrangian finite element program is developed incorporating the proposed 
constitutive model in order to solve real world problems.
xii




One of the main motives behind the constitutive models in engineering me­
chanics is to describe the relationship between the stress and the deformation which 
describes the behavior of engineering materials. Focus of this study is placed mainly 
on class M materials (metal like behavior). In this work an attem pt is made to ob­
tain a constitutive model which has the potential to characterize the plastic responses 
of the class M materials under complex loading conditions satisfying or consistent 
with the fundamental principles of material indifference, invariance under coordinate 
transformation, etc. (Truesdell, et al, 1965). Apart from satisfying the underlying 
principles, the model proposed has features capable of reproducing the various phe­
nomena that take place with the class of materials in question.
Many models have been proposed to date that describe material behavior under 
plastic loading. Depending on the level of sophistication, these models can describe 
a spectrum of different material response characteristics under monotonic and cyclic 
loading. This study presents a  model which is reliable and predicts the inelastic 
behavior of structures subjected to complex, nonproportional loading histories and 
is computationally efficient.
The incremental theory of plasticity is usually used to describe the inelastic 
behavior of materials since the total stress-total strain theories cannot describe the 
complete plastic behavior of the material. The plastic behavior is studied using the 
mathematical theory of plasticity from the point of view of continuum mechanics. All
1
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2the existing and widely-used plasticity models differ from each other in choosing the 
hardening rules which specify modifications of the yield condition during the course 
of plastic deformation. The basic structure for most viable modern rate-independent 
plasticity models begins with the yield surface. A yield surface which applies for class 
M materials is a convex boundary in the stress space enclosing an elastic region. For 
many materials this region in the deviatoric stress space is defined as a uniform and 
spherical surface in its homogeneous form in the case of the Mises yield criterion. 
This surface is interpreted to be the yield surface in the stress space and is the locus 
point at which plastic yielding will initiate.
The two state variables that may affect the Mises yield surface in the stress space 
are the kinematic and isotropic hardening variables. The term hardening refers to 
the hardening of a material undergoing plastic deformation. Kinematic hardening is 
the deformation induced anisotropy caused by the the internal stress throughout the 
microstructure. Isotropic hardening is associated with material’s dislocation density. 
The yield surface moves during kinematic hardening and expands during isotropic 
hardening. For class M materials, the hydrostatic state of stress has virtually no 
effect on plastic deformation. Therefore, these models are defined in the deviatoric 
stress space.
1.2 C yclic P lastic ity
Cyclic plasticity deals with the material response in the plastic range under cyclic 
loading conditions. This type of loading is quite important in structural analysis fre­
quenting through earthquakes, alternating wind loading, vibrations of an airplane’s 
wing, alternate pressure on shell structures, to moving loads and cyclic loading in­
duced on nuclear reactor vessels. These examples of loading can cause cyclic loading 
in the plastic range of the structural material. Due to this kind of loading,
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
3redistribution of stresses and strains takes place caused by phenomena like cyclic 
creep, cyclic hardening or softening etc. These may cause serious damage to struc­
tures. Hence, the need for developing an appropriate constitutive model capable of 
realistically describing the material behavior under cyclic loading. The phenomenon 
is quite complicated when material deforms plastically even with a small number of 
reversals during cyclic loading. During such a  process, the stress state in stress space 
follows a certain loading path. Along this path the yield surface translates, rotates 
and deforms in stress space with the plastic modulus changing simultaneously. The 
movement of the yield surface accounts for the Bauchinger effect observed during 
stress reversals. During a reversal of stress, the material immediately behaves as an 
elastic material and plastic loading begins in a different direction. The plastic mod­
ulus is generally associated with the stress state at the initiation of plastic loading 
and the current stress state.
Many kinematic hardening models have been proposed in the past starting with 
Prager (1956) and Ziegler (1959) attempting to model the plastic behavior through 
a linear kinematic hardening rule based on experimental observations. A lot of new 
models and modifications of Prager and Ziegler hardening rule have been proposed 
in the literature ranging from the multiple yield surface theory proposed by Mroz 
(1969) to the complex constitutive models that allow distortion of the yield surface as 
presented by Voyiadjis and Foroozesh (1990) and Eisenberg and Yen (1983). These 
theoretical models try to emulate the experimental results obtained from cyclic tests. 
Several experiments on the plastic behavior of metals were performed by Phillips and 
co-workers (Phillips, 1974; 1975; 1977; 1979; 1985).
Considering the complexity of the models, a new and practical concept of the 
two surface plasticity was initiated by Krieg (Krieg, 1975) and Dafalias (Dafalias, 
1975) who proposed a simplification of Mroz’s model (Mroz, 1969) without loss of 
most of the advantages of the multiple yield surface theory. The proximity parameter
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
4is a simple and useful parameter for defining the plastic response. This paved way 
for the birth of a non-linear plastic modulus. Tseng and Lee (1983) proposed a 
kinematic hardening rule based on two surface plasticity which improved agreement 
with the experimental results since it makes use of deviatoric stress rate direction 
indirectly in the formulation of the kinematic hardening rule. Phillips and coworkers 
observed that the motion of the center of the yield surface is almost in the deviatoric 
stress rate direction lest the nesting of the yield and limit surfaces should affect the 
condition. Currently, there is no model that can predict such an observation made 
by Phillips and coworkers.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop a constitutive model that can 
describe the plastic response of class M materials under complex loading conditions 
specifically for hardening and ratchetting effects. An attem pt will be made to extend 
the cyclic plasticity model thus developed for a  rate-dependent case. The model will 
be incorporated into an updated Lagrangian finite element program to solve complex 
practical problems.
1.3 Scope o f  Investigation
The following presents various chapters and their contents.
The first step will be to describe the general observations in the uniaxial loading 
as far as cyclic plasticity is concerned. Some of the important features of the models 
that should be considered will be explained. Qualitative testing of the model in the 
uniaxial loading case relating some of the common cyclic phenomena will be done 
to show the performance of the current model. Finally, an analytical formulation of 
the model in the uniaxial loading regime will be explained. This work is described 
in Chapter 2.
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As a next step, the underlying theoretical preliminaries and validity of some of 
the constitutive relations will be discussed before presenting the model descriptively 
in the multi-dimensional stress space. A brief literature review will form the basis for 
presenting the model proposed. The role of proximity parameters and the evolution 
of the plastic modulus will be dealt with in detail. This material is included in 
Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 another surface called the memory surface is introduced to account 
for the additional memory effects observed in the experiments. After describing the 
evolution of the surface in the uniaxial/proportional loading regime, it is extended 
to the multiaxial framework. An additive decomposition of the plastic modulus 
is proposed in order to separate out the component of the plastic modulus which 
captures the material behavior with memory effects.
The next step will be to describe the implementation of the model numerically 
and correlation with the experiments as presented in Chapter 5. A typical material is 
taken and the model is analyzed thoroughly with respect to the results obtained for 
that material. Ratchetting is introduced and illustrated using the model to show the 
superiority of the model over other models. Several nonproportional loading paths 
are used to test the model’s performance. The yield surface drift that takes place 
due to numerical instability is explained with respect to the current model.
The next phase is to extend the time-independent cyclic plasticity model to 
the viscoplastic regime. In Chapter 6, the model is extended to account for rate- 
dependency through the principle of overstress. A brief literature survey is also 
performed to show the basis for such an extension to the model.
The final step as described in Chapter 7 is to present the procedure to use the 
model in applications through finite element models. Finite element implementation 
of the model will explained in detail. An updated Lagrangian formulation is intro­
duced which easily incorporates the eulerian description of the constitutive model.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
6Extension of the finite element model to incorporate large deformations and finite 
strains is also presented. Plastic spin and corotational rates are explained and il­
lustrated as to how they can be incorporated in the finite element analysis. Salient 
features of the formulation are explained. Some of the standard examples are solved 
using the constitutive model proposed and compared with some of the existing con­
stitutive models.
The findings, conclusions and shortcomings of this study will be summarized in 
Chapter 8 and recommendation for future research outlined.
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Chapter 2
STUDY IN UNIAXIAL STRESS SPACE
2.1 In troduction
In this chapter the behavior of the material will be studied for the uniaxial 
loading conditions in the plastic regime. The model will be constructed qualitatively 
in this chapter before quantitative formulation of the model, is done for describing 
complex behavior of the material under complex loading conditions. The quantitative 
formulation will be made in the subsequent chapter while describing the model in the 
multidimensional stress space. The reason for going from the uniaxial to multiaxial is 
that it has the merit of explicitly giving the motivation for a generalization by relating 
abstract generalized concepts to more specific and easily observable quantities in 
simple uniaxial experiments.
Focus is placed on analyzing the material behavior of class-M materials through 
the observations made in tension and compression experiments done on these mate­
rials. The model is first desribed in a uniaxial framework since the development can 
be very simple and straightforward avoiding the complexity found in multiaxial case 
temporarily. The change in plastic modulus during the course of plastic deformation 
will be given prime importance in this two-surface model. As can be seen from the 
next section, the two-surface models incorporate the complexity of expression of the 
plastic modulus as well as the easy description of phenomena like cyclic creep, cyclic 
hardening, etc.
From the uniaxial case, one can study and understand various properties of the 
material that may result in a multiaxial complex case due to the different manner of
7
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8change of modulus according to the directions of loading. Straightforward solutions 
can be obtained for the uniaxial case; however, when the model is applied to the 
multiaxial case, closed form analytical solutions axe not possible and the phenomena 
that axe to be described axe quite complex. Numerical methods axe usually applied 
to solve for a given loading in the multiaxial case.
2.2 O verview  o f  E xisting  M odels and G eneral O bservations
Complications start with the plastic loading since as long as the material is 
within the elastic range, no complications exist apart from fatigue which occurs for 
the case of a  large number of cycles. Even if the number of stress reversed is small, the 
deformation of the material in the plastic zone becomes complicated. While loading, 
the stress state in the stress space keeps following the path of loading along with 
which the yield surface (the region enclosing the elastic zone) keeps translating and 
deforming in the stress space with plastic modulus changing continuously accordingly. 
This translation of the yield surface which accounts for hardening is the reason for 
the observed Bauschinger effect under stress reversals. While initially, Hill (1950) 
and Hodge (1955) proposed an isotropic hardening rule, it could not explain the 
Bauschinger effect. To overcome this difficulty, Prager (1956) introduced the idea 
of the yield surface translating in the direction of the strain increment without any 
rotation in the stress space. This model, known as the kinematic hardening model 
was improved upon by Ziegler (1959). He proposed a rule such that the yield surface 
translates in the direction of the tensor that joins the center of the yield surface with 
the stress point on the yield surface. This can be obtained from the slope of the 
linear response from a monotonic uniaxial curve (Fig.2.1).
Before proceding further, it is helpful to accept the basic assumption that the 
total uniaxial strain rate can be decomposed into a uniaxial plastic rate and a  uniaxial
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9elastic rate,
e =  ie +  ep (2.1)
where e, i e and ep are the total, elastic and plastic strain rates respectively. This 
has been assumed here for simplicity and for easy explanation of the models. Since 
e =  ee =  and ep =  where a  is the uniaxial stress rate, and E \  E e and E p 
are the tangent, elastic and the plastic modulus respectively, we can conclude that,
J _  _  J _  _1_
E l ~  E e +  E p
When only elastic deformation takes place, the value of E p is infinite thus obtaining 
E l =  E e.
In the model proposed by Prager (1956) and Ziegler (1959), the plastic modulus 
E p turns out to be a constant in the uniaxial case, indicating linear hardening which 
is not very realistic even though it explains Bauschinger effect to some extent since 
experimentally it is found that the hardening rate is not a constant for most metals 
in the transient stage of loading. This model also falls short of other observations 
like smooth transition from plastic to elastic range which will be explained in a 
subsequent section.
Iwan (1967) started from a one dimensional model, generalized it to multi­
dimensional cases in the stress space by assuming a collection of yield surfaces instead 
of the usual single surface. Each one of the yield surfaces obeys a linear work- 
hardening law of Prager type (Prager, 1956), but the combined effect gives rise to a 
nonlinear hardening law. The distribution of these surfaces in the stress space can 
be continuous or piecewise constant.
As an extension to this model and being aware of the deficiencies in Prager- 
Ziegler model, Mroz proposed a kinematic hardening model with nested loading sur­
faces. At the intial state, the proposed model consists of n multiple loading/bounding 
surfaces to model the transient change in plastic modulus in the uniaxial loading
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Figure 2.1: Kinematic Hardening Rule of Prager and Ziegler
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through a series of piecewise constant hardening modulii descreasing as we move up 
in the monotonic loading (Fig. 2.2). Each of the loading surfaces has a particular 
constant work-hardening thus representing the nonlinear nature of the plastic mod­
ulus as a net effect. But, although the numerical solution is laborious in nature, 
the model gives much better results than the Prager-Ziegler model (Lamba, 1976, 
Yoshida, 1977, Megahed, 1987) for the case of nonproportional loading. He also pro­
posed a new rule for kinematic hardening which is different from Prager-Ziegler rule. 
However, the results obtained in the experiments conducted by Phillips and Tang 
(1974) show the inadequacy of the kinematic hardening rule. The slope discontinu­
ities and cumbersome nature of numerical computation involved with the translation 
of a family of surfaces lead to proposition of less number of surfaces and introduction 
of nonlinear plastic moduli.
Before introducing the popular and efficient two surface theory, one needs to 
make observations on the uniaxial response of the class-M materials in the plastic 
range under cyclic loading.
In the equation (2.2), if only elastic deformation takes place, the value of E p is 
infinite and hence E l =  E e. When the transition occurs from the elastic deformation 
to elastic-plastic deformation, it has been shown from experimental observation that 
it has to be smooth (Fig. 2.3). Therefore, the value of Ep at the initiation of yielding 
must be infinite for such a smooth transition. Though this may pose problems in 
defining the yield point on experimental stress-strain curve, it is an advantage to 
easily describe the material at the neighbourhood of yield initiation by starting with 
an infinite value of E p and change it continuously to a finite value thus making 
the model somewhat insensitive to the exact definition of the yield point. Proper 
homogeneous representation of Ep should be made in the numerical computation in 
order to incoporate the infinite value and avoid round off errors. Because of this
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Figure 2.2: A Series of Constant Modulli Representing Nonlinear Behavior
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reason, it should be noted that in formulating the expression for plastic modulus, 
the expression should give an infinite value at the initiation of the plastic loading.
If one notices the stress-strain plot in Figure 2.4, Beginning at 0 , the elastic part 
of the stress-strain curve is OA, and ABD is the plastic part. At D elastic unloading 
occurs along DD' followed by plastic reloading along D'D"F. The line FF' represents 
a new elastic reloading and F'F"X a  plastic reloading. Note that beyond point B, 
F"X coincides with BD. At each load reversal three parts can be distinguished, each 
characterized by the manner in which E p changes along it. Starting for example 
from point F, the first part FF ' represents the elastic behavior during which E p has 
an infinite value. The second part F'F" corresponds to plastic behavior. This part 
is strongly nonlinear, and E p varies along it from the infinite value it has at F ' to 
the value it assumes at F". Finally is the third part of the curve F"X, which also 
represents plastic behavior and E p can be assumed to have an almost constant value. 
Based on many uniaxial experiments, it can be concluded tha t the third portions of 
the stress-strain curves lie on or asymptotically converge to lines such as XX' or 
YY' which provide bounds in the stress strain space. In the sequel, XX' or YY' 
will be called either bounds or bounding lines. Usually these lines can be very well 
approximated by two parallel straight lines as shown in Fig. 2.4. The essential point 
is to distinguish the second part of the stress strain curve from the third by the fact 
tha t E p rapidly changes along the former, and remains essentially constant along the 
latter (Dafalias, 1975).
These observations gave birth to a simple bounding surface theory (Dafalias and 
Popov, 1976 and Krieg, 1976) consisting of two surfaces with a coupled evolution for 
both the surfaces. The expression for the hardening modulus appropriate for complex 
multiaxial loading histories was introduced. This continuous nonlinear expression for 
plastic modulus eliminates the discontinuities in slope of the plastic response inherent 
in Mroz’s nested surfaces theory.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Infinite to Finite value of E ?





Figure 2.4: Schematic Illustration of Bounds in Uniaxial Response
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2.3 P lastic  M odulus
The two surfaces can be illustrated in 3D stress space to be the comprised 
of the yield surface, the elastic portion DD' or FF ' and the bounding surface, the 
bounding or the asymptotic lines XX' or YY' in Fig. 2.4. The yield surface and 
the bounding surface are both capable of undergoing kinematic hardening as well 
as isotropic hardening which implies that the bounding lines XX' or YY' need not 
be straight lines and need not be equidistant from each other all the time. The 
asymptotic lines also represent the minimum plastic modulus, H “.
The plastic modulus, E p changes continuously along each response curve in the 
uniaxial stress-strain relationship from a value equal to infinity at the initiation of 
the plastic deformation to very small values as it approaches the bounding lines. If 
we assume the minimum plastic modulus (at the bounding lines) to be H m, then 
the plastic state tends to that minimum limiting value merging with the bounding 
line. This suggests that the proximity of the stress state point to the corresponding 
bounding line along the elastic modulus slope (i.e. having the same plastic strain 
value) affects the value of the plastic modulus and hence assumed to be related to 
one of the parameters that affects the plastic modulus.
But the proximity parameter, 6  (See figure 2.4) alone cannot define the value 
of the plastic modulus. This is understood from examining the response of grade 60 
steel specimen for uniaxial random cyclic loading in fig. 2.5 (Dafalias, 1975). In this 
figure, we see that at the point of intersection of curves C&Dq and E3 F3 , or the curves 
E 5 F5  and E 6 F6  the value of plastic modulus is different depending on its association 
with the one or the other curve, though the proximity parameter 6  is the same. To 
answer this question, though the value of the plastic modulus starts with an infinite 
value and converges to a value same as the above curves, one needs to observe that the 
point of initiation of yielding is different. Therefore, it is possible that the proximity
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parameter corresponding to the point of yielding may play a role in the variation 
of plastic modulus from the initiation of yield to the asymptotic value. Now, if we 
look at the response curves in figure 2.5, we see that the curves which have the same 
proximity parameter at the point of yielding have a  similar shape indicating the 
dependency of E p on the proximity parameter at the initiation of yielding, Sin. This 
parameter can be expressed as the memory parameter pertaining to the bounding 
surface measured at the most recent point of elastic unloading.
Dafalias came up with an expression for the plastic modulus that satifies the 
above observations as
H  = H '+ g { 6 in) j ^ — . (2.3)
in which g(8 in) is a function for better description of unloading/reloading response. 
The formulation for H  with the modulus a  function of the stress state on the yield 
surface is one of the major strengths of this kind of formulation (Dafalias, 1976)
However, McDowell (1987) observed the dependence on j^ z s  equation (2.3) 
is not in precise agreement with the data from a stable proportional cyclic loading 
on type 304 stainless steel. He inverstigated several definitions of 6 {n only to obtain 
poor correlation with the experimental observations. He consequently proposed that 
the plastic modulus may be expressed as
H  = H m[ 1 +  g2 (Siin)) { sm i^ D )} * 8] (2.4)
where D is dependent on the current proximity parameter only and kj and k 2  are 
constants. More details of this expression will be explained in a forthcoming chapter.
In the current work, in order to avoid the confusion on the type of expression 
to be used, a more general expression for the plastic modulus, H , is proposed and 
expressed by,
H  = H ~[l+ g(6in, 0 * f ( 6 ,6 in)} (2.5)
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The parameter (  will be explained in the forthcoming chapter while addressing the 
multi-dimensional case.
A proper unique form of the functions f ( 6 , 8 in) and g(6 in,Q  is yet to be found 
due to lack of experimental data relating the plastic modulus to the various param­
eters the functions depend on. Hence, curve fitting is performed to find a feasible 
functioned form of the functions f ( 8 , 8 in) and g(8 in, £) that can closely reproduce the 
experimental observations. The functional form varies for each material and so the 
functions are directly related to the material type in question.
f { 8 , 8 in) is determined by fitting a series of typical cyclic stress-strain curves. The 
function g(8 in, C) is introduced for unloading and reloading effects. These functions 
will be explained more in detail in the forthcoming chapter for multi-dimensional 
case.
2.4  Q ualitative Predictions o f  Som e Cyclic P henom ena
In this section, the model is qualitatively tested for its capability to predict some 
phenmona of cyclic nature adhering to the above studies made.
The phenomenon of cyclic creep in uniaxial loading is shown schematically in 
figure 2.6. The stress varies from crx in the compression region to cr2 in the tension 
region. The mean stress of this range is not zero. Assume that the cyclic loading 
starts at point Pi, and progresses to points Qi,P 2 lQ2 ,etc. ayi is the yielding stress in 
compression before reaching the stress bound cri while ay 2  is the corresponding point 
reaching the applied stress bound 02. While reaching ayl from or reaching a y 2  from 
02, the plastic modulus changes continuously according to the proximity parameter 
to the bounding lines XX' or YY'. With a reasonable value of positive mean stress 
of (j| 0i || +  || 02 ||)/2 >  0, we can notice that the stress point in the tension region 
is closer to the bounding line XX/ than the stress point in the compression region to















Figure 2.5: Response of Grade 60 Steel Under Random Uniaxial Cyclic Loading 
(Dafalias, 1976)
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the bounding line YY/. This means that the plastic modulus will have lesser value 
in the tension region than in the compression region. Therefore, while cyclic within 
the given bounds of <T\ and 02, we will see the response loops progressing to the 
right indicating the accumulation of cyclic creep strain. This will progress until the 
distances of the points Qn and Pn from the bounding lines become equal when the 
plastic modulus becomes more or less equal thereby settling with a stable cyclic. A 
stable cycle is the one which the material will respond indefinitely till the failure 
if cycled between the same bounds. In this example, there was a transient creep 
(transient since it stops) which saturates reaching a  stable cycle. There could be 
situations in which the creep may progress indefinitely. This generally occurs for a 
high mean stress and the bounding lines moving in a  manner that movement of the 
bounding lines correspond to the movement of the yield points. Such a response is 
shown in Figure 2.7.
Consider Figure 2.8 where an example of the phenomenon of cyclic softening is 
shown (Dafalias, 1975). The stress is cycled within the symmetric bounds of +<70 
and — cr0, the mean stress being zero. In this case, one doesn’t see a progressive 
accumulation of strain in one direction but in both the directions till it achieves 
a stable cycle. The loops tend to become larger and the response curves become 
flatter. This could be explained by simply observing that the bounding lines have 
a slope (in other words, the bounding surface moves) which causes the proximity 
parameter to change for each response loop until the similar stress points in tensile 
and compressive regions have equal proximity parameter. This phenomenon is called 
cyclic softening since the response becomes flatter and flatter for each cycle.
In the cyclic hardening phenomenon, when the material is cycled between two 
strain levels, the material seems to harden for each cycle before achieving a stable 
cycle. When it is cycled from —Cq to +fo and back, the value of S{n increases. 
Depending on this value, the function g(S{n) in the equation 2.5, changes accordingly
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Figure 2.6: Schematic Representation of Cyclic Creep
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Figure 2.9: Schematic Representation of Cyclic Hardening
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thereby causing the response to grow steeper and steeper as 6,n increases. Thus the 
material keeps hardening. The function <?(<$,„) is a decreasing function with respect 
to Sin- Thus as long as the <$,•„s become equal, the material keeps hardening at a 
decreasing rate till a stable cycle is achieved. This is shown in Figure 2.9
In this chapter, the existing models were studied in the uniaxial stress space in 
order to highlight the need for a better model. The importance of proximity param­
eter is discussed. The dependence of plastic modulus to the proximity parameter 
is also discussed in reference to the previously proposed models and the model pro­
posed by the author. Some phenomena of cyclic nature that occur in the plastic 
deformation of a  metallic material is described. The proposed model is capable of 
depicting such cyclic phenomena that occur in a metallic material.
A quantitative correlation study will be made in a forthcoming chapter in order 
to show the performance of the model quantitatively also. In the next chapter, the 
development of the proposed model in the multiaxial stress space is discussed in 
detail. A literature review in the multi-dimensional stress space is also made before 
presenting the proposed model in the multiaxial space.




This chapter generalizes the proposed model to multi dimensions adding addi­
tional features to the model. Many observations made in experiments and additional 
requirements, were incoporated to generalize from one to many dimensions uniquely. 
Simplicity is also a criteria used in choosing the generalization tha t is appropriate. 
More important is that the generalization must reduce to the results for the uniaxial 
case.
The development is based on plasticity theories for finite strains of the contin­
uum. The theory used is suitable for finite strain conditions, however, more exper­
imented work is needed to verify this convention. Corotational rate is introduced in 
order to account for the invariemce of the stress rate under rotations.
The model proposed is meant to be a workable plasticity model for polycrys­
talline metals to characterize the plastic deformation responses under complicated 
stress histories like nonproportional loading and cyclic loadings accounting for tran­
sient hardening effects. The performance of the model is judged through comparison 
with experimental results obtained from proportional as well as nonproportional 
loading histories.
In this work, the cyclic theory of plasticity is formulated in the Eulerian reference 
frame for finite strains. A new kinematic hardening rule is proposed based on the 
experimental observations made by Phillips, et al. (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979; 1985). 
The model is shown to be more in line with experimental observations than the
26
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Tseng-Lee model (McDowell, 1987). This is supported from a qualitative reasoning 
point of view and is further supported by numerous geometrical descriptions of the 
material behavior under various loading paths. The Tseng and Lee model (1983) is 
also obtained as a special case of the proposed model.
The proposed model uses the minimum distance between the yield and the 
bounding surface as a key parameter. Once this distance, which is computationally 
simple to obtain, reaches a  critical value, the direction of motion of the yield surface 
in the vicinity of the bounding surface is changed and the Tseng and Lee model 
becomes dominant in order ensure tangency of the two surfaces at the stress point. 
Although the proposed model utilizes the Tseng-Lee model, this is only done at 
the last step just before the yield surface contacts the bounding surface in order 
to guarantee the tangency condition at the stress point. At this present time, the 
authors do not see a reasonable alternative to using this model which also utilizes 
deviatoric stress rate direction in its formulation. Phillips, et al. (1974; 1975; 1977; 
1979; 1985) have clearly indicated that in the vicinity of the limit surface, the yield 
surface adjusts its motion and shape to ensure tangency to the limit surface.
Some qualitative examples are presented here to demonstrate the behavior of 
materials under different loading paths using the proposed model. These include 
both proportional and nonproportional loading paths. In chapter 5, correlation with 
experimental results will be presented to validate the performance of the model for 
various loadings under different conditions leading to various phenomena.
3.2 T heoretical Prelim inaries
3.2.1 Yield Surface
Yield surface is a fundamental concept in the theory of plasticity. Almost all of 
the constitutive models proposed so far define a yield surface in order to describe the
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material behavior. Yield surface is considered a convex boundary in the stress space 
enclosing an elastic region (purely mechanical theory, since to include the tempera­
ture effects, the yield surface should be defined in the temperature stress space and 
need not be convex in the temperature coordinate direction). The stress state inside 
the yield surface represents an elastic stress state implying that only elastic defor­
mation takes place due to any stress rate of any direction. The yield surface marks 
the demarcation for plastic deformations. Any point on the yield surface represents 
an elasto-plastic stress state producing elastic and plastic deformations. This is true 
only if the stress rate direction is directed outward (will be discussed in a subsequent 
section).
Demarcation of the yield surface has been one of the very difficult tasks for the 
researchers in the experimental plasticity. The yield surface has an experimental 
definition which is followed in the experiments to distinguish the elastic from the 
plastic regions. The more precise the measurements of the deformation axe, the finer 
the yield surface can be defined. Some experimentalists have a view that the plastic 
deformation occurs all the time implying that the definition of the yield surface is 
questionable. But for all practical purposes, such plastic deformations that occur 
within the yield surface are so small that even thousands of cycles of loading within 
the elastic region may not magnify those permanent deformations. It is because 
of this reason that the plastic deformations that occur within the yield surface are 
considered secondary and are neglected. Another alternative could be that the yield 
surface could be considered to engulf a very small region - converging to a point! 
This allows for the above arguments made by some of the researchers.
In the experiments, one of the general procedures to obtain the yield surface is 
explained here. According to this, the yield surface (experimentally obtained) may 
also have very small amount of permanent strain in it. This is one of the reasons why 
different sizes or shapes of yield surfaces are obtained in the same experiment. This
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surface is obtained by procedure in which small excursions of the stress point into 
the plastic region are made by a particular small amount of plastic strain (2 microns 
up to 5 microns) and extrapolate the elastic limit backward. For more detail on 
the procedures of obtaining the yield surfaces experimentally, the reader can refer to 
(Phillips et al. 1974; 1975; 1977; 1979; 1985)
For numerous metals this region at the initial state is defined to a uniform and 
spherical surface in the deviatoric surface implying an initially isotropic material. 
Von Mises criterion is a simple analytical expression that can be used quite con­
veniently for describing the state of the material in the stress space. Even though 
experiments show that the yield surface does not maintain its shape of spherical 
nature in the deviatoric stress space, ( Figure 3.1), handling such a yield surface 
becomes too cumbersome and involved in the mathematical formulation of the the­
ory. The anisotropy is taken into account through appropriate hardening such that 
directional dependent hardening is proposed obtaining equipotential surfaces that 
take a distorted shape similar to the shape of the yield surfaces seen in experimental 
results (Figure 3.1). This directional dependent hardening will be discussed in detail 
in the next chapter when introducing memory effects.
The von Mises yield surface is generally defined using two state variables - 
the kinematic and the isotropic hardening variables. The term hardening will be 
explained in detailed in a forthcoming section. It is referred to the hardening of the 
material undergoing plastic deformation. The movement of the yield surface (i.e. 
translation of the center of the yield surface) is introduced through the kinematic 
hardening variable which accounts for the Bauschinger effect and the expansion of 
the yield surface is introduced through the isotropic hardening variable. In metals, 
it is more appropriate to define the von Mises yield surface in the deviatoric stress 
space since the hydrostatic stress does not have any effect on the plastic deformation. 
For this reason, the kinematic hardening variable is defined only in the deviatoric
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Figure 3.1: Shape of the Yield Surface in Phillips’Experiments
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stress space through the backstress tensor. This variable is unchanged in the ordinary 
stress space since hydrostatic stress has no effect on the plastic deformation of the 
class-M materials.
The yield is expressed in terms of the Cauchy stress o  and the corresponding 
backstress /3 in the Eulerian reference frame. The yield surface is of a von Mises 
type given as follows :
f  = ^ ( t - a ) :  (t - a ) - o-2o - ck = 0 (3.1)
where double dot implies t  : a  =  Tijaij.
The yield surface is expressed in terms of t  and or, the deviatoric components of 
tr and P  respectively and the initial size of the yield surface a0, which is a measure 
of the yield strength of the material in the uniaxial tension test. It should be noted 
that for class-M materials that the hydrostatic component of the stress is assumed to 
have no effect on the plastic deformation. Therefore, the trace kinematic hardening 
variable which is related to its hydrostatic component is zero. This leads to the fact 
that the backstresses (5 and a  are equal. The constant c is related to the isotropic 
hardening of the material, k  is the isotropic hardening parameter obtained from 
the relation k =  Pki^li where <£'kl is the plastic component of the spatial strain rate 
tensor, and pki is a function of the Cauchy stress tensor and the accumulated elastic 
strain. The superdot in this relation denotes material time differentiation. Figure
3.2 represents a  von Mises yield surface in the deviatoric stress space.
3.2.2 Flow Rule
The flow rule is the essential assumption that relates the plastic strain rate 
with a quantity in the stress space. This quantity defined in the stress space is 
the plastic potential function. This assumption was evolved by extending a similar 
concept observed in elasticity wherein the elastic strain rate is proportional to the
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Figure 3.2: von Mises Yieid Surface in the Deviatoric Stress Space
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elastic potential function or the complementary energy function. This flow rule which 
forms the necessary assumption for plastic deformation or plastic flow gives the ratio 
or the relative magnitudes of the components of the plastic strain increment tensor, 
<£-
Assuming the existence of the plastic potential function, which is a scalar func­
tion of stresses, g{<Tij), the plastic flow rule is given in the form:
= (3.2)
where A is a positive scalar function that is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier 
in conjunction with the flow rule.
Geometrically, if we obtain a surface of a constant pertaining to the appropri­
ate stress (Xij or equi-plastic potential surface in the total (nine) stress space, then 
according to the flow rule, the direction of the plastic strain rate tensor is given by 
the normal to that surface (Fig. 3.3).
If we assume that the yield function and the plastic potential function coincide 
as in class-M materials, then the flow rule can be written as
<4i =  A (3.3)
where /  is the yield function. This assumption of g =  /  is called the associated 
flow rule since the flow is associated with the yield criterion. For metals, it is the most 
appropriate to use the associated flow rule for the development of the stress-plastic 
strain relations.
An important observation is that the stress-strain law based on the associated 
flow rule gives a unique solution for a boundary-value problem. Simplicity of a 
particular model is achieved because of the associated flow rule.
For von Mises yield function (equation 3.1), we obtain from the associated rule
that:
d" — A(x -  a )  (3.4)
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This means that the plastic strain rate tensor is directed radially outward from the 
von Mises yield surface in the deviatoric stress space (Fig. 3.3).
When the stress point is inside the yield surface, the constant of proportion or 
the lagrange multiplier A is zero while it is greater than zero when it is on the yield 
surface implying plastic flow. The flow is rewritten using the hardening modulus as
j« < T > .
dkl = -  ~ —nki (3.5)
where
“  m  (3-6)
The symbol < >  denotes the Maccauley brackets. In the equation (3.5), H  denotes 
the generalized plastic modulus which is defined and discussed separately in a latter 
section of this chapter. L  is the plastic loading function which defines the projection 
of the corotational stress rate <r onto the unit normal n  such that
L =  (TijUij = c r : n  (3.7)
3.2.3 C o ro ta tio n a l S tress R a te
A suitable definition of an objective corotational stress rate or in the Eulerian 
description of finite deformation analysis is used here in terms of a modified spin 
tensor f2 such that
£■ = & — fi tr  +  trS2 (3.8)
The superimposed dot indicates the material time derivative. The modified spin 
tensor which is essentially the elastic spin Q  is given by
n  = W  -  W "  (3.9)
In the above equation, W  is the spin tensor, the antisymmetric part of the velocity 
gradient, L, and W "  is the corresponding plastic spin tensor. This expression is
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Plasic Potential g(G jj) = const.
Figure 3.3: Geometric Representation of Flow Rules
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valid provided we have small elastic deformations such that the elastic spin effects 
are negligible (Zbib and Aifantis, 1988). An elaborate discussion on alternate forms 
of W "  is given in (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1989).
3.2.4 Decomposition of Spatial Strain Rate Tensor
Limiting to small elastic strains but finite plastic deformations, the spatial strain 
rate d  is decomposed here into (Nemat-Nasser, 1979 and 1983, Lee, 1981)
dki =  <4, +  dkl (3.10)
where ctk[ and d'kl are respectively, the elastic and plastic components of the spatial 
strain rate. The above equation is valid for any amount of elastic strain if the physics 
of the elasto-plasticity is invoked, for example the case of single crystals (Asaro, 
1983). Through this decomposition assumption, the elastic and plastic moduli can 
be separated easily from the total tangent modulus. In the uniaxial case for example,
** =  §  (3.11)
ep = ^  (3.12)
so that the elasto-plastic strain rate decomposition gives,
. c* .p a  a a ,e =  e + e = _ + _ = _  (3.13)
thus obtaining the relation between the tangent modulus E T, the elastic modulus E  
and the plastic modulus H , as
1 1 1  X
E T ~  E  + H   ^ ^
3.3 R eview  o f  M odern P lastic ity  M odels
3.3.1 Introduction
In this section, the models of significance and importance to the development of 
the proposed model are reviewed. While the plasticity models started with simple
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isotropic rules like the ones proposed by Levy-Mises and Prandl-Reuss, they are 
effective only for simple proportional, monotonic loadings. They are insufficient to 
predict the complex phenomena that occur due to nonproportional loadings or cyclic 
loadings in the deviatoric stress space as discussed in the previous chapter under 
uniaxial framework. The kinematic hardening rule, therefore, plays an important 
role and gives possible solutions to the prediction of behavior of materials under 
complex loading conditions. We will be focusing more on the kinematic hardening 
rule because of its significance and importance.
3.3.2 Prager-Ziegler Rule
This was discussed in brief in the previous chapter. This rule is one of the first 
suggested rules for the translation of the yield surface. This rule is given by:
d:tj =  c||e^j[|(r,j — c tij) (3.15)
where c is a constant that can be obtained from a simple monotonic uniaxial curve 
and Uej’fH is the effective plastic strain rate. This rule when used in conjunction with 
the consistency condition and flow rule in the uniaxial case give rise to a constant 
plastic modulus implying a  linear hardening. Even an improvement of the constant 
c into a function doesn’t solve the problem in large strain amplitudes. This rule can 
only be used in very simple problems involving no complexity in loading.
3.3.3 Mroz Multiple Loading Surface Model
In order to avoid the problems faced by Prager-Ziegler Model in the nonpropor­
tional loading regime and the linearity in the uniaxial case, Mroz (1967) proposed a 
kinematic hardening model with multiple loading surfaces. A Loading surface is one 
in which the stress space on which stress will lie during a future loading. It should 
not be confused with the yield surface which encompasses the elastic region. These
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hypersurfaces or loading surfaces result in an uniaxial stress-strain curve that has 
numerous slope discontinuities for the plastic response. Initially, the loading surfaces 
are concentric to the yield surface but with a bigger radius than that of the yield 
surface in the deviatoric stress space (Fig 3.4). In the previous Chapter, Figure 2.2 
refers to the monotonic response using these loading surfaces tha t depicts the notion 
of a field of work-hardening moduli represented by these loading surfaces. Figure 3.5 
illustrates the motion of the loading surfaces during such a loading. Each equation 
representing these loading surfaces is similar to the equation of the yield surface 
given by equation (3.1). Though the numerical solution is computationally tedious, 
it gives better results than the Prager-Ziegler Model (Lamba, 1976; Yoshida, 1977; 
Megahed, 1987).
Each loading surface represents some stress level where it is determined to change 
the hardening moduli. For an ith  loading surface, the radius in the deviatoric stress 
space is given by \J \K i  with a constant hardening modulus of Hi corresponding to 
monotonic uniaxial case. As the stress reaches the yield surface and continues, the 
yield surface moves along with the stress point and contacts the next loading surface, 
say /1 . After the contact with that loading surface, further loading in the same 
direction will lead to movement of both the yield and the loading surface along the 
stress progress with the two surfaces nested to each other. This nesting is necessary 
to avoid intersection of the surfaces that leads to non-unique solutions. The yield 
surface only translates and does not rotate. Loading surfaces also translate in the 
same manner. The translation is along the tensor Tjy—r*/ where r^i is called the image 
point at the next largest hypersurface. The image point is found by determining the 
point on the next largest loading surface which has the same normal direction as 
the stress on the yield surface. This allows translation of the yield surface to have 
nesting condition satisfied (see Figure 3.6). The next loading surface is encountered
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Figure 3.4: Initial Condition of Loading Surfaces
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Figure 3.5: Nesting of the Loading and Yield Surfaces During Uniaxial Loading
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under the same translation condition as discussed above. The level of stresses for 
the loading surfaces are determined from the uniaxial monotonic curve.
The evolution equation for the center of the yield or loading surface, consistent 
to the above discussion, is given by
~  Tki) (3.16)
Figure 3.6 illustrates the translation of zth and i +  1th  surfaces. The multiplier fii 
can be computed from the equation of the surface and the consistency condition.
Mroz’s model is quite tedious computationally since it involves keeping track of 
the entire family of loading surfaces and their translation. Moreover, discontinuities 
occur in the stress-strain response even in the uniaxial monotonic curve. The model is 
found to be inappropriate for proper prediction of ratchetting. From the experiments 
it is seen that the yield surfaces do rotate and the path of the center of the yield 
surface proposed by Mroz does not coincide with that observed in the experiments 
(McDowell, 1987).
3.3.4 Dafalias’ Bounding Surface Theory
This theory is discussed in the previous chapter taking uniaxial loading into 
account. Here it will be presented in the multiaxial framework. Dafalias and Popov 
(1976) introduced a simple bounding surface theory with just two surfaces using the 
same kinematic hardening rule Mroz used. They used a few parameters to propose a 
nonlinear hardening modulus thus reducing the number of surfaces to just two. This 
independent relation for the hardening modulus is quite appropriate for complex 
loading conditions. This eliminates the discontinuities of slope observed in Mroz’s 
multisurface model. Both yield and bounding surfaces are assumed to have both 
isotropic and kinematic hardening. A more general coupled kinematic hardening 
rule was adopted.






Figure 3.6: Translation of the ith  Surface w ithin i -r 1th  Surface
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A new scalar parameter called the proximity parameter was introduced (also 
discussed in the previous chapter for uniaxial case) which defines the relative position 
of the current stress point on the yield surface to an image point on the bounding 
surface. The parameter is determined by:
(3.17)
which is essentially the distance between the current stress level and the Mroz-type 
image point. Figure 3.7 gives the illustration of the proximity parameter in the 3- 
D deviatoric stress space. The bounding surface need not be centered at the origin 
implying a backstress involved in its evolution, An additional proximity parameter 
6{n is introduced which is the proximity parameter 6 at the onset of plastic flow after 
an elastic loading or unloading.
Dafalias (1976) also proposed an expression for the plastic modulus as
H  = H ’ (l+ g (S in)T ^ —  (3.18)Oin O
where g(S{n) is a function for better description of unloading/reloading response. 
Experimental observations substantiate that 6{n is an important parameter from the 
fact that the material remembers strongly the most recent state of stress at which 
the plastic loading initiated.
Unlike the other models, the plastic modulus can now be defined in terms of a 
parameter related to the current stress. The bounding surface translates in a coupled 
way with the yield surface in that it moves slower than the yield surface so that yield 
surface at some point of time touches the bounding surface. Upon contact, the two 
surfaces move together. The merit of the formulation is tha t different rules can be 
used for the movement of the yield surface.
One of the deficiencies of the Dafalias’ model is shown the figure 3.8. Consider 
the experimental history of partially reversed loading followed by reloading after 
cyclic stability exists at some larger strain amplitude. The material is cycled at a







Figure 3.7: Dafalias’ Bounding Surface Theory in Multidimensional Space
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Figure 3.S: Shortcoming of Dafalias7 Model
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larger amplitude and then unloaded near the peak of that amplitude to complete a 
hysteresis loop at a  smaller strain amplitude. At this point, if the loading continues 
to match the larger strain amplitude, the material responds by assuming the stress- 
strain curves of the previous large amplitude cycle. The curve in Dafalias’ model 
will overshoot the reloading stress. This is due to the fact that at Pi is smaller 
than Si„. at Pa, the point at which plastic yielding occurs. Therefore, the model fails 
to account for an apparent more complex material ‘memory’.
3.3.5 Tseng and Lee’s Memory Surface Model
This theory (Tseng and Lee, 1983) was also proposed as a two surface model 
similar to Dafalias’ model involving proximity parameters. Instead of the translating 
bounding surface of Dafalias, Tseng and Lee proposed a fixed memory surface. This 
memory surface expands only during contact with the yield surface such that it re­
members the greatest effective stress magnitude passed through by the yield surface. 
The evolution of the two surfaces are not coupled. Moreover, the memory surface 
has only isotropic hardening, i.e. expansion and no translation. Thus, the center 
of the memory surface remains with the origin. The translation of the yield surface 
according to this theory is quite related to the deviatoric stress rate direction. The 
motion is in a direction which is a  combination of the normal to the yield surface 
direction and the deviatoric stress rate direction. When the yield surface contacts 
the memory surface, the motion is directed towards the normal at the stress point 
of the surface.
The translation of the center of the yield surface of Tseng and Lee Model is 
illustrated in figure 3.9. Point A represents the current stress t . The direction of the 
motion of the yield surface is derived such that if the subsequent stress rate does not 
alter its direction, the load point will intersect the memory surface at point B. The 
direction of backstress rate is determined by joining the center of the yield surface
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at the final or image configuration in a nested condition to the center of the current 
yield surface.
Tseng and Lee’s model is found to be incapable of characterizing ratchetting 
properly for the material hardening case. Predictions show poor correlations with 
the ratchetting problem. Furthermore, it cannot characterize sub cycles within larger 
amplitude cycles properly. All isotropic hardening is attributed to the yield surface 
which is not observed in the experiments.
3.3.6 McDowell’s Model With Backstress Decomposition
McDowell and Moosbrugger (1988a, 1988b) proposed a  model of general kine­
matic hardening rule with a framework similar to the bounding surface theory of 
Dafalias. The model utilizes Mroz-type image point hardening. The major distinc­
tions of this model from those of Dafalias and Tseng and Lee are in the kinematic 
hardening rule and the method of formulating the plastic hardening modulus. In 
this formulation, the analytical expression for the backstress is decomposed into long 
and short range terms as 
N
<*ki =  &kid) +  a h  (3.19)
t=i
where a%t is the short range backstress which fluctuates rapidly at reversed load­
ing points reaching saturation quickly for large strains, aki(i) are the long range 
backstresses which are associated with the stress fluctuations across heterogeneous 
substructures such as cells and subgrain boundaries. This decomposition is made in 
order to represent the internal stress fluctuations better.
The kinematic hardening format for the backstress variables are of the form 
proposed by Amstrong and Frederick (1965). For example, short range backstress is 
given by
-  a ^W ittlp  (3.20)
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where p  is a decaying function introduced to improve the initial monotonic response. 
The value of N  in the equation (3.19) denotes the amount of decomposition done. 
Figure 3.10 illustrates the model for the degree of decomposition N  = 2.
Though the model works well for many cases of nonproportional loading, it 
has some difficulty in properly estimating the plastic hardening modulus, slightly 
overpredicting the hardening rate along the reversal at the initial stages of hardening. 
The model utterly fails to predict nonproportional ratchetting.
3.4 Rem arks on Som e K inem atic H ardening R ules
3.4.1 Kinematic Hardening Rule I : a  = a r +  bet'
Assuming the absence of a  limit surface plasticity we introduce the following 
hardening rule:
/? =  aer +  bet' or a  =  a-r +  bd" (3.21)
The consistency condition in this case for the yield surface given by equation
(3.1) is expressed as follows:
| f  : r + ^ : a + ^ :  k =  ° (3.22)
In the special case where isotropic hardening is ignored, that is c =  0 in equation
(3.1) and for a von Mises yield criterion, we obtain
#  = - f k  (3.23)
From here on in this section it is assumed that isotropic hardening is ignored. 
Substituting for from equation (3.22) in equation (3.23) and making use of equa­
tion (3.21) we obtain
t1 “  a ) ^ 7 T^  =  (3-24)
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Figure 3.10: McDowell’s Model for Decomposition Order N  =  2
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Making use of equation (3.3) to eliminate d" from equation (3.24), we solve for 
A such that
< 3 -2 5 >
substituting for A from equation (3.25) into equation (3.5) we obtain
d" = < ti :t > n  (3.26)
or d" = ( * - ° ) <n:<r> n  (3.27)
From equations (3.27) and (3.5) we deduce that for this kinematic hardening 
rule H is given as follows:
H  = j i -  (3.28)
1 — a
In order to obtain the corresponding elasto-plastic constitutive equation for 
isothermal conditions, a linear elastic relation is assumed between the corotational 
stress rate a  and the elastic component of the spatial rate tensor d' such that
<?kl = Eklmn^mn (3.29)
where is the modulus of elasticity tensor expressed in terms of A and G, Lame’s 
constants (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1990). Eliminating dt from equation (3.29) together 
with equations (3.10) and (3.3) one obtains
&kl Eklmn{dmn Tlmn) (3.30)
Taking the inner product of corotational stress in equation (3.30) with one 
can solve for L such that
j- __ HEklmndmnrikl .
H + Eabcdn cdnab {6m6L)
provided L > 0 for the case of plastic loading.
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Substituting equation (3.31) into equation (3.30) we obtain the inelastic consti­
tutive equation given by
&kl =  ^  klm.-n.dran (3.32)
where Dkimn is the elasto-plastic stiffness tensor given by
n tp ■^ 'klcd^ 'aimnnabrlcd /n nn\L'klmn =   Tt , n------------  (3.33)H  +  EpqT3nT3npq
Equation (3.33) may be simplified for the von Mises yield criterion into the following 
(Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1990)
1 6G2
Dijkl =  Eijkl — ^2 CK^  _|_ 9Q (T*i ~  a ij)(Tkl — &kl) (3.34)
Making use of expression (3.27) in equation (3.33) we obtain the resulting in­
elastic elasto-plastic constitutive equation
EieicdEai>mnTiai)nC(i (1 a)O
O’kl = E,jkl b + £ ’p?„ n „ n P,( l  -  a) _ (3.35)
Equations (3.28) or (3.35) are made utilizing the von Mises yield criterion. In 
the limiting case where the proposed hardening rule given by equation (3.21) reduces 
to Phillips’ hardening rule we then have:
P  = a a  or ct — a-r (3.36)
that is b is set equal to zero. For this case equation (3.28) reduces to the following 
form:
E k lc d E a b m n ^ ’ab^’cdo&kl = Eijki — *77171 (3.37)
provided the term (1 — a) is not equal to zero. For a von Mises yield criterion 
with only kinematic hardening of the Phillips’ type it can easily be seen from the 
consistency condition that
l r  : *  +  § k  : “  =  0 (3-38)
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Making use of equation (3.23) we obtain the following
I f  : *  =  I f  : “  (3-39)
Equation (3.39) implies that
T  = ct or a =  1 (3.40)
This implies that equation (3.37) is not valid and the elasto-plastic stiffness 
matrix is indeterminate. The consequence of this may be interpreted in two ways. 
The first interpretation is that the consistency condition turns into an identity and 
therefore A cannot be determined. Consequently a  non-unique solution for A exists 
and it may be properly defined through H from experimental data. An alternate 
interpretation to this is that A cannot be determined uniquely for the kinematic 
hardening given by equation (3.36) by setting b = 0 or directly the consequence of 
that equation (3.40) for a von Mises type yield criterion such that
/ ( r  —cr) =  0 (3-41)
The consistency condition in this case yields relations (3.40).
This may alternately be interpreted that any amount strain hardening is ac­
ceptable in this case. It implies that strain hardening may produce any slope in the 
axial stress-strain relation beyond the yield point within the bounds of zero and the 
elastic modulus for perfect strain hardening. This concludes that for strain harden­
ing to be physically entered into the constitutive model the kinematic hardening rule 
should incorporate a measure of the plastic component of the strain. (Voyiadjis and 
Sivakumar, 1991).
It is interesting to note that if distortion of the yield surface is incorporated 
during plastic deformation then the condition a = 1 will not be necessarily satisfied 
for the case of Phillips’ hardening rule. This is another option in ensuring uniqueness 
of the plastic hardening modulus H. Phillips and co-workers (Phillips et. al., 1974,
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1975,1977,1979,1985) observed that distortion does occur in yield surfaces. In which 
case the yield surface may be described as follows using the Hill anisotropy tensor 
(Hill, 1950; Voyiadjis and Foroozesh, 1990; Voyiadjis, Thiagarajan and Petrakis, 
1993)
Mi'jkli^kl &kl)iTij OCij) =  CT0 (3.42)
The case of b ^  0 and a =  1 cannot occur in this case as it is readily shown from 
the consistency condition.
3.4.2 K in em atic  H ard en in g  R u le  II: at =  ||a||z/
Voyiadjis and K attan (1990) proposed a kinematic hardening rule similar to 
Rule I except it was expressed in terms of unit tensors along both the deviatoric 
stress rate direction and the gradient to the yield surface direction and is given by
*=11*11*' (3-43)
The normalized tensor v  describes the direction of translation of the center of 
the yield surface, f, in the deviatoric, Cauchy stress space and is given by
an  +  hi 
|)<m +  bl\\
In equation (3.44) n  is a unit tensor along the gradient to the yield surface and 
is given by equation (3.6). The unit tensor I is a normalized unit tensor ||Z|| =  1, 
along the direction of the deviatoric stress rate, t ,  in the deviatoric stress space. The 
unit tensor v  makes an angle 6 with the unit tensor Z a t the respective stress point 
on the yield surface. The angle 0 is given by (Voyiadjis and K attan, 1990):
b sin(<j> — 6) 
a sinQ
where <j> is the angle between the unit tensors Z and n . The coefficients a and b 
should be chosen such that the direction v  is always closer to Z than n  (Phillips and
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Lee, 1979). Therefore, the following condition needs to be satisfied
* <  f  (3-46)
which implies that b >  a. For the special case when a =  0, equation (3.44) implies 
that the center of the yield surface moves along the deviatoric stress rate direction 
as proposed by Phillips et al (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979; 1985). Tseng and Lee (1983) 
two-surface plasticity model satisfies relation (3.44) provided the direction of the 
deviatoric stress rate does not change. Nevertheless, the unit normal tensor v  remains 
constant during the motion of the yield surface in order to satisfy the tangency 
condition at the stress point upon contact of yield surface with the limit surface. 
For v  to remain constant, parameters a and b in equation (3.44) must be taken as 
variables and axe given by
.  -  -  * ,)  - 4) (3.47)
(3-48)
where 7 is the supplementary angle between the backstress tensor a  and the unit 
normal tensor n . We can solve for 7 from the following equation
_  l|nf - i r f + K
In equation (3.48), S, is the distance between the current stress point and the 
corresponding contact point between the two surfaces along the direction of the 
deviatoric stress rate (see figure 3.9). It is found to be
S = -(r  - a ) : l  + ^ j [ ( T - a ) : l ] 2 + | K 2 -  | | t  -  5||2 (3.50)
provided c =  0 in equation (3.1)
Invoking the consistency condition for the yield surface given by equation (3.1) 
and neglecting isotropic hardening we obtain 
( t  — «r) : t
(t  — a ) : u
(3.51)
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We note that
!£• = (x -  a )  =  \\ t  -  a \\n  (3.52)
Substituting equation (3.52) into relation (3.51) we obtain
t o =  t o  ( = & )  <*•»>
For the particular case when 0 =  0 (i.e. a =  0), equation (41) reduces to 
ll«ll =  11*11 (3.54)
3.5 Proposed  M od el for C yclic P lasticity
3.5.1 Introduction
In this section, a  cyclic theory of plasticity is formulated for finite deformations 
in the Eulerian reference system. A new kinematic hardening rule is proposed based 
on the experimental observations made by Phillips, et al. (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979 
and 1985) and McDowell (1987). The development of the constitutive equations is 
done describing the behavior of material under cyclic strains. The theory uses a two 
surface approach to describe cyclic plasticity together with a  nonlinear kinematic 
hardening rule (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1991; 1993).
3.5.2 Kinematic Hardening Rule for the Yield Surface
The kinematic hardening rule proposed appropriately blends the deviatoric stress 
rate rule and the Tseng-Lee rule in order to satisfy both the experimental observa­
tions made by Phillips et al. (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979 and 1985) and the nesting 
of the yield surface to the limit surface. An additional parameter (  is introduced 
that reflects the dependence of the plastic modulus on the angle between the devia­
toric stress rate tensor and the direction of the limit backstress relative to the yield 
backstress.
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3.5.2.1 Observations Made by Phillips et. al
Phillips et. al (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979 and 1985) reported experimental results 
on commercial pure aluminum specimens subjected to nonproportional tension and 
torsional shear stresses. They observed that the yield surface changes its shape while 
moving within the bounding surface. They proposed that the loading surface should 
be considered rather as a  thin boundary layer them as a  sharp demarcating line. 
They also observed that the yield surface tends to be tangential to the loading surface 
whenever it is near it. The motion of the center of the yield surface is in the direction 
which is a combination of the direction of the prestress direction and the direction 
normal to the yield surface or the plastic strain increment direction. However, the 
direction is so predominantly in the prestress direction tha t as a good approximation 
we can assume that the center of the yield surface moves in the direction of the 
prestress. When the stress point reaches the loading surface (bounding surface), the 
yield surface becomes tangent to the loading surface and if it is necessary for the 
yield surface to move in a direction different from that of prestress rate, it will do so.
3.5.2.2 Analytical Comparisons and Conclusions of McDowell
McDowell (1987) tried to correlate the predicted results of Mroz, Tseng-Lee, 
Deviatoric stress rate and Chaboche’s models with the experimental results and 
observed that some models provide a good correlation for one history while has 
poor correlation for others. The correlations achieved by McDowell are presented 
in Figures 3.12 through 3.15. He imposed several strain paths on a type 304 steel 
specimen and plotted the resulting response in the stress space. The strain path 
imposed was in ex versus e3 space where ex =  ezz and e3 =  ^ e .g . The resulting 
stable cycles were plotted in axial-torsional space ax versus <73 where <7i =  azz and 
<73 =  y/Zazq. Figure 3.11 illustrates the imposed ex versus e3 strain paths and the 
resulting cyclically stable stress subspace responses.
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In Figs. 3.12 to 3.15, the experimentally determined backstress path is plotted as 
a solid line for essentially stable cycles of three nonproportional histories. In addition, 
vectors are plotted along these paths which represent the direction of backstress 
evolution predicted by models of Mroz, Tseng-Lee, deviatoric stress rate and that of 
Chaboche. Mroz and Tseng and Lee models have already been presented. The other 
models are stated as: 
deviatoric stress rate:
cc = fir  (3.55)
Chaboche:
a  =  c [<z(t  -  a )  -  cr]||ep|| (3.56)
The hardening rules of Mroz and Chaboche are significantly less accurate than 
the rules associated with deviatoric stress rate. The hardening rule of Chaboche is 
less accurate for the sinusoidal loading paths than the deviatoric stress rate rules.
There are some differences between the direction of the yield surface translation 
given by Tseng and Lee rule and the deviatoric stress rate  rule. The deviatoric stress 
rate rule provides an overall superior correlation of the backstress rate direction.
However, the use of deviatoric stress rate does not ensure nesting of the yield 
and limit surfaces in a multiple surface model. Hence, unless nesting is somehow 
satisfied by the deviatoric stress rate rule, the Tseng-Lee rule is superior to the Mroz 
rule for two surface theories. Tseng and Lee rule invokes the desired nesting feature 
for both proportional and nonproportional loading.
3.5.2.3 Formulation for the Proposed Kinematic Hardening Rule
Considering the above observations, an appropriate blending of the deviatoric 
stress rate law and a kinematic hardening rule which satisfies nesting of the two 
surfaces seems to be a more appropriate solution. The Tseng and Lee rule (1983)
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Figure 3.12: Correlation of Experimental Results with Mroz’s Model














Figure 3.13: Correlation of Experimental Results with Tseng-Lee Model
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Figure 3.14: Correlation of Experimental Results with Deviatoric Stress Direction















Figure 3.15: Correlation of Experimental Results with Chaboche’s Model
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provides the desired nesting feature for both proportional and non-proportional load­
ings and is found to be superior to Mroz rule, as shown experimentally, in describing 
the translation of the yield surface (McDowell, 1987). Therefore, it is proposed here 
to blend appropriately the deviatoric stress rate rule and Tseng-Lee rule in order 
to satisfy both nesting and movement of the yield surface in accordance with the 
observations made by Phillips and co-workers (1974; 1975; 1977; 1979 and 1985). 
The blending is done such that as the yield surface approaches the limit surface, the 
domination of the Tseng-Lee rule increases over the deviatoric stress rate direction 
rule. In the formulation one needs to account for the fact that in the proposed kine­
matic hardening rule the deviatoric stress rate rule dominates when the prestressing 
deviatoric stress rate is pointing away from the direction along the shortest distance 
from the limit surface to the yield surface, t  (see Figure 3.16). It is clear from ge­
ometrical considerations that the direction, t  is coincident with the direction of the 
tensor, s  which is defined as the limit backstress relative to the yield backstress (see 
Figure 3.16). Hence we can say alternately that prestressing deviatoric stress rate 
rule dominates when the prestressing direction makes an angle larger than |  radians 
with the tensor s. This part of the kinematic hardening rule is valid when nesting is 
not eminent. This is accomplished by introducing, £', the cosine of the angle between 
the deviatoric stress rate direction and the direction of the limit backstress relative 
to the yield backstress, s.
3.5.2.4 Parameters Related to the Hardening Rule
The deviatoric stress rate direction is given by,
i 'd =  I (3.57)
and Tseng-Lee rule direction can be expressed as
VT ~  I I * 1  A/II =  a'n  + b’1 {Z.5S)
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where a and b are given by equations (3.47) and (3.48) and
a' = Ti ~~ and V =   ----   (3-59)||an + 6Z|| ||ara + 6Z||
The two parameters which affect the blending of the rules are thus the normal­
ized shortest distance between the centers of the yield surface and the limit surface, 
A given by
A ,  Jg ~gt- _ W (3.60)
v f  (* -« •„ )
and the cosine of the angle between deviatoric stress rate direction and the direc­
tion of the limit backstress relative to the yield backstress given by
* -  «*> " ( ': |H f | )  = ( ' : m ) '3-61>
The Mccauley’s brackets are used so that the parameter £ is set to zero if it is less 
than zero. This implies that when the direction of deviatoric stress rate has a positive 
component in the direction of shortest distance from the limit surface to the yield 
surface, the parameter C is assumed to have no effect on the blended yield surface 
kinematic hardening rule (See Figure 3.16).
Blending is done in two steps. The first blending is done for the parameter, A 
which denotes the nearness of the yield surface to the limit surface and then for the 
parameter, (  which accounts for the direction of deviatoric stress rate. Note that 
both A and (  are dimensionless for a  more robust formulation.
3.5.2.5 Blending of the Rules Using the Parameter A
The two rules, the deviatoric stress rate rule and Tseng-Lee rule are blended 
such that when A =  0, (i.e. when the center of yield surface coincides with that 
of the limit surface), the direction of yield surface movement i/b) is purely in the 
deviatoric stress rate direction i/p and when A =  1, it is purely in the direction
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/
Figure 3-16: Proposed Two Surface Kinematic Hardening Model
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specified by the Tseng-Lee rule v T. This is illustrated in Figure 3.17.
@A =  0, v =  uD (3.62)
@A =  1, = ux
The blended direction is given by
II^o(A)i/d +  $ i(A )i'r |[ - ’
where $ 0(A) and $ i(A ) are blending functions satisfying the boundary conditions:
@A =  0, $ o(0) =  1 and $ i(0) =  0 and (3.64)
@A =  1, $ 0(1) =  0 and $ i ( l )  =  1
and
$ e(A ) =  1 -  S j(A ) (3.65)
The function 4>0(A) is chosen appropriate to the experimental observations apart 
from satisfying the above conditions.
3.5.2.6 Blending of the Rules Using the Parameter (
The yield surface translation direction is again blended with the deviatoric 
stress rate direction i/£> to form the final blended yield surface translation direction 
The bounds of with respect to Q are defined as follows:
@C =  0 iM  =  i/b) and (3.66)
=  1 — VD
The above conditions are illustrated in Figure 3.18.
The final blended yield surface movement direction is given by
||*;(C)I'W + «;(C>dII 1 1
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Figure 3.17: Blending When a) A =  0 and b) A =  1
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Figure 3.IS: Blending When a) £ =  0 and b) if =  1
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where $'0(C) and $i(C) are blending functions satisfying the boundary conditions
and
@C =  0,$ ;(0) =  1 ; $;(0) =  0 and 
@C =  1,$ '0(1) =  0 ; * i ( l )  =  l
$;(0 = i -  $j(c)
(3.68)
(3.69)
An appropriate form of the blending function $(,(C) is chosen conforming to 
experimental observations.
3.5.2.7 Final Expression of the Kinematic Hardening Rule
Letting q =  ||$ 0(A)i/d +  $i(A)r/;r||, and inserting for i/(l) from equation (3.63) 
into equation (3.67), one obtains,
, ( » )  =
{(&0$ 0 + V & a h  + $[ } l  + (&0$ibg)n 
I {($(,$<> +  $ o $ ia)? +  $'i} 1 +  (* 'A 6 ? )» |
or =
Al +  B n  




A  =  ($ ;$ „  +  &0§ia)q  +  (3.72)
B  =  b q
The proposed kinematic hardening rule may now be expressed as follows:
& =  llall (3.73)
where i/3 is given by the equation (3.67) and the corresponding magnitude, ||a ||, is 
obtained by invoking the consistency condition such that 
( t  — a )  :tHall =
( t  — a ) : (3.74)
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3.5.2.8 Isotropic Hardening Rule for the Yield Surface
Following McDowell’s observations (1987), isotropic hardening is characterized 
by expansion of the limit surface only. McDowell observed that the evolution of 
k can be neglected by setting c=0 in the definition of the yield surface found in 
equation (3.1 and the yield surface retains its original size if yielding is defined as
deviation from linearity. Since in this model, yielding is considered as a deviation
from linearity, the isotropic hardening for the yield surface is considered non-existent.
3.5.3 Limit Surface
The limit surface is expressed by
F  =  |(x  - a ) : ( r - a ) - K  = 0 (3.75)
where t  represents the current deviatoric stress.
3.5.3.1 Kinematic Hardening Rule for the Limit Surface
The following evolution equation is used for both a  and at when both surfaces 
are in contact (Dafalias, 1975) :
a = m 77 n  (3.76)
where m  is a material parameter and 77 is given by
7 = Ill'll (3.77)
<£' is the plastic component of the spatial strain rate.
Upon unloading and subsequent plastic loading in another direction, the yield 
surface will detach from the limit surface. In this case, the motions of the two surfaces 
are independent of each other.
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When both surfaces are not in contact, the limit surface moves slower than the 
yield surface given by (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1990):
5  =  F(S, 6in) «  (3.78)
A typical expression for F(6, <5,n) could be where H" is the limit plastic modulus 
and H is the current plastic modulus. This is valid if the yield surface does not exhibit 
any isotropic hardening. This assumption of kinematic hardening rule, asserts that 
no intersection occurs between the yield and limit surfaces (see Appendix A for 
proof).
3.5.3.2 Isotropic Hardening Rule for the Limit Surface
The following evolution equation for K is used to describe isotropic hardening 
for this model:
K  =  cfj[(K0 +  pp^+ri) -  K] (3.79)
where c, A0, p and q are material parameters. The variable p is a parameter de­
scribing the non-proportionality of the loading path. For proportional loading p =  0 
and for general non-proportional cyclic loading 0 < p < 1. For details, the reader is 
referred to (McDowell, 1987).
3.6 E lasto-P lastic  Stiffness Tensor
The elasto-plastic stiffness tensor is given by equation (3.34) where H  is the 
hardening modulus, with c =  0. Thus we have, for the yield surface,
1 6G2
Dijki = E m  -  - g  (Tij -  a{j)(rkl -  ak!) (3.80)
and when the two surfaces are in contact the following equation is used for the 
elasto-plastic stiffness tensor,
1 6 G 2
Dijki =  E{jki — — (Tij ~  a ij){rki — ocki) (3.81)
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where H “ is the plastic modulus corresponding to the limit surface. The relationship 
between H m and H  is discussed later.
The corotational rates of the type expressed by equation (3.8) for stress tensor 
cr and the shift tensors a  and or can be expressed alternately as follows making use 
of the elasto-plastic constitutive equation (3.32), and the kinematic hardening rules 
(3.71) and (3.73) respectively:
&t/ =  Dklmndmn &kpQpl "I" ^kq&Ql (3.82)
&kl =  ||tt |K / &kp^pl "h Qkq&Q? (3.83)
a kl =  mrinkl — a kp€ipi + QhjCcql (3.84)
In equation (3.83) ||a:|| is obtained from equation (3.74). The equations (3.82)-
(3.84) may now be used in numerical algorithms (finite element methods) to solve 
boundary value problems.
3.7  G eneralized P lastic  H ardening M odulus
3.7.1 In tro d u c tio n
In this work, a more general expression for the plastic modulus is proposed which 
accommodates most of the expressions proposed for plastic modulus in the earlier 
studies. The expressions proposed by McDowell and by Dafalias can be obtained as 
a special case of the proposed expression. An additional parameter £ is introduced 
that reflects the dependence of the plastic modulus on the angle between the devia­
toric stress rate tensor and the direction of the limit backstress relative to the yield 
backstress. In a Chapter 4, when introducing the memory effects, the material be­
havior is captured by assuming the additive decomposition of the generalized plastic 
modulus H into two components Hi and H2 , with H2 attributed to the memory. In 
this section, we will be focusing on Hi only.
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The blending approach used for the motion of the yield surface not only elimi­
nates discontinuity occurring in the motion of the yield surface using the model given 
by Voyiadjis and K attan (1990) for a continuous loading path but also as a conse­
quence eliminates discontinuities in the plastic modulus (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 
1991, 1991a).
3.7.2 Expressions from Other Models
The plastic modulus H appearing in equations (3-80) and (3.81) has been the 
subject of elaborate discussions during the past ten years. Dafalias (1981) introduced 
the concept of two-surface plasticity and the proximity parameter used for defining 
plastic modulus. He proposed the following expression for H  (Dafalias, 1981, 1984)
H = H* (3.85)
<T ' -  SJ
where <7i(3*”^) is a function that controls the slope of the stress-strain curve. In this 
equation, 8 and 6 represent the current and initial distances, respectively, between 
the deviatoric stress point t  on the yield surface and a  similar point t*  on the limit 
surface in accordance with Mroz’s definition.
McDowell (1987) observed that the dependence on 8/($'in'1 — 8) in equation
(3.85) is not in precise agreement with data from stable proportional cyclic loading 
of type 304 stainless steel. Also, several definitions of 8 '^n  ^ have been investigated 
by McDowell (1987) and poor correlation with the experimental observations was 
obtained. It was consequently proposed that the plastic modulus be expressed as
H  =  JT[1 +  g2( P n)) { s in h ih D )}1*] (3.86)
where
v f  *
D = o— n  ii (3-87)2 -  ||n : «sj|
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and ki and k2 are constants. In equation (3.86), 52(<5^) is a function that takes 
care of unloading-reloading effects and in equation (3.87) n$ is obtained from
US = Hr-^rll (3’88)
The function may be taken to be a constant equal to k% (McDowell,
1987). McDowell used it in the context of axial-torsional loading. The constants 
k\ and k2 are determined from a fit to the uniaxial cyclic stress-strain curve.
The expression for the plastic modulus given by equation (3.85) satisfies the 
properties necessary to obtain the correlation with the physics of the problem: as 
the distance 8 approaches zero, the value of H  approaches H m and as 8 approaches 
8*’n\  the value of H  becomes large. However, equation (3.86) results in a  finite value 
of H  in initial yielding.
3.7.3 Proposed General Expression
It should be further investigated however, that g2 in the equation (3.86) should 
reflect the dependence of the plastic modulus on the parameter £ given as £ =  1— | 
£' | where £' is given by equation (3.61), tha t is g2 =  g2(0 - The parameter, £ may be 
related to the direction of dislocation motion with respect to the highest resistance 
direction. The authors believe that this parameter influences the plastic modulus 
when the direction of the deviatoric stress rate tensor is away from the direction of 
the yield backstress tensor with respect to  the limit backstress tensor.
Therefore, in this work, a more general expression for the plastic modulus, H, 
is proposed. The expression is given by,
H  = H '[  1 +  g(8in, 0  * f(8 ,8 in)} (3.89)
where the functions g and /  are called the ‘loading-reloading1 function and ‘shape1 
function respectively. They determine essentially the shape of the monotonic uniaxial
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stress-strain curve shape and the magnification needed to obtain the appropriate 
response respectively.
/(<$, 6in) is determined by fitting a series of typical cyclic stress-strain curves. 
The function g(&in, 0  is introduced for unloading and reloading effects. H '  is the 
limiting value of H which is reached when 8 becomes zero. The function /  goes 
to zero when 8 tends to zero and becomes a  large value when 8 tends to The 
function <7(<$,„, Q  may be chosen as a product function h1(«5Jn) * h2(() such that for 
uniaxial loading in which £ =  0, the function <7(d;„,C) becomes hi(<5,„) , i.e., /i2(C) 
becomes unity.
3.7.3.1 ‘Shape’ Function f
The function /(<5, determines, in general, the shape of the cyclic loop in an 
uniaxial or proportional loading stress-strain response. This function describes the 
way the dislocations pile up on a  slip plane before resulting in dislocation “avalanche” 
through the barrier when 8 becomes zero. Using piecewise parabolic fit, the slope 
of the cyclic loop at various values of 8 are calculated from the given experimental 
data. Using these slopes which determine the modulus for typical cyclic loops, the 
function /  is determined. Since this function determines the shape of the curve of 
the stress-strain behavior of the material for large strains, it may be called ‘material 
shape function’.
This function could be different for different materials depending on their mi- 
crostructural make up and their response with respect to monotonically increasing 
or decreasing loads. This is due to the fact that a proper unique form of the function 
f(8,8in) is yet to be found out due to lack of experimental data relating the plas­
tic modulus to the various parameters the functions depend on for various class-M 
materials. Hence, curve fitting is performed to find a feasible functional form of the 
functions f(8,8{n) that can closely reproduce the experimental observations.
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3.7.3.2 ‘L oading-R eloading’ Function  g
The loading and reloading hardening function determines the hardening or soft­
ening of material with respect to stress- or strain- control condition. This function, 
g(Sin,C)i determines the magnitude of resistance offered to the dislocation motion 
which partly depends on the proximity parameter at the onset of plastic flow,
The value of the function needed to amplify to the stress level reached by a particular 
cycle is calculated with respect to that particular d,n and plotted for half cycles of 
different 6 {n. A function for <7 (£,-„) that could fit these values was found out by a trial 
and error procedure.
Just as the material shape function a proper unique form of the loading reloading 
function <7(6,-n, C) is als° yet to be found out due to lack of experimental data relating 
the plastic modulus to the various parameters the functions depend on for various 
metals. Hence, curve fitting is performed to find a feasible functional form of the 
function g(Sin, ( )  that can closely reproduce the experimental observations. The 
functional form of this function also varies for each material and is directly related 
to the material type in question.
3.8 A  M icrostructural Explanation  for th e  M odel
Lowe and Miller (1984; 1986) have attempted to describe a microstructural 
explanation for using backstresses for modeling. The limit backstress is found to 
be related to long range stress fluctuations and is slow to changes. It is associated 
with the stress fluctuations across heterogeneous substructures such as cells and 
subgrain boundaries. The yield backstress relative to the limit backstress is found to 
be associated with the short range fluctuations in the internal stresses. The internal 
stress variations are related to the material’s non-uniform dislocation distribution at 
different size scales.
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The function /(<$,£,-n) in equation (3.89) describes the way the dislocations pile 
up on a slip plane before resulting in dislocation “avalanche” through the barrier 
when the proximity parameter 8  becomes zero. Proximity parameter 8  describes the 
proximity of the “avalanche”. This function is different for different metals depending 
on their microstructural make up.
The function, y(£,•„, £) in equation (3.89) determines the magnitude of resistance 
offered to the dislocation motion which partly depends on the proximity parameter at 
the onset of plastic flow, <$,•„. The parameter, £ which the function y(<5,-„, £) depends 
on, may be related to the direction of dislocation motion with respect to the highest 
resistance direction. The author believes that this parameter influences the plastic 
modulus when the direction of the deviatoric stress rate tensor is away from the 
direction of the yield backstress tensor with respect to the limit backstress tensor.
In this chapter, the proposed model is presented in the multiaxial stress space 
after reviewing the existing cyclic plasticity models. The theoretical preliminaries 
concerning cyclic plasticity are briefed. Some kinematic hardening rules have been 
studied and conclusions are made through mathematical and physical reasoning. A 
microstructural explanation for the model is also added.
In the next chapter, the need for an additional surface, the memory surface, will 
be explained in detail. The memory surface will be presented first in the uniaxial 
stress space before extending it to a multiaxial framework. One of the deficiencies of 
the model presented will be alleviated by the introduction of additional hardening 
modulus that takes care of the memory effects especially during small unloading- 
reloading excursions (subcycles) with large strain loops or cycles.
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Chapter 4
INTRODUCTION OF MEMORY EFFECTS 
INTO THE MODEL
4.1 In troduction
Some of the distinct material properties and phenomena for some materials like 
metals are as yet not depicted properly by the existing phenomenological constitutive 
models (Dafalias, 1984). One such important phenomenon is discussed and modelled 
in this chapter. In this chapter, an effort is made here to characterize the plastic 
response of class M materials for complex loading using a memory model comprising 
three surfaces, namely, yield, limit and memory surfaces. The memory surface is 
introduced to account for different rates of decrease of the tangent modulus because of 
the anisotropy induced by different loading paths. This anisotropy is depicted clearly 
in Fig.4.1 for the uniaxial stress state. Memory surface for the multidimensional 
stress space is also defined. Memory surface is continuously updated depending 
on the most recent loading history. This model is developed with the kinematic 
hardening rule proposed in the previous chapter as the basis. The memory surface 
uses maximum stress memory to introduce the memory effects into the existing 
model. An influence parameter, 0 , is included for the memory surface to define the 
amount of memory involved in the response with respect to a particular loading. Also, 
the anisotropy is accounted for through this direction influence parameter, 0 , which 
appears in the expression for plastic modulus. This parameter reflects the effect of 
the influence of the maximum dislocation density direction. The material behavior is
79













Figure 4.1: A Uniaxial Response Showing an Extended Memory
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captured by assuming the additive decomposition of the generalized plastic modulus 
H into two components Hi and H 2  , with H 2  attributed to the memory. Hx is the 
plastic modulus introduced in the previous chapter. The additional hardening needed 
is introduced through H 2  . Accurate predictions of the behavior of the material 
can be accounted for in this case incorporating this induced anisotropy of loading. 
Additional parameters for this memory surface are introduced in both uniaxial and 
multiaxial stress states. Multidimensional problems incorporating these memory 
surfaces will be discussed in Chapter 5 where numerical implementation of the model 
is described in detail. This loading anisotropy is also explained through the behavior 
of dislocations. The author hopes that the introduction of a memory surface with 
induced anisotropy may be further propagated to describe more accurately the yield 
surface itself such that avoiding to use distortional complex yield surfaces to describe 
the anisotropic plasticity (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1993; 1993b).
4.2 Previous W orks
Tseng and Lee (1983) proposed the use of dependence on maximum applied 
stress in order to describe the material memory. The memory parameter in this case 
is the maximum effective deviatoric stress applied. Lamar (1989) instead proposed a 
memory parameter that is associated with the backstress on the basis that it relates 
best to the microstructure of the material. In Lamar’s work (1989), the short range 
backstress is assumed to have no influence on his proposed memory parameter since 
it is very transient and is only associated with the short range obstacles to disloca­
tion motion. The long range backstress is utilized by Lamar (1989) to describe the 
material memory. This is accomplished by a scalar quantity that is obtained as a 
summation of the long range backstresses and is termed the memory surface. This 
function may be adjusted to describe a fading memory. Through this memory surface
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the plastic modulus is modified to relate better with experimental results. Lamar’s 
model (1989) is framed in terms of a modification of Amstrong and Frederick kine­
matic hardening theory (Amstrong and Frederick, 1966; Yoder and McDowell, 1987). 
Lamar (1989) concludes expressing the need for improvement and modification for 
nonproportional ratchetting.
In this work an effort is made to characterize the plastic response of metals for a 
complex loading behavior using a memory model which comprises of three surfaces, 
namely, yield, limit and memory surfaces (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1993b).
Some of the distinct material properties and phenomena for some materials like 
metals are as yet not depicted properly by the existing phenomenological constitutive 
models (Dafalias, 1984). One such important phenomenon is discussed and modelled 
using a memory surface in this work. But before going into details of the constitutive 
model that can depict this behavior, it is imperative to outline the behavior itself 
briefly.
This behavior is well understood by considering uniaxial loading (Dafalias, 
1984). We know that the stress-strain curves tend to converge with two definite 
bounding lines X X '  and Y Y '  (See Fig.4.1), not necessarily straight or parallel. Let 
us assume them for simplicity to be straight and parallel lines in the uniaxial case. 
Comparing the set of points G i to G4  which are equi-distant from X X '  shows the 
same slope (i.e. tangent modulus) for all these points of the stress-strain curve. We 
note in this case that if one assumes the plastic modulus to be a sole function of 
this distance, consequently all these points will have the same value of the plastic 
modulus. This shows tha t the distance from X X '  can be used as an internal vari­
able in defining the plastic modulus. But by examining the point G0  at the same 
distance from X X '  as points G\ to G4  with a totally different slope, one can add 
the yielding initialization distance also as an internal variable to define the plastic 
modulus. Though it is indeed an important conclusion, it does not solve the prob­
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lem completely. For example, if at G0 1  unloading occurs followed by partial reverse 
loading along C0 D 0  and reloading with yielding initiating at E 0  then the behavior 
outlined below is observed. A smooth elastoplastic transition is observed at E 0, but 
despite the fact that E 0  is approximately at the same distance from X X '  as Ei to 
E 4  are, when the subsequent curve meets the CqDq curve at about the point G0  
it bends smoothly and changes slope following the CgDg curve instead of behaving 
similarly to the curves E{F{, i =1 to 4. This shows that the material exhibits a more 
sophisticated and extended memory of discrete events of unloading-reloading. In 
this chapter, an attempt has been made to model this behavior using an additional 
third surface called the memory surface.
Two parameters are introduced with respect to the yield surface namely, A and 
(.  The paxameter A is related to the shortest distance between the centers of the 
yield and limit surfaces. The parameter ( is related to the angle between the direction 
of the deviatoric stress rate and the direction of the limit back stress relative to the 
yield backstress. The domination of Tseng and Lee rule is let to be increasing as the 
yield surface approaches the limit surface.
An influence parameter, 0 , is included for the memory surface model. This 
defines the amount of memory involved in the response with respect to a particular 
loading direction.
The memory surface is discussed in detail first showing its behavior in the uni­
axial loading regime before extending it to multidimensional space. The importance 
of this surface is clearly outlined in this section.
4.3 M em ory Surface
A memory surface is proposed here that requires some dependence on the maxi­
mum stresses attributed to mostly recent stress events and their corresponding stress
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directions. This is in order to depict the phenomenon explained earlier in the intro­
duction through Fig.4.1. Before introducing this in the multiaxial framework, the 
phenomenon is first discussed in detail for the uniaxial case.
4.3.1 For the Uniaxial Case...
Consider the behavior shown in Fig.4.2. In this case, one observes that the curve 
DC almost joins the primary curve BC. But, if partial reverse loading occurs at point 
E prior to joining the curve BC with a reloading, the corresponding reloading curve 
F E '  also almost joins the curve BC together with curve DC. This behavior conveys 
that the maximum stress memory depicted by the most recent maximum stress is an 
important parameter and should be used for describing the memory surface (Tseng 
and Lee, 1983).
In order to understand the parameters related to this surface and to understand 
the conditions that should be applied for updating the surface, let us study the uni­
axial response given by Fig.4.3. The memory lines MO-MO and MO'-MO' correspond 
to the memory that occurred due to loading till the point B. The maximum stress is 
calculated with respect to the center of the limit surface. The memory line Ml-Ml 
and M l'-M l' correspond to an updated memory represented by stress at D. The 
updating is done when the maximum stress get altered. The maximum stress is 
measured from the center of the limit surface.
Certain conclusions could be drawn from Fig.4.3. regarding how to define the 
parameters and the surface involved. These conclusions axe outlined below:
1. The memory lines are identified by the maximum stresses reached in both 
tension and compression relative to the center of the limit surface.
2. The motion of the memory line in the stress space (i.e. the slope of the memory 
line in the a vs. e space) is taken to be the same as that of the limit line.
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3. The center line of the memory lines coincide with the center of the limit line. 
In other words, the memory surface and the limit surface are assumed to be 
concentric (Fig.4.3). This means that the evolution of the center or backstress 
of the limit and memory surface is the same. The problem of intersection of 
memory surface with the limit surface is avoided by this assumption. This also 
allows a consistent definition of maximum stresses.
4. If the maximum stress defined by the current stress level exceeds the maximum 
stress defined by the the memory line, then the memory surface is updated and 
expanded.
5. A proximity parameter, 8 is defined which defines the distance of the memory 
line from the current stress position along the stress rate direction. 6,n is the 
proximity parameter associated with the initial yielding with respect to the 
memory line after an unloading has occurred. This proximity parameter is 
used in defining the plastic modulus associated with the memory attributed to 
the additional hardening. This is discussed in detail in the forthcoming section 
on plastic modulus (Fig.4.3).
6. A magnification factor, $ is introduced which depends on 8{n of the subcycle 
affecting the additional hardening of the subcycle. This factor decreases as the 
ratio of 8{n to the size of the memory surface increases. This factor goes to zero 
when the ratio of 8{n to the size of the memory surface goes to nearly unity.
4.3.2 Extension to Multiaxial Framework
Assuming we start from a zero stress state without prior stressing of the material 
the first memory surface is obtained by the first maximum stress state obtained 
before reversal. The memory surface in the biaxial vs r2 deviatoric stress space is 
a circle with the center of the first memory surface coincident with that of the limit
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Figure 4.4: The Proximity Parameters for Memory and Limit Surfaces.
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surface and radius of the maximum current stress state with respect to the center of 
the memory surface (Fig.4.4). During the subsequent loadings, the new maximum 
stress points may be reached and memory surface is updated to the new level. Since 
the centers of the memory and limit surfaces coincide, the evolution of the memory 
backstress is identical to that of the limit backstress. At all time, the maximum 
stress is defined with respect to the center of the memory surface.
In order to reflect the effect of the influence of the maximum dislocation density 
direction, a new parameter 0  is introduced here. This parameter is influenced by 
the path of the loading that has taken place in the past.
0  =  AiJ,Cij +  4 " > A i (4.1)
where
A (n ) 71
4 - 1= — £  4 " > = ( » « » » > )
7=1
'se , = - / = l b W ’ ^ ’ “ X X ' W h ’ii; 4 m)= - - s t - 'S r v i r ’ (»■>“ ”*)
and
H(a.ij) is the Heavyside function with respect to a tensor a,y and Vij is the 
dislocation direction. In this work, is taken to be in the direction of the stress 
rate. The summation is done with each load increment. In the limiting case, the 
summation becomes an integral. The parameter is maximum when the stress rate is 
along the maximum dislocation direction. Thus parameter takes care of the difference 
in hardening depending on the direction of the loading.




This behavior of the material may be captured by assuming the additive decom­
position of the generalized plastic modulus H into two components Hi and H2 ,
H  = Hi + H 2 . (4.2)
The component, H\ is identical in form to that introduced by Voyiadjis and Sivaku- 
mar(1991) and expresses the proximity of the stress point from the limit surface and 
C, defined later, which is related to the angle of between the deviatoric stress rate 
tensor and the direction of the limit backstress relative to the yield backstress. The 
component H2 is a new expression introduced solely to capture the material behavior 
with memory effects as discussed in the section on memory surface.
4.3.3.2 Parameters
A simple and practical expression is introduced for defining H2 . From the 
discussions made in section on memory surface, it is clear that H2 is a function of 
the following parameters:
1. The proximity parameter, d, defined as the distance of the image point on the 
memory surface from the current stress position (along the deviatoric stress 
rate direction) in the deviatoric stress space (See Fig.4.4).
2. Proximity parameter at the initial yielding, d,n, after an unloading into an 
elastic loading or elastic region (See Fig.4.4).
3. The magnification factor, tf, which is defined as the ratio of dtn to the chord 
length of the memory surface colinear with the direction of the deviatoric stress 
rate (See Fig.4.5).
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In this work, the parameter 8 is expressed as the ratio of £,•„ to the chord 
length of the memory surface along the deviatoric stress rate direction, i.e., 
analytically expressed as
4. The influence parameter (0 ).
Therefore, the function of the memory component H2 of plastic modulus can be 
written as,
H2 =  H2 (d,dtn,d ,0 )  (4.4)
The value of H2 vanishes when the subcycle merges with the memory surface 
line (or memory surface) thus leaving the plastic modulus to be the same as the 
one for the response without memory (a virgin curve in uniaxial loading). In other 
words, when 8 =  0, then H2 =  0. The function H 2 becomes a very high value when 
the value of 8 is close to £,n.
Also, H2 increases as the influence parameter increases. When the influence pa­
rameter nears zero i.e. 0  =  0, then H2 =  0. The maximum influence of the memory 
is achieved when the direction of the current deviatoric stress rate coincides with the 
direction of the deviatoric stress rate corresponding to the maximum occurred stress 
which was responsible for updating the memory surface.
The magnification factor i? magnifies the memory component of the plastic mod­
ulus accordingly. Depending on the position of the onset of yielding with respect to 
the memory surface, this parameter varies to appropriately magnify or diminish the 
memory component of the plastic modulus function. As d becomes smaller and 
smaller the magnification increases rapidly. The magnification factor goes to zero 
when the value of 8 goes to unity.
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Figure 4.5: The Parameters Affecting the Magnification Factor (7?)
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4.3.3.3 An Illustration
In this strain controlled example on a  brass 60/40 material, the strain was cycled 
between —1% and +1% in the torsional space. The strain cycling was done starting 
from 0% strain and reversing at 1%, -1%, -0.2%, -1%, 0.4%, -0.4%, 1%, 0.2% and 1% 
successively to obtain the subcycles. The response obtained from the model without 
memory surface and the model with the memory surface are shown in Figures 4.7 and
4.8 respectively. Comparing with the response Fig.4.6 which is without any subcycles, 
we see that the primary response obtained using the model with the memory surface 
is undisturbed in the response shown in Fig.4.S, in spite of the partial reversal and 
reloading subcycles which is consistent with the observations made in experiments 
(Dafalias, 1984). But, the response under-predicted by the model without memory 
surface (Figure 4.7).
In another example, a loading similar to the previous example is done except 
that the subcycles are of different ranges to illustrate the effectiveness of the model 
proposed. The strain cycling was done starting from 0% strain and reversing at 1%, 
-1%, -0.6%, -1%, 0.3%, -0.3%, 1%, 0.2% and 1% successively to obtain the subcycles. 
The response is depicted in Fig. 4.9 Irrespective of the sizes of the subcycles, the 
actual response of the virgin curve is unaffected apart from the fact that the subcycles 
almost close in loops complying with the observations made in experiments (Dafalias, 
1984).
In a later chapter, it will be shown that in a cyclic hardening example, the effect 
due to memory surface is not observed since the memory effects come into play only 
in the case of subcycles from the way the model is formulated with memory surface.
4.3.4 A Microstructural Interpretation
For a better understanding, here is an attempt to analyze this behavior mi- 
crostructurally. Consider a dislocation pile-up resulting from the existence of some
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Figure 4.6: Response without Subcycles
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Figure 4.9: Response with Subcycles of Different Strain Ranges with Memory
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immobile sub-structure (e.g. cell walls, sub-grain or grain boundaries represented 
in this model using the memory line) on a slip plane as shown in Fig.4.10a. This 
represents the condition of relatively high plastic strain at which the asymptotic 
hardening modulus is closely approached. This corresponds to high stress concen­
tration at the leading dislocation which results in dislocation ” avalanche” through 
the barrier. With a sudden reversal, the dislocations are free to move in the opposite 
direction resulting in a low initial hardening rate. This is shown in Fig.4.10b. If a 
second reversal occurs (completion of a  subcycle) before a pile-up condition develops 
in the opposite direction, there exists a greater resistance to dislocation motion in 
this direction due to the higher dislocation density in the direction of the immobile 
sub-structure as shown in Fig.4.10c. This also substantiates the need for the spe­
cial assumptions made on the evolution of the center of memory surface etc. The 
maximum stress criteria is developed from this analysis. (Lamar, 1989)
In this chapter, the author has explained the need for an additional surface, 
the memory surface. The memory surface is first presented in the uniaxial stress 
space before extending it to a  multiaxial framework. The additional component of 
plastic modulus which contributes to the memory effects is described in detail. A 
microstructural interpretation of the existence of memory surface is made.
In the next chapter, correlations will be made with respect to various experimen­
tal data to evaluate the performance of the model under various loading conditions. 
Since the kinematic hardening rule for the limit surface is associated with the yield 
surface backstress evolution, the model is expected to perform very well while pre­
dicting ratchetting response.
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Figure 4.10: Explanation of Dislocation Theory-
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Chapter 5
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MODEL
5.1 In troduction
Performance of the proposed kinematic hardening rule is examined using several 
examples of cyclic plasticity phenomena observed in experiments. Results obtained 
and compared with experimental observations on various loading histories are pre­
sented. With the memory effects added to the model, impressive results are obtained 
without using an anisotropic distortional yield model. Drifting of the yield surface 
occurs during the numerical computation of the plastic response due to nonpropor­
tional loading paths. The drift due to the finite increments of stress or strain is 
corrected using a simple and efficient method proposed in this chapter (Voyiadjis 
and Sivakumar, 1993, 1993a).
In this chapter, the procedure for numerical evaluation of the response is dis­
cussed in detail followed by correlation studies on the experimental results published 
by Shiratori, et. al. (1979) on brass 60/40 material. The material constants and 
model parameters are determined and discussed with respect to a  sample material 
(brass 60/40). The constants can be evaluated for other materials in the same man­
ner described. This model is specialized to axial-torsional loading and compared 
with nonproportional, cyclic histories, each consisting of different stress or strain 
controlled paths. It is shown that the model gives good quantitative agreement for 
these complex histories establishing the performance of the proposed model.
100
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The simplicity and effectiveness of this model is indicative from the fact that it 
uses an isotropic von Mises type yield surface in order to avoid high complexity in 
introducing the anisotropy at the yield surface level. Instead, the model introduces 
anisotropy in the hardening level. Thus there is a difference in the shape of the 
plastic potential surfaces at low values of the plastic strain levels which die down 
at an increased plastic strain since anisotropy is introduced in the plastic modulus 
in the model. The memory effect inclusions take care of this additional hardening 
needed to induce the anisotropic distorted potential surface effect. In a  later section, 
this is clearly shown in an example which shows the equipotential surfaces drawn 
from a series of loadings in different directions.
The model is satisfactorily used to simulate the nonproportional loading exper­
imental results on 60/40 brass obtained by Shiratori et. al. (1979) for small strains. 
Most of the fundamental cyclic deformation properties of metals required for this 
model are obtained from a cyclic torsional (or unaxial loading history under stress­
or strain controlled conditions. The nonproportional loading experiments simulated 
here start with a  4% prestraining in order to introduce sufficient anisotropy for test­
ing the proficiency of the model. This is followed by the application in the 01-03 space 
of the various stress bends of loading at 90°, 120°, 135°, 150° and 180°. Reasonable 
correlation exists with the experimental results in the stress-strain relations and the 
stress trajectories. It is important to note that furthermore satisfactory correlation is 
obtained between the model and the experiments regarding the equi-plastic surface 
at each of the accumulated plastic strain level.
The proposed model has also simulated ratcheting using a nonproportional load­
ing history. The prediction of this response is somewhat satisfactory compared to the 
successful modeling of all the other discussed histories. The proposed model is for­
mally introduced for finite strain cyclic plasticity (small elastic strains) but is easily 
applied to small deformation problems with minor modifications. A drift correction
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is introduced in this work that is simple and efficient (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1993; 
1993a).
5.2 D iscretization  o f  Equations
In order to compute numerically the response of a material under a general load­
ing, the differential equations describing the stress-strain incremental relationship, 
evolution for the internal variables and other related equations have to be converted 
into equations with discretized quantities instead of the differential quantities. Be­
fore doing so, the loading in the stress-controlled condition or the strain-controlled 
path should be discretized into finite number of load steps. In this work, we describe 
the stress or strain path using a piece wise linear approximation to be used for cal­
culating response. A forward iteration or single step procedure is adopted in this 
work for evaluation of the response numerically. The step size used is small enough 
to avoid or minimize error involved in the response calculation.
Assuming that one applies a strain step A e ^  representing any intermediate 
step (j), the incremental stress-strain law can be written in the discretized form as:
A c r ^  = D ( A a - ^ \ a ^ \ c ^ ^ , e ^ )  AeW  (5.1)
where the quantities with superscript (j) correspond to the values at the jth  
intermediate step. The deformations are assumed to be small. In the above equation 
we see that the elasto-plastic tensor is dependent on the stress rate tensor thus 
making it implicit. This implicitness due to stress rate tensor vanishes when we use 
von Mises yield condition (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1992). The elasto-plastic stiffness 
tensor, JD, as represented by the corresponding equation in Table 5.1 (in order to  keep 
track of important equations involved in the proposed model, equations pertaining 
to the model are presented in the table 5.1), uses the plastic modulus in which the 
proximity parameter corresponds to the quantities at the jth step, i.e. Other
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Table 5.1: Summary of Theoretical Formulation
Description Equations
Yield Surface /  =  |  ( t  -  o:) : ( t  -  a )  -  c l -  ck =  0
Limit Surface III NIW 1 1 £1 1 II o
Strain Decomposition dki — 4  -f 4
Eulerian Description of 
Objective Stress Rate tr =  ir — fitr  +  crQ
Yield Backstress Evolution a  = | | a | |  vW
..fat _  Al+BTl
||>iZ+Bn||
A = (& 0$ 0 + &0* 1a)q + V1 
B  =  §'0 b q
Limit Backstress Evolution
O
a  = m 7} n  (after contact) 0 0
a  =  F(6,6in) a  (before contact) 
0 <  F(6,6in) < 1
quantities are discretized and updated as represented by equations in Table 5.2.
5.3 Y ield  Surface D rift C orrection
Since we use finite increments of load vector instead of the exact differential 
quantities, as required by the equations for incremental formulation developed in 
this work, the calculation of response results in computational inaccuracies and in­
consistencies which have to be corrected.
In most formulations, the internal variables like backstress are computed directly 
from the strain increment. In this kind of formulations, the yield condition is satisfied
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Table 5.2: Discretized Equations
Description Discretized Equations
Stress-strain Law A t r ^  =  A e ^
Yield Backstress Evolution A a ®  =  | |A a ^ | |  v W
j.d'i _  A l b ) + B n <»
j(i) _  A T«
“ l|ATO-)||
n (i) -
“  ||rO )-af« ||
IIAcrWlI =  : a t(j)
1 1 (T^ >-OCO>) : JA3)
— (t ^  — o r^ )||
Elastoplastic Stiffness Matrix Dklmn — Eklmn
1 6G2 / (i) O h/ m m \  
0%H&)+2G'- M M /I mn ^mn)
Plastic Modulus tfW  =  w +  H2 U)
Limit Backstress Evolution
oU) . . . .
cr =  m  (rjA t) t i (j> (after contact) 
a  =  F ( 8 ^ \ Sf„) (before contact)
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by correcting the stress increment tensor. Many methods are available in literature 
(Potts and Gens, 1985; Nayak and Zienkiewickz, 1972) about the correction of stress 
tensor. Most of approaches differ only in the choice of the direction of the corrective 
stress change. The radial return method (Potts and Gens, 1985) is found to be the 
best choice for such a correction.
In this work, the formulation is based differently. The internal variables, a  and 
a  are related directly to the stress rate tensor instead of the strain rate tensor. The 
backstress may be expressed in terms of its magnitude and direction. While the 
direction is determined by the kinematic hardening rule proposed, the magnitude is 
determined through consistency condition. Because of this kind of formulation and 
since the backstresses are calculated from the consistency condition, no correction 
need be applied to the stress increment tensor. The yield condition is automatically 
satisfied by using the discretized form of consistency condition in the form derived 
below for calculating the backstress quantities.
Use is made of the conditions at the start of the increment and at the end of 
the increment since before and after the plastic loading, the yield function has to be 
satisfied with stress tensor lying on the yield surface, i.e.
/ ( r ,  a )  =  0 and (5.2)
/ ( r  +  A t ,a  +  Aa.) =  0 (5.3)
With the von Mises yield condition, one obtains,
f ( T ,a ) =  | ( ^  -  a ) : f r  -  ac) ~  k2 =  0 (5.4)
Assuming there is no isotropic hardening, equation (5.3) may be expressed as
3
/ ( r  + A t,cl + A a )  = - ( r  + A t — a -  Aa) : ( r  + A t - a  -  A a ) — k2 (5.5)
=  0
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But
Aar =  ||Acr||i/ (5.6)
Therefore incorporating equations (5.6) and (5.2) in equation (5.6) and simpli­
fying we obtain:
||Acx||2 +  ||A ct||(-2 i/ii(o-ii -  OLij +  A ofj)) +  -  2a{j +  A<r0 ) =  0 (5.7)
from which one can find out the magnitude of increment in backstress as:
|]Aoc|| =  Vij{<Tij -  Qij +  A ffij) -  y/{vij{<rij -  <*ij +  A ) ) 2 -  (Aaij(2aij -  2<*ti +  A(7y)(5.8)
5.4 A pplications o f th e  M odel
5.4.1 Experimental Data on Brass 60/40
All the experimental data of 60/40 brass which contains rather extensive non­
proportional loading cases were gathered from the results presented by Shiratori, et 
al. (1979). Shiratori, et. al. also attempted to model the elasto-plastic response 
of the 60/40 brass primarily under highly deformation-induced anisotropy result­
ing from prestraining. Their impressive results in modeling the experimental data 
were achieved using an anisotropic distortional yield surface rather than the present 
approach.
A cyclic torsional (or uniaxial) loading history under strain- or stress-controlled 
conditions can reveal most of a metal’s fundamental cyclic deformation properties. 
The definition of the axial-torsional subspace follows as a subspace of Iliyushin’s 
five-dimensional deviatoric vector space (Ilyushin, ...). Define the stress vector as:
<r =  o-iTC, +  037I3 (5.9)
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where
<J\ =  azz = a, a3 = y/Zerze =  Vd r  (5.10)
and to, and n3 are orthonormal base vectors in the stress plane. Here, 2 and 6
denote the tube longitudinal and circumferential directions, respectively. Likewise,
the plastic strain vector is defined by
ep =  +  e§n3 (5-11)
where
ei =  ^  (5-12)
Note that plastic strain rate vector is defined as
ep =  e jn , +  e§n3 (5.13)
The effective stress aeqv and plastic strain rate i%qv (normalized to the axial case) are 
recognized as
Veqv =  IMI =  {O ’ : 0-)5 =  (<j2 +  (5.14)
^  =  Hell (5.15)
Most of the results are presented with respect to effective plastic strain accumulation 
defined as
P = I o \ H ^ dt (5'16)
5.4.2 Calculation of Functions and Constants for the Plastic Modulus
As discussed in Chapter 4, the behavior of the material may be captured by 
assuming the additive decomposition of the generalized plastic modulus H into two 
components Hi and H2 ,
H = H1 + H 2 . (5.17)
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The component, H \ is identical in form to that introduced by Voyiadjis and Sivaku- 
mar(1991) and expresses the proximity of the stress point from the limit surface and 
£, which is related to the angle of between the deviatoric stress rate tensor and the 
direction of the limit backstress relative to the yield backstress tensor. The compo­
nent H2 is a new expression introduced solely to capture the material behavior with 
memory effects as discussed in the section on memory surface.
5.4.2.1 Evaluation of Plastic Modulus Component Hi
In this section, main emphasis is on understanding the formulation of plastic 
modulus component, Hi defined by equation (3.89). The functional dependence 
of plastic modulus component, Hi on the parameter £ can be found out only by 
using an available nonproportional loading history (axial-torsional loading history, 
for example) of the material. In the cyclic torsional loading, however, the dependence 
of Hi on £ vanishes since the function h2(Q  goes to unity as discussed in the previous 
chapters. The parameter £ is zero since the angle between the direction of deviatoric 
stress rate and the tensor s  is zero (See Figure 3.16). The condition imposed on the 
function h2(Q  is tha t it becomes unity when £ goes to zero. Hence, in this case, 
Hi does not depend on the parameter £.
Using the cyclic torsional loading history results under stress- and strain- con­
trolled conditions, we can find most of the deformational properties of the metal 
except for h2(£).
Since the deviatoric stress rate direction always coincides with the normal to 
the yield surface in this particular example, and since it is a proportional loading, 
the kinematic hardening rule reduces to Phillip’s rule, i.e., r  = a .
The elastic modulus, elastic limit and the limiting plastic modulus, Hi '  are 
found out from a large strain cyclic loop. The values are listed in Table 5.3. In order 
to fully determine the plastic modulus component, Hi , the functions f(S )  and g(Sin)
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have to be found out using the characteristics of the given material response.
The function /(£ ,d ,n) determines, in general, the shape of the cyclic loop. This 
function describes the way the dislocations pile up on a slip plane before resulting in 
dislocation "avalanche” through the barrier when 8 becomes zero. Using piecewise 
parabolic fit, the slope of the cyclic loop at various values of 8 are calculated from 
the given experimental data. Using these slopes which determine the modulus for 
typical cyclic loops, the function /  is determined. A general expression in the form 
of :
( e  \  771l ' 5,2„ + m 2 ' 5 m + m 3
h )  (5‘18)
was chosen to fit the data. The constants fci, m1? m2 and m3 were found out by 
trial and error for the best fit possible. Table 1. shows the values for the constants 
ki, m i, m2 and m3 for the material. The typical cyclic loop and the fit using the 
above function are depicted in the form of a graph in Figure 5.1. Since this function 
determines the shape of the curve of the stress-strain behaviour of the material for 
large strains, it may be called ’material shape function’. This function could be 
different for different materials depending on their microstructural make up and 
their response with respect to monotonically increasing or decreasing loads.
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Figure 5.1: A Typical Cyclic Loop and the Material Shape Function Fit
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Figure 5.2: A Fit Using the Proposed Loading-Reloading Function
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The loading and reloading hardening function determines the hardening or soft­
ening of material with respect to stress- or strain- control condition. This function, 
g(6 im C), determines the magnitude of resistance offered to the dislocation motion 
which partly depends on the proximity parameter at the onset of plastic flow,
The value of the function needed to amplify to the stress level reached by a particular 
cycle is calculated with respect to that particular 8{n and plotted for half cycles of 
different 8{n. The graph is shown in Figure 5.2. A function for that could fit
these values was found out by a trial and error procedure. The function in this case 
turned out to be :
g($ im  C) = hi(8in) = e x p  (m 48fn +  m 5 deltain -f m6) (5.19)
The curve defined by the above function fitting the data values is also plotted in 
Figure 5.2. The values of the constants m4, m 5 and m6 for the material are presented 
in Table 5.3.
Using the above functions and constants, the final expression for the plastic 
hardening modulus component Hi is found to be
5 .4 .2 .2 E valuation  o f P la s tic  M odu lus C o m p o n en t H2
In order to fully determine the plastic modulus component H2 , the component 
is considered as product of functions of the influence parameter, magnification fac­
tor and proximity parameter of the current stress level to the memory surface and 
proximity parameter of the stress level at which the onset of plastic flow occurred 
corresponding to the memory surface (8 and £tn). In other words, the function H 2 can 
be expressed as
H2 = h i(# )h 2(Q)h3(8 jin )  (5.21)
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The function grows to high value as ■d becomes smaller and smaller. Using
data available, this feasible form of this function is found to be
h1{-d) = bl{ l ~ d )  (5.22)
where b\ is a constant which is combined with ax in the final expression for plastic 
modulus component H2 .
Indirectly, this takes care of providing extra hardening to the material to achieve the 
memorized stress level depending on the size of the subcycle in the uniaxial range. 
The function h2(0)  corresponds to the amount of influence of memory taking part in 
the additional hardening provided by the memory component of the plastic modulus. 
This function is taken to be 0  itself, i.e.
h2(Q) =  0  (5.23)
A general expression in the form of:
h{f>, Sin) = Gi ^  (5.24)
is chosen for the function h3. ax is a constant. We note that this function goes 
to zero when 6 goes to zero. The expression has a very high value when 8 is very 
close to 8in. The constant ax is different for different materials depending on their 
microstructural characterization.
Using the above functions and constants, the final expression for the plastic 
hardening modulus component H2 is found to be:
&  =  <■ (0 ) (1 -  <>) (5.25)
a is a material constant obtained as the product of the constants ax and b\. The 
value of this constant for the material used in this example is listed in Table 3.
A similar procedure is used to find out the functions and constants needed for 
the material in question.
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5.4.3 Model Predictions in the Uniaxial Case
In this section the behavior of the material predicted by the proposed model 
is compared to the experimental results. For a clearer understanding of the physics 
of the problem, the focus here is mainly on the uniaxial (or proportional) loading 
conditions first. The non-proportional (multiaxial) loading conditions and more of 
ratchetting will be the subject of the next subsection which deals fully with correla­
tion with experimental results.
The hardening modulus found out in the previous section is used to calculate 
response for a strain controlled cyclic loading. The strain was cycled between -1% to 
+ 1% in the torsional space. The hardening response of the material as predicted by 
the theory developed in this chapter is compared with the experimental results for 
the same conditions in the stress-strain plot shown in Figure 5.3. We see that the 
proposed model correlates very well with the experimental results.
The response of the material in a stress controlled environment is calculated 
using the proposed model. The stress was made to oscillate between +220 MPa and 
-170 MPa and the response is plotted in Figure 5.4. We see that the cyclic creep 
occurs initially and saturates reaching a stable cycle.
The response of the material in a stress controlled environment similar to the 
previous example is calculated using the proposed model but this time with a higher 
mean stress. As the mean stress becomes higher and higher, the transient ratchetting 
as seen in the previous response should increase in range till a stable cycle is reached. 
This is observed in this example while comparing with the previous example. The 
stress was cycled between a higher positive stress of +260 Mpa and -140 MPa of 
almost same amplitude but with a higher mean stress. The response is shown in 
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Strain Hardening - Correlation with Experimental Results
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Figure 5.4: An Illustration of Cyclic Creep Under Stress Controlled Condition
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5.4.4 Model Predictions in the Multiaxial Case
Certain examples of proportional loading have already been discussed in the 
last subsection. In this subsection, stress-strain relations for combined loading are 
used for evaluating the performance of the model more appropriately. Comparisons 
axe being made between the experimental and calculated stress-strain relations for 
complex loading paths which include complete unloading after the initial plastic 
deformation.
Figure 5.6. compares the equi-plastic surface as given by the model and the 
experiment. Equi-plastic surfaces are constructed at different plastic strain levels 
p =  0.1,0.2,0.5,1.0,2.0 both for the experimental and the model results after a 4% 
prestrain. All these are plotted in the stress space. Here one should realize that 
the model uses an isotropic von Mises yield surface while in reality the yield surface 
is a  distorted anisotropic surface. The model uses isotropic von Mises type yield 
surface in order to avoid high complexity in introducing the anisotropy at the yield 
surface level. Instead, the model introduces this anisotropy in the hardening level. 
Thus there is a difference in the shape of the plastic potential surfaces at low values 
of p which die down at an increased p since anisotropy is introduced in the plastic 
modulus in the model. The memory effect inclusions take care of this additional 
hardening needed to induce the anisotropic distorted potential surface effect.
In order to introduce sufficient anisotropy for testing the proficiency of the 
model, a plastic prestrain of 4% is introduced along u\ axis for 60/40 brass and 
data was obtained for the stress-strain relationship. The experimental data is in the 
form of equivalent stress against accumulated plastic strain. Reasonable correlation 
is expected in this space in order to prove the performance of model under complex 
loading conditions. After this 4% prestraining corresponding to a stress level of cr0 
along cr: , various stress bends of loadings are applied in the crj — cr3 space. Angles 
of 90°, 120°, 135°, 150° and 180° are considered and their respective behavior is ob-
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Figure 5.6: Equi-Plastic Surfaces - A Comparison
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Figure 5.7: Model Comparison with Experimental Plastic Response (90° bend)
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Figure 5.8: Model Comparison with Experimental Plastic Response (120° bend)
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Figure 5.9: Model Comparison with Experimental Plastic Response (135° bend)
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Figure 5.10: Model Comparison with Experimental Plastic Response (150° bend)
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Figure 5.11: Model Comparison with Experimental Plastic Response (180° bend)
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served. In Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, the response is calculated and the 
experimental observations are compared. The corresponding stress paths are shown 
for reference. In the plots in the figure, the X-axis corresponds to the accumulated 
plastic strain while the Y-axis corresponds to the equivalent stress applied. Good 
correlations are obtained when the memory effects are included in the model thus 
validating the reason for inclusion of the same in the model. It should be realized 
that the plastic hardening modulus is modified by the introduction of the memory 
effects to match the hardening rate achieved by the 60/40 brass primarily following 
the initial stages after the stress bend.
More complex loading need be applied to examine the proficiency of the model. 
Hence multiaxial complex loading histories are applied to the material after a certain 
initial prestraining. Thus one can find the performance with complexity as well as 
when an initial anisotropy is introduced. Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the stress- 
strain curves along with the experimental data with respect to the stress trajectories 
shown. For most of the loading histories applied in these examples, we see that rea­
sonable correlation exists with the experimental results. Because of the sensitivity 
of the plastic loading in the stress-strain space especially in the asymptotic response 
domain, exact correlations are difficult to obtain. But the essential behavior and 
reasonable engineering predictions are possible using the model in question. Since 
steps of the stress that are to be applied during numerical computation of the re­
sponse have a bearing on the accuracy of the calculated response, small enough step 
size is used in order to avoid such introduction of numerical round off errors due 
to ill-conditioned conditions of the elastic-plastic stiffness matrix which takes a very 
small magnitude at the asymptotic response domain.
Ratchetting is the most difficult of loading histories to correlate with conven­
tional plasticity models. Ratchetting can be described as the cycle-by-cycle accu­
mulation of plastic strain for some repetitive loading path. Uniaxial ratchetting
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Figure 5.12: Model Comparison with. Experimental Results (Loading Path Shown)





Figure 5.13: Model Comparison with Experimental Results (Loading Path Shown)






Figure 5.14: Model Comparison with Experimental Results (Loading Path Shown)
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can occur when a material is cyclically loaded at some constant stress amplitude 
with nonzero mean stress. Each consecutive hysteresis loop will displace forward 
in a decreasing rate due to the failure of complete closure of each loop. The rate 
of strain accumulation usually decreases with cycles. A proportional loading path 
which leads to ratchetting was discussed in one of the previous subsection. In this 
subsection, ratchetting is illustrated using a nonproportional loading history. Fig­
ure 5.15 shows the strain accumulation due to a nonproportional ratcheting history. 
Refering to the ratcheting path in Figure 5.15a, Ae‘ =  1.0% =  A7/V 3 which is the 
total strain amplitude normalized to the uniaxial case and ad =  §7 A M  pa =  a\ which 
is the constant applied axial stress for the thin walled specimen. The prediction of 
the nonproportional ratchetting response is somewhat satisfactory compared to the 
successful modeling of all the other discussed histories. The decrease in the strain ac­
cumulation does not seem to die down as rapidly as seen in the experimental results. 
This may be due to the sensitivity of the model in predicting the accumulation of 
strain. Further modifications may be necessary in order to model ratchetting more 
efficiently.
In this chapter, correlations were made with respect to various experimental 
data to evaluate the performance of the model under various loading conditions. It 
is show that the model gives good quantitative agreement for complex histories of 
loads establishing the good performance of the proposed model. Compared to other 
models, the proposed model is found to model ratchetting much better. The maxi­
mum error observed does not exceed 15% which is considered a low error compared 
to the other models.
In the next chapter, the proposed time-independent cyclic plasticity model will 
be extended to include rate-dependence on the behavior of the metallic material. 
A principle of overstress is used for this purpose. A brief literature survey will be 
performed to show the basis for the extension of the model.
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Figure 5.15: Model Comparison with Experimental Nonproportional Ratchetting
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Chapter 6
EXTENSION TO A RATE-DEPENDENT
THEORY
6.1 In troduction
A realistic constitutive model to describe the behavior of engineering materials 
especially metals requires potential to characterize the plastic, visco-plastic responses 
under complex loading conditions specifically for hardening effects under a wide range 
of strain rates. A viscoplastic model is used for rate-dependent effects while the time- 
independent plasticity model is used for static analysis. An example of a situation in 
which there could be a moderate to high strain rate is impact loadings from explosive 
sources.
The inelastic response under appropriate conditions only (Rosenfield and Hahn, 
1966) is rate-insensitive so that rate-independent theory is appropriate and can be 
used. Several viscoplastic constitutive models have emerged during the past 15 years 
for class M materials (metal like) with or without yield surface. The theory of 
viscoplasticity admits states within the yield surface, on the yield surface and out­
side the yield surface in contrast to the plasticity theory which admits states only 
within or on the yield surface. Most of the theories axe based upon a rate-dependent 
overstress measured relative to a  quasistatic rate-independent reference surface (re­
laxation boundary). In this work, the rate-independent material characterization is 
used as a vital link to the viscoplasticity theory (Voyiajis and Sivakumar, 1991).
131
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Perzyna (1966) proposed a theory for small, isothermal deformation of viscoplas­
tic nature. The material is assumed to  exhibit significant viscous or rate dependent 
behavior only in the inelastic stages of the deformation. An initial static yield con­
dition is assumed. The Chaboche’s theory (1983) is similar in overall structure to 
the Perzyna’s Theory. However, it chooses specific forms for the yield function and 
introduces specific forms for the isotropic and kinematic hardening (the two impor­
tan t internal variables) associated with the rate-dependent plastic deformation. The 
theory considers small iso-thermal deformations. Walker (1981) assumes that the 
inelastic deformation can occur at any stress level (i.e. no yield condition). This 
was proposed in order to simulate a smooth transition from linear elastic behavior to 
non-linear inelastic behavior. This theory is obtained as a modification of a  standard 
3-parameter model for a linear viscoelastic solid in uniaxial stress. Krempl (1984) 
performed a series of experiments to determine the viscoplastic behavior of metals 
under proportional loading (esp. uniaxial loading) histories. Krempl (1984) also 
proposed a theory which assumes no yield condition. He also used a modification of 
a  3-parameter viscoelastic model. Freed and Chaboche (1989) introduced a  thermo­
dynamic foundation using the concept of internal state variables for a general theory 
of viscoplasticity.
A two surface finite stain, rate-dependent/viscoplastic constitutive model is pro­
posed in this chapter as an extension of the already proposed time-independent model 
(Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1991b; 1991c). The model uses a  functional form for strain 
rate obtained from experimental observations made by Voyiadjis and Mohammad 
(1988). The model satisfies the hypotheses proposed by Freed and Walker (1990) 
based on steady-state creep condition. The hypotheses of steady-state creep are used 
as as a limiting case of the viscoplastic deformation are used to check the admissibility 
of the functional form used and to obtain additional constraints during formulation 
of the theory. The viscoplastic models proposed in the past can be divided into three
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categories - i) viscoplastic theories without a yield surface; ii) viscoplastic theories 
with a yield surface and no evolving drag strength and iii) viscoplastic theories where 
the drag and yield strengths are equivalent. The proposed theory falls into the third 
category in which the drag and yield strengths are equivalent.
6.2 C on stitu tive  M od el
The model is purely elastic before it reaches the plastic state and becomes elas­
tic/viscoplastic after the plastic state has been reached. A yield condition exists and 
is of von Mises type.
Limiting to  small elastic strains but finite inelastic deformations, the spatial 
strain rate d  is decomposed here into:
dki =  <4 / +  d'ki (6.1)
where <4/ and d'^ are, respectively the elastic and inelastic components of the spatial 
strain rate. The trace of the spatial inelastic strain rate is assumed to be zero valued, 
i.e.
d'L = 0  (6 .2 )
The associated flow rule is used in this work in order to describe the flow of the 
inelastic component of the spatial strain rate, d" and is expressed in terms of the 
exterior normal/gradient to the potential surface F  as,
d'L =  (6.3)
For a von Mises type of potential function,
F  — ||x  —cr|| (6.4)
where ||T || denotes the norm of a second-order tensor T  defined by
\\T\\ = {TijTij) 1* = {T :T ) '>  (6.5)
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and therefore equation (6.3) becomes
<6-6>
Following Zener and Hollomon’s (1944) experimental results, the magnitude of the 
spatial viscoplastic strain rate ||d"|| may be decomposed into the product of the 
thermal diffussivity 0  >  0 and the Zener parameter Z  >  0 such that
\\d"\\ = ®{T)Z{T,q) (6.7)
where q are state variables and the viscoplastic strain rate is given by
d"3 =  eZ ru j (6.8)
n  is a unit tensor along the direction of the gradient to the kinetic yield surface.
The existence of a dynamic yield function is assumed such that
1
/ 2
F  V§(fc2 +  Cs) /  1 ^
where f is the static yield condition given by,
/  =  | l k  -  «H2 -  | ( k 2 +  c k ) =  0, (6.10)
k represents the initial yield stress, c is a constant tha t describes the isotropic com­
ponent of hardening, and k  is the isotropic hardening parameter obtained from the 
relation k = pad'll where Pki is a function of the image point of the Cauchy stress 
tensor on the static yield surface and the accumulated elastic strain. The superdot 
in this relation denotes material time differentiation. The expression | (k2 +  c k ) can 
be taken to be an isotropic hardening variable Y 2.
Therefore the dynamic yield function is reduced to:
f=G^+i)2_i (6-n )
This dynamic yield function is directly related to the overstress. The overstress can 
be well understood from the following illustration.
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Consider an asymptotic response achieved in a uniaxial simple tension test (Fig. 
6.1. The curve OA'BE represents a quasistatic stress-strain response obtained by 
loading at extremely slow strain rates. This is done by applying each increment of 
stress allowing the total plastic strain due to the previous stress load increment has 
had enough time to develop fully. By doing so, the quasistatic stress-plastic strain 
response is obtained an envelope of equilibrium states due to each stress increment.
Now, let us consider the response due to stress increments at different strain 
rates. The curves OC, OD, OE represent responses due to different strain rates with 
strain rate for the curve OC less than that for OD and curve OD representing one 
lesser than curve OE. Observing that the asymptotic curve response are somewhat 
parallel and increases in stress level as strain rate increased, one can easily conclude 
that the strain rate is directly related to the overstress which is obtained by taking 
off the quasistatic equivalent stress at the same plastic strain.
The Zener function Z  in equation (6.7 can be expressed in terms of F as
Z(F) = 7(F ) <  $ (F ) >  V F T T  (6.12)
where 7(F) and $ (F ) are material functions that can be chosen to represent the 
results of experimental tests on the dynamic behavior of the particular material. 
Note that this function is valid only in the inelastic domain. In other words, valid 
when F is non-negative.
A general expression for 7 used for metals is given by (Voyiadjis and Mohammad, 
1988 and 1991; Atkash, et al, 1983)
7(F ) =  aaF " ni {Fl -  F )-"2 (6.13)
where Fl is the limiting one-dimensional dynamic yield function obtained from the 
dynamic tests at the highest strain rates of interest. Manjoine (1950) states that this 
function form which is an “S” shaped curve is typical of metals tested within a given 
range of strain rates. The particulars of the curve may vary for each material type
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(Fig.6.2). Notice that the range of inelastic strain rate in Fig.6.2. is bigger than the 
range used by Freed and Walker (1990)as shown in Fig.6.3 (after Freed and Walker
(1990)). A bigger range is taken since authors are interested in a model applicable
to finite strains.
In this work, the material function $ ( jF) is expressed as
$ (F )  =  F  (6.14)
The final form of Zener’s function in the inelastic domain is found to be
Z{F) =  <*! F~ni (Fl  -  F)~n2 < F >  V F T T  (6.15)
The functional form of Zener parameter can also be expressed in a simpler form 
by substituting the expression for F  in equation (6.11) and adding the Mccaulay’s 
brackets to ensure that the material is in the inelastic domain.
=  Z (6-16)
since
II7 ’ — a \\ — Y  = av (6.17)
where av stands for overstress. At the steady-state creep, which is a limiting case of 
the viscoplastic representation, it is experimentally observed that the backstress a,y 
is coaxial with the deviatoric stress (Blass and Findley, 1971) i.e.
a 13$ =  &IM| (6.18)
where b is a proportionality factor and 0 <  b < 1. The subscript 3S indicates 
steady-state. Typically, b =  0.4 and does not vary much from material to material 
(Gibeling and Nix, 1982; Freed and Walker, 1989). This condition of proportionality 
between the backstress and deviatoric stress provides a physical constraint that every
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admissible evolution equation for backstress must satisfy (Freed and Walker, 1990). 
Accordingly, we get,
(6.19)
since the backstress and deviatoric stress are coaxial at steady state.
Freed and Walker (1990) put forth hypotheses based on the fact tha t the steady- 
state creep is a limiting case of the viscoplastic representation. These form the condi­
tion necessary for the kinetic yield models to satisfy in order to be used in viscoplastic 
constitutive framework. The first hypothesis states that transient Zener parameter 
Z has to have the same functional form as the steady-state Zener parameter Zss but 
with a different argument
Z  = Z« (6.20)
with /(0 ) =  0. The steady-state Zener parameter is expressed as 
Z ,, = Z, (6.21)
with Z3S[0] =  0 and A > 0 is a  material constant.
Consequently, from eqns (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20) and the discussion above one 
obtains the identity
’ ( l - 6 ) | | r l | - n ,
fss =  f Yss
imi
A (6.22)
The value of the isotropic variable in the virgin state, Y0 is defined by the limits
Y0 =  lim Y„ (6.23)
and must satisfy the inequality Y0 >  0. According to this condition, for the proposed 
functional form of Zener function, we obtain,
(l-4)||r||r„ = (6.24)
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In the above equation, if Z'- 1( ||t ||/A ) is greater than —1, then the inequality is 
satisfied. From Fig.6.2. we see that the values of the Zener function are positive for 
the specified functional form used. Therefore, inverse Zener function which is the 
function F  itself does not become negative satisfying the inequality.
The second hypothesis proposed by Freed and Walker (1990), states that the 
steady-state values for this isotropic variable must monotonically increase with in­
creasing stress a t rates that are finite. Representing mathematically, this hypothesis 
can be written as
m - * -  (6-25)
Using the above condition and rearranging, we obtain,
2M = (||rM(l-i)f) (A(1" b)iF ~ Y”) (6-26)
This expression will be positive when
A ( 1 - » ) | | > U .  (6.27)
observing that ^  =  1 for most part of the “S” curve, we obtain the condition that
Y „ < A { l - b )  (6.28)
The condition >  A(1 — b) is physically unacceptable since A(1 — b) acts as an 
upper bound on Y and since it is in violation with the physics of Taylor (1934). 
Hence the expression in equation (6.26) is non-negative and finite valued. Therefore, 
the model described by eqn. (6.15) is theoretically acceptable.
The numerical evaluation of response for rate-dependent situation is beyond 
the scope of this work and is a separate field by itself. In this chapter, the author 
has attempted to show that the rate-independent model developed by the author 
can easily be extended to a rate-dependent one by using the overstress concept. 
It should be noted that the rate-dependency is dealt with separately with time- 
independent case as a limit when strain-rate goes down to almost zero. It is observed
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that for all practical purposes, backstress remains unaffected by the viscoplastic 
phenomenon. Also the time-independent equivalent of the dynamic yield function 
remains undisturbed by the different strain rates.
Since the actual viscoplastic stress state is different from its time-independent 
counterpart, the corresponding magnitude ||oc|| is given by
|[cr[[ =  j  where t * =  r  -  avn  (6.29)
The quantity t * is considered to be rate-independent. The kinematic hardening rule 
is assumed to be based on this quantity rather than the actual stress state since the 
center of the yield surface is assumed to remain unaffected by the rate (Voyiadjis 
and Sivakumar, 1991b; 1991c).
In this chapter, the proposed time-independent cyclic plasticity model was ex­
tended to include rate-dependence on the behavior of the metallic material. A prin­
ciple of overstress was used for this purpose. A bried literature survey was performed 
to show the basis for the extension of the model. The model uses a functional form 
for strain rate obtained from experimental observations made by Voyiadjis and Mo­
hammad (1988) and satisfies the hypotheses proposed by Freed and Walker (1990) 
based on steady-state creep condition. The hypotheses of steady-state creep are used 
as a limiting case of the viscoplastic deformation used to check the admissibility of 
the functional form used.
In the next chapter, the time-independent cyclic plasticity model proposed so 
far will be incorporated into an updated Lagrangian finite element program in order 
to solve practical problems. After a brief literature review, the equations of motion 
concerning the updated Lagrangian technique will be described. The finite element 
solution will be explained in brief using an algorithm of the finite element program 
(D NA). An example problem is solved to see the performance of the model in 
predicting the stresses in the structure analyzed.
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Chapter 7
FINITE ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION FOR
THE MODEL
7.1 Introduction
With the advancement in computational facilities in terms of speed against cost 
in the last two decades, it has become quite affordable to analyze structures for more 
realistic behavior introduced through complex models of nonlinear nature. Finite 
Element Method has grown in strength among structural engineers as an important 
tool for evaluation of response of structures under quite complex loads and loading 
situations. Structural analyses involving geometric and material nonlinearities are 
now widely used in structural design.
Better modelling of material behavior, more accurate numerical evaluation of 
metal behavior, rigorous treatment of laws of motion, all have provided for a deeper 
insight into understanding the physical behavior of complex structures and processes. 
In the past, many methods of solution of metal behavior have been proposed using 
the finite element technique. Various assumptions that simplify the technique, var­
ious modifications to the formulation in order to accommodate for more realistic 
analysis at the same time minimizing the cost of the analysis have been proposed. 
Rigid plastic treatment of problems of elasto-plastic nature were quite useful when 
computer time was quite expensive (Kobayashi, 1977, Kobayashi and Lee, 1973; Klie, 
1979; Roll, 1978). These methods fail to yield residual stresses since rigid plasticity 
is assumed. The decrease in the cost of computational facilities have now opened
143
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avenues for finite strain elasto-plastic formulations which eliminate the shortcomings 
that are faced in the rigid-plastic formulations (Yamada and Hirakawa, 1978; Lee et 
al., 1977; Wang and Budiansky, 1978; Hibbit et. al, 1970; McMeeking et al., 1975).
In the nonlinear finite element analysis involving finite deformations and strains 
with material nonlinearities, it is necessary to resort to  an incremental formulation 
of equations of motion. There are basically two different approaches in incremental 
nonlinear finite element analysis although many deviations have been proposed. In 
the first approach, the variables are refered to an updated configuration in each 
load step. This procedure is general called Eulerian, moving coordinate or updated 
formulation (Murray and Wilson, 1965; Felippa, 1966; Yaghmai, 1968; Yaghmail 
and Popov, 1971; Yamada, 1972; Stricklin, et. al, 1972; Tseng and Lee, 1985). In 
the other approach, the variables are refered to the original or initial configuration. 
This procedure is used by Hibbit et. al., (1970), McNamara (1972), Stricklin, et. 
al, (1972), Voyiadjis (1973), Voyiadjis and Buckner (1983). W ith these different 
formulations, one needs to decide on the procedure to use for the analysis. It should 
be noted tha t irrespective of the formulation used that axe based on continuum 
mechanics principles, with all nonlinear effects included, the results obtained should 
be the same in the analysis. In the recent years, reseachers have shifted to Updated 
Lagrangian formulation (Shiau and Kobayashi, 1988; Aravas, 1986; Nagtegaal, 1982, 
Cheng and Kikuchi, 1985) This is because of the ease with which the material model 
can be directly applied. Most material models are described in the Eulerian frame 
of reference and tranformations are not necessary in order to apply the material 
model. The use of proper corotational stress rate has been the question in the minds 
of many reseachers in the recent years. Dafalias (1983) has pointed out that the 
Jaumann stress rate which was used for a quite a long time, is not applicable to elasto- 
plastic finite strain problems with kinematic hardening with induced anisotropy. 
They observed that the reference frame is not attached to the continuum but to
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a crystal axis or in a direction different from the continuum axis. Therefore, in 
problems where strain rotations may be predominant, a stress rate should be used 
which is obtained from rotating it with respect to the total spin less the elastic 
spin. It has been demonstrated (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1989; Dafalias, 1983) that an 
oscillatory shear stress is predicted for a  monotonically increasing simple shear strain 
when the Jaumann stress rate is used in describing the stress rate, implying that the 
plastic spin is appreciable compared to the elastic spin. Lee et. al (1983), Dafalias 
(1983, 1985) and Loret (1983) have suggested independently the insight into the 
finite strain plasticity formulations through decomposition of total spin into elastic 
and plastic spins and using elastic spin for the correction of stress rate. Therefore, 
the accuracy of a proposed corotational rate is dependent upon the accuracy with 
which plastic spin is calculated. Numerical studies introducing corotational rates is 
not conducted in this study since it is beyond the scope of the subject of this study. 
However, the author has presented the theoretical formulations that can be applied 
to the finite element program with appropriate changes in the numerical technique 
that accommodates for the sensitivity and implicitness in solution arising from the 
introduction of proper corotational rates.
In this chapter, the proposed constitutive model for class-M materials is im­
plemented into an updated Lagrangian finite element model. At each load step, 
tranformation is done in order to obtain the current updated deformed configuration 
which is used for further analysis in that load step to obtain required quantities 
in the neighboring incremented configuration. A linearization is performed on the 
nonlinear equations that arise from the weak formulation using the virtual work 
principle. Newton-Raphson (implicit Euler’s method) is used in obtaining the con­
verged solution through several iterations depending on the specified accuracy. The 
purpose of this chapter is to show the general applicability of the model through 
a finite element code. The reason for using the updated Lagrangian formulation is
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that it is convenient to implement the proposed model directly into the finite element 
method. A typical example of a metal medium of finite size with a cylindrical cavity 
is analyzed and studied under plastic flow conditions - the onset and the progress of 
plastic deformations, stress disributions and redistributions etc. are studied under 
given biaxial loading.
After presenting the basics on the equations of motion, formulation of the up­
dated Lagrangian method will be presented in detail. The end result of the formu­
lation is a set of linear simultaneous equations that have to solved for the solution. 
The method will be presented in a  very general form and simplifications that axe 
going to be done will be presented later. The application of the method to a partic­
ular element (4 noded isoparametric plane strain element in this case) is presented 
for completeness. The solution algorithm adopted in solving the set of non-linear 
equations of equilibrium will be presented in detail. A typical example is solved and 
various issues concerning the solution procedure is discussed.
7.2 Form ulation o f th e  E quations o f  M otion
In this section, the equations of motion are formulated in a form that is con­
venient to adopt in the finite element formulation. The weak form of the method, 
i.e. virtual displacement method is adopted to arrive at the equilibrium equations 
that need to be solved by the finite element method in an incremental-iterative form 
in a quasi-static fashion. Incremental-iterative procedure is used in order to take in 
account the path-dependent inelastic behavior of the materials.
7.2.1 Lagrangian and Eulerian Descriptions
Consider the motion of a body in a Cartesian co-ordinate system as shown in 
Figure 7.1. Assuming that the equilibrium positions of the body at the discrete time
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points with each increment of time have been solved. In the figure 7.1 is shown the 
configurations at time, t0, t, and t +  At .  The configuration at time to denotes the 
initial undeformed configuration of an arbitrary deformable body. The configuration 
at time, t denotes the current deformed state of the body while the configuration 
at t  +  At represents a subsequent deformed configuration of the body after At time 
from the current time. In the Lagrangian description all quantities are refered to 
with respect to the initial configuration or undeformed state of the body at time 
to- In the Eulerian description, all quantities are refered to the current deformed 
configuration of the body t, or t +  At whichever is current at that time.
7.2.2 Total Lagrangian and Updated Lagrangian Formulations
Since it is quite difficult to keep track of a material point of a body and since 
one is interested in finding the strain and stress measures pertaining to a material 
point using an Eulerian type equilibrium equation, an updated Lagrangian procedure 
is used which approximates the Eulerian description of the quantities in the solu­
tion procedure. In a total Lagrangian formulation, the quantities pertaining to the 
subsequent state of the deformed body from the current state are determined with 
respect to the initial undeformed configuration while the quantities are determined 
with respect to the current updated configuration in the case of updated Lagrangian 
formulation. The reference configuration in the case of the updated Lagrangian for­
mulation keeps getting updated for each increment or set of increments depending 
on the level of accuracy in solution/description needed. Updating of the reference 
configuration is usually done every incremental time step.
Let 1U  and 2U  be the displacements fields between the configurations at 0  and 
/ ,  and O and I I  respectively. Then, we can express the coordinate fields of the 
different configurations by:
x ( X , t )  = X + l U  (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Configurations of a  Body in Motion
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z ( X , t )  =  X + 2 U  (7.2)
where X , x  and z  are the positions of a material point at configurations at 0 , 1 and 
I I  respectively. Thus the incremental displacement from configurations I  to I I  in a 
cartesian coordinate system is found to be
U  = z - x = 2 U - l U  (7.3)
For ease of understanding and explanation, let us assume that the coordinate system 
used for describing all the variables in the equilibrium positions of the body be fixed 
(Figure (7.2). Let coordinates used for describing a point in the body at time, t0 be 
°xf, i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,  at time, t be ‘a:,-, i = 1 ,2 ,3  and at time, t +  A t  be t+Atxt-, i =  1,2,3.  
The left superscripts refer to the configuration of the body and the subscripts to the 
coordinate axes. (Bathe, 1990)
The displacements are denoted in a similar way as for the coordinate axes as, 
*ut-, i =  1 ,2 ,3  for time, t and i =  1 ,2 ,3  for time, t + A t. Thus relation
between the coordinates of the body and their respective coordinates are given by:
*+Atjcf =  °Xi +  t+Atu {, * =  1 ,2 ,3  (7.4)
*xi =  °Xi +  * =  1 ,2 ,3  (7.5)
The displacements from time, t  to, t  +  At is represented by:
m  =  t+AtUi -  ***,-, * =  1 ,2 ,3  (7.6)
Thus the relation between the coordinates at times, t and t + A t  is:
i+Alx :- =  tx { + Ui (7.7)
All the quantities of the body at times, t0, t and t + A t  are denoted by °p, *p, t+Atp 
respectively with p being any quantity pertaining to the body.
The equilibrium configuration of the body at time, t +  A t being not known, 
the applied forces, stresses and strains are refered to a known equilibrium configura­
tion. The left superscript in the coordinates and displacements of the body indicates









Figure 7.2: Configurations of a Body in Motion with a Fixed Coord. System
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the configuration in which the quantity occurs and the left subscript indicates the 
configuration to which quantity is measured.
For example, the surface and body force components per unit mass at time A t 
measured in the configuration at time t  are denoted as 1+A&-, t+Attfii i =  1,2,3. The 
Cartesian components of the Cauchy stress tensor at time t +  A t are denoted by 
i+AtTjj since Cauchy stress tensor is always refered to the configuration in which 
it occurs. But the Cartesian components of the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
corresponding to the configuration at time t + A t measured in configuration at time 
t is denoted by t+AttS ij .
According to the principle of virtual displacement, the equilibrium equations 
formulated by the total Lagrangian description can be written as (Bathe, 1990):
J0y 1+AoSij H t+At0tij) °dV  =  t+AiR  (7.8)
where
t+AiR = J a t+At0tk 6Uk °dA  +  j Qv °pt+At0f m 6Um °dV  (7.9)
i+Aotk and t+At0fk  are the components of the surface traction and the body force 
of configuration at time t + A t measured with respect to the initial configuration 
respectively. Also <$0+Aoeij) represents a virtual strain due to loading from t0 to 
t + A t.
In the above equations all quantities are measured with respect to the initial 
configuration. We can decompose t+At0Sij as:
<+AoStJ' =  oSij +  0Sij (7.10)
and similarly for t+Aoe«j as
t+Aoeij =  o *ij +  o€ij (7-11)
where hsa and q€{j axe the 2nd Piola-KirchofF stress and the Lagrangian strain of 
the configuration at time, t. o Sij and o^ij are the unknown increments of stress and
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strain from the configuration at time f to time t +  At. This shows that
6<+Ao^' =  & oea (7.12)
The Cartesian components of the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor corresponding to 
the configuration at time t +  A t measured with respect to the initial configuration 
is obtained as a transformation from the Cauchy stress as:
t+ A t q  _  P 0 t+ A t  0
O'-'tj — t+ A tp  t+ A tx i,s ‘ar t+ A tx J,* -1 0 )
The total Green_Lagrangian strain tensor *+Aqe,j between the initial configuration 
and the configuration a t time f +  At is defined as:
t+At0e = | { ( t+V ’)r  • *+A0^  -  /}  (7.14)
where t+AtoF  is the deformation gradient relating configuration at time t +  A t to the 
initial configuration, with
3 ( X + ‘+ iSE7)
  g x   (7' 15)
and (t+At0F)T denotes the transpose of 1+At0F. The strain-displacement relationship 
is given by:
=  | ( ,+AS“ .V +  , w X i )  (7-16)
The incremental Green_Lagrange Strain tensor, of-ij is defined by:
O^ ij = 0&ij 0?}ij (7-17)
where
oCij = ^(o“ »,i +  oUj,i +  o«fc,f 0Ukj +  0Uk,i o«fc,i) (7.18)
and
oVij =  2°Ufc'» o«fcj (7.19)
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In the updated Lagrangian formulation all variables are refered to the configuration 
at time t, the updated configuration of the body. The equilibrium equations for 
the updated Lagrangian formulation is similar in nature to the Total Lagrangian 
formulation except that the equation is given in terms of the quantities refered to 
the current configuration.
J  t+AttS{j S *+*&,• ldV  =  t+AtR  (7.20)
The following incremental decomposition is done on the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress 
tensor, t+AttSiji
t+AttSij = tTij +  tSij (7.21)
where tT{j are the Cartesian components of the Cauchy stress tensor at the config­
uration at time t and tSij are the Cartesian components of the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff
stress increment tensor refered to the configuration a t time t , due to the load from
t  to t +  A t.
The strain increments t+Att€ij are expressed by:
t+Atte{j = te{j (7.22)
tdj = te ij +  tVij (7.23)
where
t^ij =  g (7-24)
and
tVH =  tukj  (7.25)
The equilibrium equations formulated in this section have to be converted in terms 
of the unknown displacements using the constitutive equations relating the incre­
mental stresses and strains in the updated Lagrangian description while deriving the 
relations using the displacement method.
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7.2.3 O bjective  S tress R ates
As discussed earlier in this chapter, objective stress rates were proposed by 
many researchers in order to obtain measurements of stresses and strains that are 
invariant under rigid body rotations. Dafalias (1983) proposed an objective stress 
rate using the Lie derivative that is similar in form to Jaumann stress rate but 
instead of using the total spin, he used the elasic spin in order to correct for the rigid 
body rotations. In this section, the author presents a finite element formulation 
using an appropriate corotational stress rate (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1989). Since 
the numerical implementation of this formulation that includes the objective stress 
rate is out of scope of this work, only theoretical presentation is made here.
The corotational rate as defined in one of the previous chapters is re-introduced 
here for completion. A suitable definition of an objective corotational stress rate tr 
in the Eulerian description of finite deformation analysis is used here in terms of a 
modified spin tensor Q  such that (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1989; Dafalias, 1983)
cr = & — fltr +  orQ (7.26)
The modified spin tensor f? is given by
Q  =  W  -  W "  (7.27)
In the above equation, W  is the spin tensor, the antisymmetric part of the velocity 
gradient, L, and W "  is the corresponding plastic spin tensor. This expression is 
valid provided we have small elastic deformations such that the elastic spin effects 
are negligible (Zbib and Aifantis, 1988). An elaborate discussion on alternate forms 
of W "  is given by Voyiadjis and Kattan (1989).
The total spin tensor which is antisymmetric part of the velocity gradient L, 
that appears in the equation (7.27) is defined by
wH <trSf) <7-28>
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The symmetric part of the velocity gradient is the Eulerian strain rate dmn expressed
by
<7-29>
From here on in this section, the uppercase lettering in the subscript denotes the 
Lagrangian frame of reference while lowercase denotes Eulerian frame of reference. 
The expression for stress rate in equation (7.26) is in the Eulerian form and one 
needs to convert it to Lagrangian form with respect to current configuration in order 
to use it in conjunction with the updated Lagrangian technique.
Equation (7.26) can be rewritten as:
O& = tr+  Qtr — trSl (7.30)
Using the transformation of Cauchy stress into 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress as in equa­
tion (7.13) and differentiating the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress with respect to time in 
the Lagrangian reference frame, we obtain the following relation:
a dxA dxB , rdxA dxB . dxA dxB
&AB  —  o  -a &ab * J  ^ Q 0"ab r\ ^ c , a  &ab
OZa OZb OZa OZb OZc OZb
rdxA dxB _
dza dzc Vc'b(Tab ( }
This can be rewritten as:
a dxA dxB dxA dxB . dxA dxB
&A B  —  JVc'C  o  o  &ab * * ' Q  o  &ab "  n  ^b,a n  &ac
OZa OZb OZa OZb OZb OZc
rdxA dxB /f70rtX
J  o q  Vb,c&ac ( f -32)Oza Ozb
Now using the equations (7.27), (7.28), (7.30), and (7.29) we obtain,
a  TdxA dxB o rdxA dxB , . rdxA dxB
&A B  —  "  o  &ab J  a  a  ®ac&cb J  a  o  dbc&ac
C/Z(L OZb (JZq^ UZb d z a UZb
~ J dza dzbdcc(Jab +  ^ ijW^  +  dz> dzp J  (7 ‘33)
Introducing the constitutive law, where D  is the elasto-plastic stiffness tensor,
&ab = Da.bcd.dcd (7.34)
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and rearranging, we get,
S a b  =  [D abcd &cbdad &a.cdbd 4" &a.bdcd\ ~Qz~ ^
+  (7.35)
In order to obtain a direct relation between the Lagrangian strain rate tensor and 
2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress rate from the above equation, one needs to define a relation 
between the plastic spin tensor and backstress tensor. Dafalias (1985) proposed 
expressions for such relations. For a von Mises type of yield function, he proposed the 
plastic spin to be expressed as follows (Dafalias, 1983, 1985; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 
1990):
W " = T ) ( a d "  -  d " a )  (7.36)
For small elastic strains one can make use of the following decomposition of the strain 
rate
C  =  4 » - C  (7.37)
The plastic component of the strain rate may be expressed as
d”j  =  (7.38)
During plastic loading, loading function <  L  >  is non-negative and is given by
L  =  crijTiij =cr : n  (7.39)
From the relation that
&kl =  E'klTnnd’mn (7-40)
where Ekimn is the modulus of elasticity tensor expressed in terms of A and G, Lame’s 
constants (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1990). Eliminating <£ from the above equation 
together with equations (3.10) and (3.3) one obtains
&kl — Ekimn (dmn jy ^ran) (7.41)
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Taking the inner product of corotational stress in the above equation with one 
can solve for L such that
T H  E k L m n d m n T l k l
L = r r l ' jp. . (7-42)
or
L — C Eklmndmvnkl (7.43)
where
H  “ f "  E ^ b c d ^ c d ^ a b  
Substituting this in equation (7.3S), we get,
j n  C E k lm n d m n T lk in i j
ij =  H   (7-45)
and




Having obtained a relation between d''- and d{j ,  substituting this in equation (7.36),
one obtains,
W y  =  ^{ocikd'kj — d"ma mj )
—  T ] ( o i i k M k j m n d m n  M i a b c d b c G i a j )
— 7 {^ik-^kjmn MiamnOcaj}dmn (7.48)
Therefore one has,
W(j = T]Nijmndmn (7.49)
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where
Nijmn — OLikMkjmn MiamnOlaj (7.50)
Substituting the expression for plastic spin from equation (7.49) into 
a -W" 4- n W"-JP * ° aPrvat
~  i.G{jNjpmn ~i~ GapNaimn)dmn (7.51)
and substituting the above into equation (7.35, one obtains,
S a b  = [Dabcd -  acb8ad -  aacSbd +  GabScd] ^
+ {a’ijNjpcd +  Ga.pNc.icd) - Jdcd (7.52)
Rearranging the terms in the above equation one arrives at
S a B  =  [ D a b c d  Gcb6ad Gac6 bd “H Gab6cd
+{GanNnbCd +  GmbNmacd)] q *  d z )^ ^  (7.53)
In a simple form, the above equation can be written by grouping terms as follows:
(754)
By transforming the Eulerian strain rate tensor to Lagrangian strain rate tensor 
through the following expression 
dxc dx£> ,
ecD~dTc l h I = u  (7-55)
and substituting this into equation (7.54) and rearranging, one obtains
a  (  dxA dxB dxc dxD\  .
S a b  Dabcd \ J  ^  ^  ^  ^  J eCD
= DZbcd*cd (7.56)
Thus one can obtain the relation between the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress increment and
the Lagrangian strain increment to be used in the updated Lagrangian technique.
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Though one obtains a  simple expression in the end, because of the sensitivity of 
stresses due to deviations in the matrix D ^b cd , a simple numerical technique cannot 
be used. Since the complicated numerical technique is out of scope of this work, some 
simplifications were done to the above relation for small deformations before applying 
to the examples. In the subsequent sections, simplifications will be explained as when 
necessary.
7.2.4 Derivation and Linearization of Equilibrium Equations
The generalized incremental logarithmic strains in Lagrangian co-ordinates ob­
tained by direct integration of the corresponding strain rates from time t to time 
t + A t  are defined as:
rt+ A t
di =  J  t iijdt (7.57)
The constitutive relation derived between 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress increment and
Lagrangian strain increments is used in order to eliminate the stress terms in the 
equilibrium equation (7.20). Substituting
Sij =  Dijkltki (( -58)
into the equilibrium equation we obtain
J y  D'ijklekl6 =  i+AtR  (7.59)
The above equilibrium equation for updated Lagrangian formulation is nonlinear 
in the incremental displacements u,-. Decomposing the strain increment tensor into 
linear and nonlinear strain increment tensors, e,j and rjij (equation 7.17), one obtains,
[K l +  K ,  +  K ,  +  K g ) .SU =  R'.SU  (7.60)
where
6 U .K l =  D m{jkl eki Stij ldv (7.61)
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S U .K c  
S U .K x 
SU .K 3 
SU.B!
l v  t(7ij s Vi: ldv
JtV D hki (e« + Vki Sea ldv
jty D hki Vki &Vij *dv
[  t+% h  Suk ° d A +  /  °p t+% f m S u J d V  
J°A J°V





The nonlinear terms K i and K 2 can be neglected considering that they are small 
for finite strains. Thus one ends up with the remaining terms in the formulation, 
K l and K g-, which are the linear and the geometrically nonlinear terms respectively. 
In the right hand side, apart from the first two terms which account for external 
traction and body forces, equilibrium loads exist which set the equilibrium for the 
stress resultants acting at time t.
7.3 F in ite  E lem ent Solution
Isoparametric finite elements are used since these elements use the same trans­
formation for interpolation as for the coordinate transformation. In the updated 
Lagrangian procedure, the equilibrium equations are formulated in reference to the 
deformed configuration at time, t. Therefore, the straight element boundaries in the 
initial configuration will generally be curved in the deformed configuration. Isopara­
metric finite elements are very useful in such situations. In this section, the matrices 
needed for the finite element analysis are derived corresponding an element. The 
4-noded plane strain element is used here. The same procedure is adopted to  obtain 
the element matrices for 8-noded plane strain and 4, 8-noded axisymmetric elements.
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7.3.1 Geom etric Considerations
The interpolation/shape functions for the 4-noded isoparametric element is given 
by the following expressions in r ,s  coodinates (see Figure 7.3):
h  = \{ l  + r ) { l + s )  (7.66)
A2 =  | ( l - r ) ( l + s )  (7.67)
A3 =  ! ( l - r ) ( l - 5) (7.68)
/i4 =  §(l +  r ) ( l - s )  (7.69)
Curved boundaries can be simulated without any difficulty, by means of the coordi­
nate interpolations (Figure 7.4). This is an important advantage of this isoparametric 
finite elements over generalized coordinate formulations. Another advantage is the 
ease with which the element displacement functions can be constructed.
The coordinates are interpolated using the shape functions as follows:
= J2  h k x f \  i =  1,2 (7.70)
k=l
Since in the isoparametric formulation, the element displacements are interpolated 
in the same way as the geometry, one obtains
Ui =  5 > * « ! fc), * =  1,2 (7.71)
k=1
where «,■ are the generalized incremental displacements from the configuration at
time, t and at time, t +  A t. Therefore, the total displacements at time, t  can also be
interpolated in the same fashion as:
=  * =  1,2 (7.72)
k=l
If we assume h{ in the form of a  vector, and representing the boundary value quan­
tities in the form of tensorial components u*,-, then we can write,
Ui = hkuki (7.73)




Figure 7.3: 4-Noded Isoparametric Element




Figure 7.4: 4-Noded Isoparametric Element with Curved Boundaries
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Since the strains are the derivatives of the displacements, the coordinate diffentiation 
of the displacements have to be done in order to obtain the strain-displacement 
relations, (i.e.)
U i,j  — h k ,jU k i (7.74)
The interpolation functions hk are expressed in terms of the local coordinates r  and 
s. Therefore chain rule needs to be applied in order to find the derivatives in terms 
of the global coordinates. The derivatives of the displacements are first found out 
in terms of the local coordinates and then using the Jacobian operator J,/, which 
essentially consists of the operators necessary for applying chain rule, the derivatives 
of the displacements with respect to the global coordinates are obtained, ‘i’ refers 
to the global coordinate system while ‘I’ refers to the local coordinate system.
d r  d x (7.75)
The natural coordinate system r  here consists of r  and s while the global coordinate 
system x  consists of x  and y.
[J] =
■ 3 d xx*> d xx*
dr dr dr
d  *x-[ d  CX2 d  CX3
ds 3s 3s
d  tx i 3 tX’> 3
L dt d t dt
(7.76)
The inverse transformation is done in order to obtain derivatives with respec to the 
global coordinates. Therefore,
—  =  J " 1 —  
d x  d r
Therefore, the derivatives are found out to be:
u i , j  —  h k ,J  J j j  u k i
Representing h k j J j j  to be Bkj, we have
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Rearranging the displacements u*,- into a vector U m ,  we can rewrite the above equa­
tion in the form,
U i j  =  B i j k U k  (7.80)
Substituting the above in the the linear strain term e,j is represented by:
e»i == 2 (7.S1)
we get,
e,i =  +  B j i k ) U k  (7.82)
The nonlinear strain term T){j is obtained as:
Vij =  ^ ( u k , iu k , j )  =  ^ B k n B ijm UiUm (7.83)
Thus in the expression for K l  (equation (7.61)), the linear term in the equilibrium 
equation (7.60) can be obtained as:
J t y  D l b ^ e c d S e J d v
=  J t v  D ’a O a i ^ B a l :  +  B ^ U j }  { ^ ( B abl +  B ^ U ^ d v
= Jtv {BL)TLx3[D}3x3[BL}3xj{U jY d vS U L (7.84)
In the above equation B i  refers to the linear strain-displacement matrix given by
t h \ f i 0 0 t h  2,1 0 0 • • • t h N ,  i 0 O'
[ B l ) = 0 t h  1,2 0 0 t^2,2 0 . . .  0 t f lN,  2 0 (7.85)
. t h  1,2 t h  i,i 0 t h  2,2 4^ 2,1 0 • * • 2 ^ N ,  1 0 . 3 x N
The geometric stiffness term K g (equation (7.62), the geometrically nonlinear term 
in the equilibrium equation (7.60) is obtained by substituting the expression for the 
strain increment given in equation (7.83):
/ tcrab8riabtdv J*v
=  j  {  2 ( B k a l B k b j U j 5 U l  +  B k a m B k b n U m 8 U n ) Y d v
= J  Cab { B kam BkbrJJrr. 8Un ) dv
= Jtv [BNL]Lx4[ta']4x4[BNL}4XJtd v { U j} jx lSUL (7.86)
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The nonlinear strain-displacement matrix B nl is obtained by rearranging and ex­
panding the indices and eliminating the stresses, strains and displacements that dont 
pertain to the plane strain element. The final nonlinear strain-displacement matrix 
for the plane strain element is obtained as:
th\,l 0 £^2,1 0 thN, i
1----
o
th 1,2 0 £^2,2 0 thN, 2 0
0 £^1,1 0 th-2,1 0 . . . thN, i
1 o th i ,2 0 th 2,2 0 thN,2.
[B n l ] =
The stress matrix [<7]4x4 is given by: 
<7n ( j 12 0  0
<721 <722 0 0
0 0 <7n <7j2
0  0  <721 <722.
(7.87)
(4xJV)
M  = (7.88)
4X4
In the right hand side term, apart from the external forces, equilibrium force vector 
is also included which essentially balances the external forces yielding an incremental 
form of equations to be solved. Equilibrium forces are determined as follows:
J>v v s  %  ' i v
=  l y ' c i - i B y i  + B j i W d V  








A full Newton-Raphson method is used in this work to solve the system of 
nonlinear systems that arise from the equilibrium equations. A brief description
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of the method is given in (Voyiadjis, 1979). The updated Lagrangian technique 
described in this chapter is successfully implemented into the finite element program 
DNA using the above described iterative method. The steps involved in the process 
of solving are described briefly in the following table:
1. INCREMENT: Loop for each load increment
(a) Calculate the load or applied displacement increment for the current in­
cremental step or input the load/applied displacement increment. The 
more the plastic loading, the less the amount the load increment should 
be in order to  obtain faster convergence.
(b) ITERATE: Loop for full Newton-Raphson Iteration:
i. Compute the residual load vector for this iteration subtracting the 
equilibrium load from the load computed for the increment.
ii. Rotate the appropriate loads and applied displacements such that the 
degrees of freedom at the skew boundary (a boundary condition that 
is not along the global coordiante system) are normal and tangential 
to the skew boundary.
iii. Assemble the stiffness matrices and find the equivalent loads for the 
applied incremental displacements.
K l = J  B l D B L ldV  (7.91)
K n l  =  J v  B JjL<t B n l  tdV  (7.92)
• Since explicit integration is difficult, Gaussian points are used 
to evaluate the above integrals. D  is the constitutive matrix 
computed for each of the Gauss points in the previous step or 
iteration.
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• o’ is the previously computed stress in the current configuration. 
(Second Piola Kirchoff’s stress). This is stored in a  file and is 
retrieved from it during this phase.
iv. Solve for the incremental displacements using a linear solver.
v. Add the solved iterative incremental displacements to the applied in­
cremental displacements to obtain the complete iterative incremental 
displacements.
vi. Rotate back the complete iterative incremental displacements at the 
skew boundaries to the global coord, system.
vii. Cumulate the complete iterative incremental displacements to the 
total incremental displacements.
viii. Find the stresses due to the iterative incremental displacements with 
respect to the current configuration. From the iterative deformation 
gradient and the stresses updated, compute the updated constitutive 
matrix D. From the total incremental displacements accumulated so 
far and the D matrix, calculate the equilibrium load vector.
ix. Check if the convergence of solution is met using a  particular conver­
gence criterion. If convergence has not occured, go back to the step 
ITERATE.
(c) If divergence occurs according to the convergence criterion, then reduce 
the load increment appropriately as specified by the user and start the 
iterative solution over again for that load increment.
(d) If divergence occurs for a load increment that has been reduced’m’ times 
(specified by the user), then report ’convergence not m et’ and leave the 
solution phase.
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(e) If convergence has occured, then perform the following operations before 
going for the next increment.
i. Update the nodal positions by adding the currently obtained incre­
mental displacements.
ii. Transform the quantities pertaining to  the material property to the 
present configuration.
iii. Transform the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress computed into Cauchy stress 
for the new configuration or set the currently computed Cauchy stress 
as the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress for the next increment.
iv. Print out the appropriate quantities pertaining to the converged in­
crement according to the user’s specifications.
(f) If the total load is not reached, go back to the step INCREMENT.
A flow chart is given in Appendix B which gives a descriptive flow of the updated 
Lagrangian program implemented in the finite element program DNA. The brief 
version of the program is listed in Appendix C.
7.3.2.1 Stress Computations
While calculating the equilibriating load vector in the above algorithm, the 
stresses are obtained using the constitutive model proposed by the author from the 
given displacements. The Lagrangian strain increment is first evaluated from the 
solved displacements and this Lagrangian strain increment is transformed using the 
deformation gradient (which is also evaluated from the displacements) to Eulerian 
deformation gradient tensor to be used in the constitutive law in order to arrive at 
the stress increment. In the following, the evaluation of the stress increment together 
with updating of material properties is performed.
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STEP 1. Retrieve , d y , Aij, B{j, 6,-n, £,-n, K  and .Rm. Retrieve also the information
whether the previous loading was a  plastic loading or not (IPLAS). This is 
useful to find out whether we need to calculate quantities like 8{n.
• Evaluate the incremental elastic-predictor stress <7?- assuming that the loading 
is elastic. Use the elastic stiffness matrix for the calculation. (<rfj =  Eijkidki).
•  Check if the predicted stress state is inside the yield surface or not.
•  If the stress state is inside the yield surface then
— Assign elastic stiffness matrix to the constitutive matrix and the predictor 
stress increment to the actual computed stress increment.
— Set IPLAS=0 indicating tha t elastic loading has taken place.
— store the quantities in a file.
— exit from the routine
Else, go to the next step.
•  If IP L A S  =  0 when retrieved, then correction needs to be applied to split 
the purely elastic and the elasto-plastic parts of the strain. The procedure 
for doing this is explained in one of the following subsections. Also, calculate 
the quantities 6{n and 8{n since a new plastic initiation has occured. Then set 
IPLAS to zero.
• If IP L A S  ±  0 then
— split the strain increment tensor into ’N’ (user specified) substeps. The 
subincrementation procedure is explained in detail in a subsequent sub­
section.
— Find the corresponding incremental elastic stress predictor
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— loop for each substep (from 1 to N):
* In order to obtain the correct stress increment for the substep due to 
implicitness of the constitutive matrix D, loop until convergence:
• Use the previously computed stress increment direction and find 
the constitutive matrix D.
• Check if the stress increment calculated matches with the previous 
iterate. If yes, go to  next step, else go back to loop.
* Update the quantities A<r, A a , A ft, K, K m and e
* check if number substeps is over. If over, go to next step, else loop 
back.
— Store the updated quantities in a file.
7.3.2.2 Return to Yield Surface
During the computation of stresses using any constitutive model, most of the 
procedures require the exact intersection of the elastic stresses with the yield surface 
in order to use the elasto-plastic formulation for the deformations beyond elastic 
deformation. Therefore, we need to split the strain increment into the one corre­
sponding to purely elastic and one corresponding to elasto-plastic deformation. The 
purely elastic portion of the strain increment is found out by first finding out the 
portion of the elastic predictor stress that intersects the yield surface and then find­
ing the strain portion using the elastic stiffness matrix. The procedure for finding 
the exact elastic stress that intersects the yield surface is given below. We require 
that the yield condition is exactly satisfied with w A r  as the increment, where w is 
an unknown multiplier that has to obtained by applying the yield condition. Thus,
f ( r  +  w A r)  =  0 (7.93)
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With w = 1, the stress state goes beyond the yield surface in stress space. Substi­
tuting for stress t  -f w A t  in von Mises yield criterion (equation (3.1, we get 
3
/  =  - ( t  -i- w A t  — a )  : ( t  -f w A t  — or) — c 2 — c k  =  0 (7.94)
Rearranging,
3
- { ( r  — a )  : ( t  — a )  +  2w ( t  — a ) : A t-F  w2(A r  : A t)  — a 2 — c k  = 0 (7.95)
Using the value of yield function f p computed previously for t , we can reduce the 
above equation to:
3
/ p +  3w { t  — a )  : A t  +  - w 2{ A t  : A t)  =  0 (7.96)
Solving this quadratic equation in w, we can obtain the portion of the stress increment 
that is purely elastic. The remaining portion of the strain increment obtained after 
find purely elastic strain portion can be treated for elasto-plastic deformation. The 
above is done only for transition from elastic to plastic loading.
7.Z.2.3 Subincrementation Procedure
During plastic loading itself, due to computational inaccuracies and inconsisten­
cies the calculation of response results may result in a situation with the stress state 
outside the yield surface which has to be corrected. In Chapter 5, the author has 
already presented a method for eliminating the error that creeps in directly using the 
consistency condition. An incremental consistency condition is used by the author. 
To achieve more accuracy during the finite element analysis and minimize the error 
accummulation as much as possible, a sub-incrementation procedure is used here 
(Nyssen, 1981). Using this technique, the incremental strain Ae is divided into n 
sub-increments such that each sub-step is Using a standard forward-Eulerian for 
each step, the error is found to be reduced significantly. The total error reduces to 
roughly ^ times the error for a single step. Many researchers have attempted to find
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out the minimum number of sub-incrementation steps needed to achieve a particular 
specified accuracy (Nyssen, 1981; Sloan, 1987; Marques, 1984). Enough number of 
steps are taken for sub-incrementation such it gives good accuracy (since the com­
putation involved is not intensive compared to the entire finite element solution)
7.3.3 An Example Problem
The finite element method described in the above sections is used for solving 
a cylindrical cavity problem. A finite prismatic metallic medium with a cylindrical 
cavity is stressed in one direction and analysed for stress and strain distributions. The 
progress of plasticity zone, the variation of stress concentration, etc. are obtained.
Due to symmetry in geometry and loading as shown in Fig. 7.5, only one-quarter 
of the medium needs to be analysed. Plane strain condition is assumed here since 
the prism is long. Hence plane strain are used for modelling the medium. Applying 
the appropriate boundary conditions for the symmetry, one-quarter of the medium 
is descritized using plane strain finite elements.
The mesh is chosen such that around the cavity where the stress concentration 
could be present, smaller elements and finer mesh is used to capture the distribution 
successfully. The fineness of the mesh is determined by the stress concentration factor 
obtained using the elastic analysis. The finite element mesh chosen for analyzing the 
problem is shown Fig. 7.6. While generating the mesh, considerations such as aspect 
ratio near unity, minimum skewness of elements have been accounted for.
The eight-noded quadrilateral isoparametric element is used in this fem analysis. 
The use of larger number of elements near the cavity avoids the use of special elements 
to handle sigularity. A to tal of 101 elements and 346 nodes are used.
The body is composed of aluminum alloy, 2024 T4. The material properties 
were obtained from tests conducted by Voyiadjis (1973). The material properties






Figure 7.5: Geometry of the Prism with Cylindrical Cavity
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Figure 7.6: The Finite Element Mesh
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using the proposed constitutive model are listed in Table 7.1. Figure 7.7 shows the 
uniaxial stress-strain response obtained from experimental results.
The following convergence criterion is used in this analysis which is based on 
the incremental internal energy for each iteration in that incremental loading (Bathe, 
1990). It represents the amount of work done by the out-of-balance loads on the dis­
placement increments. Comparison is made with the initial internal energy increment 
to determine whether convergence has occured or not. Convergence is assumed to 
occur if for an energy tolerance eg, the following condition is met.
A U (i)T(t+AtR  _<+a< F a -U) <  eE{AUil)T(t+AtR  F )) (7.97)
where AU ^ T is the incremental displacement residual at the (z’)th iteration with 
respect to the Tth configuration, (t+AtR  —t+A‘ J)) js the out-of-balance force 
vector at (i — l) th iteration and (A U ^ T(t+AtR  —* F )) is the internal energy term 
for the first iteration.
An automatic procedure is used to half the time step if divergence occurs. Diver­
gence is assumed to occur if the out-of-balance internal energy for the (z’)th iteration 
is greater than the out-of-balance internal energy for the (i — l)th  iteration. This 
stringent divergence check, yields better results since the automatic procedure cuts 
the time step into half in such a case.
7.3.3.1 Discussion of the Results
A total load, P0 of 2001b is applied uniformly on each side of the square region in 
order to simulate biaxial state of stress in the region. Two different ways of loading 
were used in order determine depict the dependence of path of loading on the states 
of stresses and deformation in the region. In one of the paths, the load in the two 
directions are incremented simultaneously for each incremental step. In the other 
kind of loading, the uniaxial load is first applied and load in the other direction/side
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Figure 7.7: Uniaxial Stress-Strain Response for Aluminum Alloy A1 2024 T4
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is applied later. The two paths are shown in Fig 7.8. One hundred incremental 
steps were used in order to determine the response of the region under the applied 
load. The high number incremental steps leads to more accurate analysis results. In 
otherwords, the size of the load step is made small enough in order to obtain accurate 
results with less number of iterations.
Load Case I:
In this load case where the load increments on both the sides are applied equally and 
simultaneously, we note symmetry in the results as it should be because of structural 
and loading symmetry. Initial yielding occured a t the first layer from the hole when 
34% of the load is reached.
The progress plasticity region with the increment of load is shown in Fig. 7.9. 
These represent the results after 50%, 75% and 100% of the loading is applied. We 
note that the plastic zone increases in size maintaining the shape of the hole.
The stress concentration starts decreasing when plasticity is reached. Redistri­
bution occurs around the hole. Because of the distribution of stresses, the increase 
in the stress near the hole reduces causing stress concentration to decrease. This can 
be noted from Table 7.2. For different stages loading, the ratio of the stress in x  or 
y direction in the region of stress concentration to  the approriate applied stress at 
the sides, is listed. Contours in Fig. 7.10 show the variation of equivalent stress in 
the region after 50%, 75% and 100% loading. One can clearly identify the increase 
in stress gradient as one approaches the hole. The type of mesh used is justified now 
since high gradient of stresses occurs near the hole. On careful observation, one can 
find that the band with stress value above 53 ksi and below 56ksi is bigger than the 
rest of the bands (after 100% loading). This can be explained from the fact that the 
stress-strain relationship in Fig. 7.7 shows marked difference in the modulii when 
the stress reaches around that value. Since the surrounding region controls the strain 
near the hole to some extent, the band is larger.





Figure 7.S: The Loading Paths for the Same Final Load









Figure 7.9: Progress of Plasticity Zone for the Loading Case I
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Figure 7.10: Equivalent Stress Contours for Loading Case I
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The distribution of stresses axx is shown in contours in Fig. 7.11 after 50%, 75% 
and 100% loading. A maximum erxx of 68.35 ksi occurs near the hole when full load 
is applied. Similarly the distribution of stress <ryy is shown in contours in Fig. 7.12 
after 50%, 75% and 100% loading. A maximum cryy of 68.35 ksi occurs near the hole 
when full load is applied.
Load Case II:
In this load case the load was applied initially in x  direction and then in y direction. 
If it were an elastic problem, the end result would have been the same but since 
the stresses go into plastic regime, the stresses at the end of total loading is non- 
symmetric and gives a result that is entirely different from the symmetric case one 
obtaines in the other loading case. Inital yielding occured at the first point in the y 
direction when 18% of the load is reached.
The progress plasticity region with the increment of load is shown in Figs. 7.13 
and 7.14. These represent the results after 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the loading 
is applied. The plastic zone becomes bigger and bigger at the top tip of the hole 
till 50% of the loading has been applied (uniaxial loading). We notice that the zone 
spreads in the x direction after initiation. After 50% loading, some of the regions 
enter into elastic zone some either proceed elastically. The region near the top tip 
of the hole goes into elastic zone while the plastic region tends to move downward 
with the progress loading in the y direction.
The stress concentration starts decreasing when plasticity is reached. Redistri­
bution occurs around the hole. In this loading case also, because of the distribution of 
stresses, the increase in the stress near the hole reduces causing stress concentration 
to decrease. See Table 7.2 for details. The stress concentration factor just before the 
onset of plastic deformation is found to 3.05 which is quite close to 3.00 obtained for 
an infinite medium with a tensile stress in one direction (Navaee, 1983). Contours in 
Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 show the variation of equivalent stress in the region after 25%,












Figure 7.11: <rrx Stress Contours for Loading Case I
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Figure 7.12: cr^ Stress Contours for Loading Case I
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Figure 7.13: Progress of Plasticity Zone for Loading Case EC
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Figure 7.14: Progress of Plasticity Zone for Loading Case II (contd.)
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Table 7.1: Material Constants for Aluminum Alloy 2024 T4























50%, 75% and 100% loading. One can clearly identify the steep stress gradient near 
the top tip of the hole till 50% of the load is reached. The high gradient continues to 
exist near the top tip of the hole while a fresh high gradient forms near the right edge 
of the hole. The type of mesh used is justified now since high gradient of stresses 
occurs near the hole. In this loading case also, on careful observation, one can find 
that the band with stress value above 53 ksi and below 56ksi is bigger than the rest 
of the bands.
The distribution of stresses axx is shown in contours in Figs. 7.17 and 7.18 after 
50%, 75% and 100% loading. A maximum crxx of 70 ksi occurs near the hole when 
full load is applied. Similarly the distribution of stress ayy is shown in contours in 
Figs. 7.19 and 7.20 after 50%, 75% and 100% loading. A maximum <ryy of 68.13 ksi 
occurs near the hole when full load is applied.
In the above illustrative example it has been demonstrated that the contitutive 
model proposed in this work can be incorporated into a finite element method to 
solve real life problems.
To summarize, in this chapter, the proposed cyclic-plasticity model is incorpo­
rated into an updated Lagrangian finite element program. This helps in analyzing 
the practical problems on structures and structural components. A brief literature
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Figure 7.15: Equivalent Stress Contours for Loading Case II
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Figure 7.16: Equivalent Stress Contours for Loading Case II (contd)
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.Figure T.17: <r— Stress Contours for Loading Case II
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Figure 7.1S: o'—Stress Contours for Loading Case II (contd)
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Figure 7.19: Stress Contours for Loading Case II
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Figure 7.20: cr^ Stress Contours for Loading Case II (contd)
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I 50% 1.96 1.96
I 75% 1.95 1.95
I 100% 1.71 1.71
II 25% 3.04
II 50% 2.80 —
II 75% 2.78 1.57
II 100% 1.75 1.70
review is presented on the finite element method used for problems of non-linear 
nature before describing the updated Lagrangian technique. Equations of motions 
are presented for the updated Lagrangian description and compared to the total La­
grangian descriptions. The finite element solution was explained in detial using an 
algorithm and a flow chart of the finite element program (D N A ) developed for this 
purpose. A typical example of a metal medium of finite size with a cylindrical cavity 
is analyzed and studied under plastic flow conditions - the onset and the progress of 
plastic deformations, stress disributions and redistributions etc. were studied under 
a given biaxial loading.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Sum m ary
•  The robust kinematic hardening rule proposed in this work appropriately blends 
the deviatoric stress rate rule together with Tseng-Lee rule in order to satisfy 
both the experimental results obtained by Phillips and co-workers (1974,1975, 
1977, 1979, 1985) and the nesting of the yield surface with the limit surface. 
This blending procedure allows the plastic hardening modulus to be a contin­
uous function within the domain of plastic deformations.
•  Two blending parameters are introduced. One of these blending parameters 
proposed by the authors is the angle between the deviatoric stress rate and the 
direction of the limit backstress relative to the yield backstress.
• In the course of investigating previous kinematic hardening rules alarming con­
clusions are made with regard to certain kinematic hardening rules in conjunc­
tion with specific forms of the yield surface. When Phillips’ rule is applied for 
a  purely kinematic hardening type, the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix becomes 
indeterminate. This occurs for a  von Mises yield criterion. This could be inter­
preted in two ways. The first interpretation is that the consistency condition 
turns into an identity and therefore constant of proportionality tha t appears 
in the associated flow rule cannot be determined. Consequently a non-unique 
solution for that constant exists and it may be properly defined through plas­
tic modulus from experimental data. This may alternately be interpreted that
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any strain hardening amount of plastic strain would be acceptable. It implies 
that strain hardening may produce any slope in the axial stress-strain relation 
beyond the yield point within the bounds of zero slope to that of the elastic 
modulus for perfect strain hardening. This concludes that for strain hardening 
to be physically entered into the constitutive model the kinematic hardening 
rule should incorporate a measure of the plastic component of the strain.
•  A memory surface is introduced to account for different rates of decrease of 
the tangent modulus because of the anisotropy induced by different loading 
paths. This anisotropy is depicted clearly in Fig.4.1 for the uniaxial stress 
state. Memory surface for the multidimensional stress space is also defined. 
Memory surface is continuously updated depending on the most recent loading 
history. The anisotropy is accounted for through the direction influence pa­
rameter which appears in the expression for plastic modulus. This parameter 
reflects the effect of the influence of the maximum dislocation density direction. 
Accurate predictions of the behavior of the material can be accounted for in 
this case incorporating this induced anisotropy of loading.
• Additional parameters for this memory surface are introduced in both uni­
axial and multiaxial stress states. This loading anisotropy is also explained 
through the behavior of dislocations. The author hopes that the introduction 
of a memory surface with induced anisotropy may be further propagated to 
describe more accurately the yield surface itself avoiding the use of distortions! 
complex yield surfaces to describe the anisotropic plasticity. The presence of 
the memory effects allows the correct solution of problems with nonpropor­
tional cyclic plasticity loadings as well as ratchetting loadings.
• A simple additive decomposition of the generalized plastic modulus is intro­
duced in terms of two components. The first component of the plastic modulus
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is a more general expression whereby the expressions for plastic modulus pro­
posed by McDowell (1987) and by Dafalias (1981) can be obtained as a special 
case of the proposed expression. In this component a new parameter is intro­
duced that reflects the dependence of the plastic modulus on the angle between 
the deviatoric stress rate tensor and the direction of the limit backstress relative 
to the yield backstress. The second component is a new expression introduced 
solely to capture the material behavior due to memory effects.
• The simplicity and effectiveness of this model is indicative from the fact that it 
uses an isotropic von Mises type yield surface in order to  avoid high complexity 
in introducing the anisotropy at the yield surface level. The anisotropy is 
introduced at the hardening level. Thus there is a difference in the shape of 
the plastic potential surfaces at low values of the plastic strain levels which die 
down at an increased plastic strain since anisotropy is introduced in the plastic 
modulus in the model. The memory effect inclusions take care of this additional 
hardening needed to induce the anisotropic distorted potential surface effect.
• The theoretical results obtained using the proposed model for proportional 
cyclic torsional loading history show excellent correlation with the experimental 
results presented by Shiratori, et al (1979). Also the results obtained for creep 
behavior agree very well with experimental observations of Shiratori, et al 
(1979).
• The model is satisfactorily used to simulate the nonproportional loading exper­
imental results on 60/40 brass obtained by Shiratori et. al. for small strains 
(1979). Most of the fundamental cyclic deformation properties of metals re­
quired for this model are obtained from a cyclic torsional (or unaxial loading 
history under stress- or stress controlled conditions. Reasonable correlation 
exists with the experimental results in the stress-strain relations and the stress
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trajectories. It is important to note that furthermore satisfactory correlation 
is obtained between the model and the experiments regarding the equi-plastic 
surface at each of the accumulated plastic strain level.
•  The proposed model has also simulated ratcheting using a  nonproportional 
loading history. The prediction of this response is somewhat satisfactory com­
pared to the successful modeling of all the other discussed histories.
•  The proposed model is formally introduced for finite strain cyclic plasticity 
(small elastic strains) but is easily applied to small deformation problems with 
minor modifications.
•  A drift correction is introduced in this work tha t is simple and efficient.
•  A two surface finite stain, rate-dependent/viscoplastic constitutive model is 
also proposed in this work as an extension of the already proposed time- 
independent model (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar, 1991b; 1991c). The model uses 
a  functional form for strain rate obtained from experimental observations made 
by Voyiadjis and Mohammad (1988). The model satisfies the hypotheses pro­
posed by Freed and Walker (1990) based on steady-state creep condition. The 
hypotheses of steady-state creep are used as as a limiting case of the viscoplas­
tic deformation are used to check the admissibility of the functional form used 
and to obtain additional constraints during formulation of the theory.
• An updated Lagrangian finite element program was successfully developed in­
corporating the proposed constitutive model in order to solve real life problems. 
A discussion on how plastic spin can be incoporated into the development of 
equations necessary for the finite element method.
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8.2 C onclusions
• The proposed model is found to be more efficient in depicting the phenomena 
that occur in the behavior of metallic materials.
•  The performance of the model was tested using the experimental observations 
made by Shiratori, et. al (1979) and quite satisfactory correlations were ob­
tained showing the capability of the proposed model.
• One important feature of the model is that it models exactly the path exhibited 
by the material as observed in the experiments.
• The memory surface that is included to account for the memory effects adds 
strength to the model by predicting subcycle responses more appropriately.
• The uniqueness of stress rate dependent backstress evolution is used in order 
to avoid drift tha t occurs in the yield surface due to computational errors that 
occur during numerical implementation of the model.
• An efficient drift correction is proposed which is simple and quite efficient in 
correcting the yield surface drift automatically.
• Ratchetting is found to be modelled more accurately than the other existing 
models. While the errors go even as high as 50using the other models, the error 
is minimized if the proposed model is used to as low as 15ratchetting example 
compared with the experimental observations made by Shiratori et al (1979).
• The model when tested for other non-proportional loading paths that were 
correlated with the experimental results by Shiratori et al (1979) shows less 
than 5superiority of the proposed model.
• The sensitivity of the model seems to affect prediction of the accumulation 
of strain during non-proportional ratchetting. Further modifications may be
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necessary in order to model ratchetting more efficiently. The author is of the 
view that modifying the evolution of the limit backstress could help improve 
performance from ratchetting point of view.
• The model was successfully incorporated into an updated Lagrangian finite el­
ement program thus making it possible for the engineers to analyze the struc­
tures and structural components using the proposed constitutive model for 
metals.
8.3 Future Scope o f W ork
• The proposed model could further be improved for better ratchetting results. 
The sensitivity of the model could be controlled further thus making it better 
to predict the ratchetting behavior.
• Rate dependency coupled with thermodynamical considerations introduced to 
the model will make it more general and applicable to a wider range of prob­
lems.
• Plastic spin could be introduced into the updated Lagrangian finite element 
program to solve for large deformation problems also.
• Extension of the proposed model to other materials like metal matrix compos­
ites can be done by introducing anisotropic yield surface.
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Based on the concept used by McDowell (1989), a proof for non-intersection of 
the yield and limit surfaces is given in the following few lines. An intersection of the
yield and limit surfaces may result in instability of the solution. McDowell (1989)
uses a  variable II determined by
n  = ||«-a|| +  ^ | ( i - J f )  (A.i)
This variable can have the following possible instantaneous cases:
II <  0 =r- no contact o f  f  and F
II =  0=* nesting o f  f  and F
I I > 0 = »  intersection o f  f  and F  » (A.2)
To avoid intersection for all possible nested configuration II =  0 during plastic 
loading, we have to ensure that II <  0 when II =  0, i.e.
N  : ( * - & ) <  \ h k - i e )  where N =  (A.3)
Vd l l « -« l l
At the time of nesting, in the proposed rule, Tseng and Lee rule (1983) totally 
dominates and hence, for Tseng and Lee rule,
“ = A W (^ f ? ) wheT£ (A-4>
and aP  is the yield surface center pertaining to the nested configuration of yield 
and limit surfaces.
Also from the limit backstress evolution that
a  =  F(6, Sin) o. (A.o)
one gets on substituting into equation (A.3)
N  : ( a - S )  =  N : ( X ) f i  < ( K -  k) (A.6)
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Inspection of Figure A.l reveals that N  : fi  < 0 for all possible n  with the 
scalar multiplier X  being positive. Hence the left hand side expression is less than 
zero while the right hand side expression is greater than zero provided that the yield 
surface does not have isotropic hardening and the limit surface does not shrink which 
is consistent with the hardening rule proposed in this work. Hence the inequality is 
satisfied implying tha t the intersection does not occur at any time.




Figure A .l: A Nested Configuration of the Yield and Limit Surfaces (c/. McDowell 
(19S9)
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SOLVE THE PROBLEM BY 




OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
COMPUTE FORCE VECTOR 
DUE TO EXTERNAL CONC. 
LOADS
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INITIALIZE RELEVANT VARIABLES 
NEED FOR THE SOLUTION PROCESS
E
STORE APPROPRIATE QUANTITIES
IN THE RELEVANT DEVICES
CALCULATE THE INCREMENTAL 
LOADS AND DISPLACEMENTS TO BE APPLIED
ITER=1
CALCULATE THE ITERATIVE 
LOAD VECTOR
ASSEMBLE THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 
AND CALCULATE EQUIVALENT LOADS
SOLVE THE SYSTEM 
[K][U] = [F]
CALCULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM FORCE VECTOR
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE















:n t a c c u m . l o a d >
TOTAL LOAD?
PRINT OUT THE RELEVANT QUANTITIES 
PERTAINING TO THIS INCREMENT
TRANSFORM AND STORE THE STRESSES TO 
THE CURRENT CONFIGURATION
UPDATE THE CONFIGURATION 
(Update the nodal coords.)
f
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ASSEMB
START





REWIND ALL THE DEVICES
RETURN
IELEM=IELEM+1
IN CASE OF APPLIED DISPLACEMENTS 
CALCULATE EQUIVALENT LOADS
FIND THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 
ELEMENT AND GLOBAL NODAL NUMBERS
ADD THE ELEMENT STIFFNES MATRIX TO 
THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
GET ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE ELEMENT IN QUESTION
INITIALIZE THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS 
MATRIX TO ZERO
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ELSTF
DIRECT TO THE APPROPRIATE 
ELEMENT TYPE __














CALC. THE NONLINEAR STRAIN-DISP MATRIX
CALCULATE THE CONSTANT OF INTEGRATION
CALC. [B]~T[S][B] & ADD TO ELM STIF MAT
CALCULATE THE LINEAR STRAIN-DISP. MATRIX
INITIALIZE ELEMENT 
STIFFNESS MATRIX TO ZERO
CALC. JACOBIAN AND ITS DETERMINANT, 
ERVS. OF SHAPE FNS. W.R.T. GLOBAL COORDS
READ THE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX AND 
SECOND PIOLA-STRESS VECTOR FROM STORAGE











SWAP THE READ AND WRITE DEVICES
REWIND ALL THE DEVICES
CALCULATE THE ELEMENT EQUIB. LOAD
GET ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE ELEMENT IN QUESTION
ADD THE ELEMENT EQUIB. VECTOR TO 
THE GLOBAL EQUIB. VECTOR
FIND THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 
ELEMENT AND GLOBAL NODAL NUMBERS
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ELEQLQD
< ^ ^ S T A R T ~ ^ )
DIRECT TO THE APPROPRIATE 






CALC. [B]“T[S] & ADD TO ELM EQUIB. LOAD
IP=IP+1
CALCULATE THE CONSTANT OF INTEGRATION
CALCULATE THE LINEAR STRAIN-DISP. MATRIX
CALC. STRESS & CORRESP. CONSTITUTIVE MAT.
CALC. JACOBIAN AND ITS DETERMINANT, 
ERVS. OF SHAPE FNS. W.R.T. GLOBAL COORDS
INITIALIZE ELEMENT 
EQUILIBRIATING LOAD VECTOR TO ZERO
CALCULATE THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES
NO
(^ ^ returnJ ^ ' a




CONVERT THE STRESS VECTOR INTO A TENSOR
READ THE STRESS VECTOR FROM THE STORAGE
STORE THE COMPUTED CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX
CONVERT THE LAGRANGIAN STRAIN RATE VECTOR 
INTO STRAIN RATE TENSOR
UPDATE THE PIOLA-KIRCHOFF STRESS USING 
THE OBTAINED STRESS INCREMENT
CALCULATE THE LAGRANGIAN STRAIN RATE 
VECTOR FOR THE INTEG. PT. FOR THE ELEMENT
USING SUBINCREMENTATION PROCEDURE 
FIND THE STRESS RATE TENSOR FROM 
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS








•IPWS1 CONVEYS IF 
THE PREV. LOADING 













AND THE PREDICTOR 
STRESS INCREMENT
FIND OUT IF THE PREDICTED STRESS 
IS INSIDE THE YIELD SURFACE OR NOT
RETRIEVE THE RELEVANT QUANTITIES 
FROM STORAGE
EVALUATE THE INCREMENTAL 
ELASTIC-PREDICTOR STRESS










-"'DOES STRESS I N C T ^  
DIRN. MATCH PREVIOUS 
--STRESS INC. DIRN2-"
1=1
CALCULATE THE STRESS INCREMENT
STORE THE UPDATED QUANTITIES
UPDATE ALL THE 
RELEVANT QUANTITIES
FIND THE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX USING 
PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED STRESS INCREMENT
SPLIT STRAIN INCREMENT INTO 
•N' SUBSTEPS



















c This program analyses general finite deformational finite strain 
c inelastic time independent problems using an updated 
c lagrangian procedure, 
c open all the devices
c ----------— ------------ -----------------------------------------------------
c ALGORITHM:
c * read the input file and do the appropriate storing operations 
c ♦ if a skeu be exists then initialize the coeft. matrix for 
c the general boundary curvec * define the storage arrays and variables according to the properties 
c of the sparseness of the stiffness matrix 
c ♦ assemble the external load vector
c * perform the full neuton-raphson iterative solution procedure 
c • close all the devicesc ----------------— -------- --------------------------------— — --------












subroutine crvinit(bcpnt,hmatp,c) c *•************»***»•«*«**»»»»»»*»•»»**»**»*»****»«»»*»»*»»•'*•***•**»
c This subprogram initializes the coefft. matrix for the general 
c boundary curve if ekes be exits.
c ------------- ------------- ----------------------------------------------------
c ALGORITHM:
c * find the Ox and Oy column vectors to be used in analysis later, 
c * find the constant part of constants in the coeft of the polynomial 




data <<hmat(l,j),j»i,4),i=l,4>/ 2.,-2., 1., 1.,
-3., 3 .,-2.,-i.,0., 0 . , 1 . ,  0 . ,
1., 0., 0., 0./
DO i » 1 ,4  
DO j » 1 ,2
tempo 0. 
do k * l  , 4 


















c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine totsoKrtot,utot,ctrlpt,hmatp,coeft)c
c This routine performs the lenton-Raphaon iteration for solution of c the nonlinear equations of equilibrium.c —— —----------------------------  —----
c ALGORITHM:
c ♦ initialize the quantities and parameters
c * if it is a restart, then restore the last converged values of the 
c relevant quantities for a restart and reinitialize the quantities c appropriately
c * store the elaetic moduli! in the ’ldmat’ 
c store the zero stresses in the ’lspkl’
c store the material qntties in ’lmtrl’ need to do it later ♦
c * perform the incremental loop for louton-Raphson solution c * Find out the incremental load
c » Adjust tho boundary conditions accounting for the movement of 
c material along the interface.
c * if converged go to the next increment else go back to the 
c iteration loop
c * find out r(i)*riter(i)-re(i) and rotate the load and 
c applied disp. vectors due to the rotation of dofs along the skes
c boundary for the ease of the application of bcs.
c ♦ assemble the stiffness matrix and compute the equivalent loads for the 
c applied displacements (only for the first iteration) 
c * solve for the displacements, put the r.h.s.(r) to usolvd and get the 
c solved disp. in the same array.
c * add the solved displacements to the applied disp. as a correction 
c only for tho first iteration ^












c * before computing the new equilibrium load, store the old equilib. 
c load in a separate array.
c • find the fresh equilibrium load and the updated stresses at each of 
c integration points of each element.
c » check for convergence (disp, unbalanced force or energy criterion) 
c * increment the iteration variable
c * if the limit on no. of iterations exceeds that is specified by the 
c user, then inform the user that divergence has occured and return to 
c the main program.
c * if the solution has converged then update the nodal positions 
c * transform the stresses to the present configuration 
c * store the new set of quantities appropriately
c * output, if requested the appropriate quantities pertaining to the 
c Incremental step.
c * find the energy amount calculation for next load Increment


















do while (totcnst.le.1.0) is*** IICREHEITAL LOOP STARTS ******** 
goto 600
500 print *,'corrected increment....’
print *,’A restart because of divergence warning....’ 
pause ’corrected inc’ 
if(nstpchange.gt.10)then 
print *,’too many corrections made - still diverging...’ 
return 
endif

































reprev(i)“re(loc) Ihere reprev is used as a temporary array







call convchek(iconv,icrit,uiter,uinc,repre,re,ergl,erg,iconvl, toiter.rnrml) to












iter“iter+lenddo I*************** kid OF ITERATION LOOP ***♦**♦«♦♦*««♦♦♦♦
1000 if(iconvi.eq.l)thenconet“const*0.6 
natpchange“nstpchange+l











print *,’total frac»’,totcnst, ’iter«“’,iter-1
if(totcnat.It.0.33) pause ’less than one third’ 
if(totcnst.gt.0.33.and.totcnst.It.0.66) 
pause ’less than t»o thirds’ 
if(totcnst.gt.0.66) pause 'approaching full’
call ldnatstr(l) !1 “> storo ldmat2 into ldmat,ldmat3
enddo !**♦♦♦♦♦** E1D OF IICREHEITAL LOOP *♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦
return
endc ********************************************************************* 
subroutine Iodine(rtot,rinc,utot,uappl.riter,re,const,uinc) c *********************************************************************
c This subprogram computes the load increment for the incremental 
















subroutine bcadj(c,p,hmatp,uinc,uappl) c *********************************************************************
c This program adjust the boundary conditions accounting for the 
c movement of the material along the Interface.
c ------------------------------------------    —
c ♦ if no skew be nodes are there just return
c * else find the amount of movement along the tangent of the node and 
c the amount of disp. to be applied to make the correction for c displacement
c * check to see if the node has penetrated the die 
c * find the direction cosines of the rollers on tho die 
c * impose the appropriate displacement for the normal return 
c correction during the next load increment
c * if the node exits the die release it and set icode equal to 1 to 
c make suro that the calling routine recalculates the ’idof’ array 
c * delete the entry about this node in the iskubc array uhich contains c the skew boundary nodes.
c * if there is a node released because of moving out of the die, then 
c update the ’locdof’ and ’jdiag’ information



















toc add the increment corresponding to the y coordinate to get updated position W 
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d ■ -daqrt(b»*2 - 4.*a*fO)also
d » dBqrt(b**2 - 4.ea*f0) end if
c
t = tO - 2.*fO/(b+d)
c
if (dabs(t-tO).le.tol) go to 60
c
if (t.gt.tO,and.t.no.t2) then
tl = to 
to » t 
fl = fO
else if<t.lt.t0.and.t.ne.tl> then 
t2 = tO 
to = t 
f 2 ■ fOelse





60 if (t.gt.l..or.t.lt.O.) then 
if (nroot.eq.4) then »rite(* , 1001) t 
stop
else
nroot = nroot + 1 
root( nroot ) = t 
go to 10 
end if end if
c
return1000 format(/lx, >»»»> fixed point iteration failed’)
1001 forraat(/lx,’» > » »  program has stoped due to the out of range 
1 ’value of "t"’/9x,’t » \f6.3)
end
c  ♦ ♦ * ♦ * * ♦ * ♦ * ♦ * ♦ ♦ * * * ♦ ♦ * * » * * ♦ * * ♦ * ♦ ♦ ♦ » * ♦ ♦ * ♦ ♦ * * ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ * * ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
subroutine lodrot(riter,ro,r)
c This subprogram rotates the load at the skes boundary 
c ♦ ♦♦ needs the sparseness storage of the load matrix















c increment to next location in iskubc for the next node. If it is
c tho last in iskubcO, then iskubc(m+l) must contain zero <----m=m+l










c t il l  nos the boundary conditions have not been accounted for. So, 








c This subprogram called by skes boundary dof rotation, finds the 
c rotation matrix needed for rotating the dofs w.r.t. that node -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
include ’parml.for’
common/dircos/cosx(mnodes) ,cosy(mnodes),cosz(mnodes) dimension rotmat(3,3)
c Right non only for 2 dof node. Later 3 dof node sill be accounted for. if(n.eq.2)then


















subroutine disprot(uiter,uinc,iter) c *********************************************************************
c This subprogram adds the solved displacements to the applied disp. 
c as a correction only for the first iteration and rotate back the 
c obtained current displacements to the original coord, system at 






















c increment to next location in iskabc for the next node. If it is











c t il l  not) the boundary conditions have not been accounted for. So, 





c print *,>uiter(»,loc,’) »>,uiter(loc)




subroutine convchekdconv, icrit ,uiter,uinc,repre,re, 
ergl,erg,iconvl,iter,rnrml) • c *********************************************************************
c This subprogram finds out if the convergence has occured by using 
c the previous and curront unbalanced loads or displacements or by 
c energy criteriac -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
















print *,’erg»’,erg, ’ergprev*’,ergprev 
print ♦,’ergl"’,ergl,’tol“’,tol 















































subroutine cnfgupdt(uinc) c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c This subprogram updates the configuration of the mesh after each 

























* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This subprogram computes and transforms the stresses pertaining 
to a converged increment to the next configuration to act as 
SPK stresses for the next configuration






common/inputa/lnfoel(melem,2) dimension uinc(mdof),re(mdof) 
dimension edispinc(medof)


















find the updated stresses and store them as the spk stresses for next iteration.
call spknes(itype,ielem,neln,edispinc,nedof) enddo























subroutine spkneB(itypo,ielem,neln,edispinc,nedof) c *********************************************************************
c This subprogram is called by STRTRIS to update stresses and store 
c then as the spk stresses for the next iterationc --------------------------------------------  — ---—---- —----------















c find the shape functions and their derivatives for tho element call Shapedtype ,sge ,neip ,shp .shpdx .shpdy ,neln)
c route to the proper element type:
i f (itype.lt.300)then ! 2d elementc route to the proper 2d element type:
if(itype.ge.220.and.itype.lt.240) then ! axisym/pl.strn elm.nestr»4
i f dtypo.lt.230)noopo»3 !pl. strain elem
if(itype.ge.230)noaps°4 iaxisym element
c loop over each integration point: do ip«l,neip
c calculate the det of jacobian and the dervs. of shp u.r.t global coords.
call jacobKshpdx.shpdy.shpdxg.shpdyg.noln.ielem.ip.detjac) 
c calculate tho linear strain-displacement matrix B_L*
call blnrl(shp,shpdxg,shpdyg,rad,bll.neln.ip.nedof.neops) 
c find the stresses and the corresponding constitutive matrix etc. c -----            —






















c TRAISFORHIIQ THE STRESS FOR THE IEXT 1ICREHEIT
c retrieve the spk stress from the storage unit 
read(lspkl,♦)(s (i),i»l.nestr)
c make into to a matrix spk 
do i»l,3 






spk (1,2) >>8(3) 
spk(2,l)«s(3) 
spk(3,3)=s(4)
c transform spk into Big (cauchy stress) 
do i»l,3 






enddo do i»l,3 
do j“l ,3 
temp=0.0d0
!det(F) is J

















c put t h i s  t e n so r  in to  th e  s v e c to r  
8 ( l ) » 8 i g ( l , l )  
s ( 2 ) " s i g ( 2 , 2 )  
s ( 3 ) = s i g ( l , 2 )  
s ( 4 ) “s i g ( 3 , 3 )  
c s t o r e  the  transformed s t r e s s  in to  the  s to ra g e  
w r i t e ( l s p k 2 l* ) ( s ( l ) , i « l , n e B t r )  
c -----------------------------
c TRAISFORHIIQ THE MATERIAL qUAITITIES TO THE IEH COIFIQURATIOI. 
read(lmtrl2,*)(ALP(i),EPS(i),ALP_(i),AIJ(i),BIJ(i),1-1,9), DEL_II,DLTII,TK_H1,IPLAS,TK22 
call trans(alp,f,detf) 
call trans(eps,f,detf) call trans(alp_,f,detf) 
call transCaij.f,detf) call trans(bij,f,detf)
c store the transformed stress into the storage
write(lmtrll,*)(ALP(i),EPS(i),ALP_(i),AIJ(i),BIJ(i),i=l,9), 
DEL_II.DLTII,TK_H1,IPLAS,TK22
enddo ! EID OF LOOP FOR IITEORATIOI POUT
c - --------- — ---------
gndif ! end for axisym element
endif ! end for 2d elements
return
endc *********************************************************************
subroutine blnrKehp.shpdxg.shpdyg a^d l^l ,neln,ip,nedof ,neops) c *«*♦***♦*»♦♦«♦♦*♦♦♦♦«**♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦**»*♦**♦♦♦***





c initialize B.L matrix to zero 
do j=l,nedof 
do i=l,neeps+l bll(i,j)*O.OdO 
enddo 
enddo












subroutine assemble(gstif,r,uappl,uinc) c ♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦******♦***********♦♦*♦«♦**♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦
c This routine assembles the global stiffness matrix and calculates 
c the equivalent load for the applied displacement from the 
c contribution of each element.









dimension gstif(mksiz),r(mdof),uappl(mdof) ,uinc(mdof) 
dimension locelm(medof),estif(medof,medof),edlspinc(medof)
c initialize the global stiffness matrix do i»l,nksiz 
gstif(i)»O.OdO 
enddo
c loop over each element to add the element stiff, matrix to the global 
do iolemal,nelem
c get the information about the element prepared in the input routine. 
neln»infoel(ielem,l) 
itype*infoel(iolem,2) 









c get the correspondence between element and global dofs 
call dofl2g(locelm,neln,ielem)





































c  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
subroutine elmstf(itype, ielem,neln,estif,nedof,odispinc) c *********************************************************************
c This subprogram calculates the element stiffness matrix
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c neln : number of nodes in the element
c itype: number that describes the element type specifically
c nedof: number of element dogrees of freedom
c neeps: number of active strains and stressesc (also column sizo of B matrix)













. bnKmeeps+i ,medof) ,spk(meeps+l,meeps+l) ,bnll(meeps,medof)
nedof*neln*noddof 






find the shape functions and their derivatives for the element 
call shape(itype,uge,neip,shp,shpdx,shpdy,neln) 
print *,’CALCULATED THE SHAPE FUICTIOIS’ pause
route to the proper element type: 
if(itype.It.300)then 





loop over each integration point: 
do ipai,neip 
print *, ’IITEORATIOI POUT lUHBEfts’.ip 
calculate the dot of jacobian and the dervs. of shp v.r.t global coords, 
call jacobi(shpdx,shpdy,shpdxg,shpdyg,neln,ielem,ip,detjac) print *,’calculated jacobian matrix and its determinant’ pause






calculate the constant of Integration print *,’thick”’,thick 
print *,’intg. weight”’,ege(ip) 
cnstip*detjac*thick*»ge(ip) 
print ♦,’const of intg. «’,cnstip 
retrieve the constitutive matrix from storage 
readOdmat ,e)((d(i, j) ,J»1,neeps) ,i«l,neeps) 
retrieve the second piola stress [s] from storage 
readdspkl ,*) (s(i) ,1*1 ,nostr) 


















c calculate the nonlinear etrain-dlaplacement matrix B_IL
call bnlnr(shp,shpdxg.shpdyg,rad,bnl,neln,ip,nedof,neepa) 
c convert s vector to apk matrix of 6x6. 
call convrt(s,epk,neepa) 
if(linr.gt.l)then c calculate the nonlinear atrain-diaplacement matrix B.ILe
call bnlnrl(edispinc,shp,shpdxg,ahpdyg,rad,bnll ,neln,ip, 
nedof,neepa)
c add the atrain-diaplacement matricea B_I.+B_IL» and put it into B.L 
call addbmat(bl,bnll,neep8,nedof) 
endif
c compute BIL'T S BIL and add to the ESTIF matrix
call btdb(bnl,spk,estif,nedof,cnstip.neepa+l,moeps+l) 
endif
c compute BL'T D BL and add to the ESTIF matrix
call btdb(bl,d,eatif,nedof,cnatip,neeps,meopa) 
c print *,’Added the atiff mat for current intg.pt.’
enddo
call atftrn(ielem,eatif,nedof,neln) 
c print ♦,’transformed stf mat. for skew be if any’
c ---------------  axiaym/pl strn type element of 2d ends here ------------
endif
c -------------- 2d element ends hero  ------------------------------
endif






c This routine computes the shape functions and thoir derivatives w.r.t 
c the local coordinates. Weighting functions are also supplied for 






c supply the weight funcs and gauss quad pts depending the no of ips. 
call wgefun(nex,wgx,ex) 
call wgefun(ney,wgy,ey) 
c find the total number of integration points 
neip°nex*ney
c assign seights to a single array ’ego’ and find the shape functions 
c and their derivatives 
do iey l^.ney 
do iex^nex
ipos»(iey-l)«nox+iox 









subroutine wgefun(ne,wg,xy) c **♦***♦♦*♦♦*♦****♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦***♦♦♦♦*♦*♦**♦♦♦♦♦**«♦*««♦***♦♦«*****«♦«*«♦♦
c This subprogram ’wgefun’ is inside ’shape’ routine to supply the 





















subroutine shpfundtype,r,s,ipos,shp,shpdx,shpdy,neln) c *♦♦♦♦♦♦«*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*♦***♦•***»**••♦**•♦♦«**♦♦»*«♦♦♦***♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*
c shpfun is a sub-program inside subroutine ’shape’ for calculation of 



















c find the last digit of itype that denotes the number of nodes 


















































This subroutine computes the determinant of the jacobian from the 












find the components of the jacobian matrix 





print ♦ , ’components of jacobian matrix’ 
print *,xxj,xyj 
print e.yxj.yyj

















c print ♦, ’determinant of jacobian**1 ,det jac
c find the product of [J]“(-l) 4 [I] 







subroutine blnrdhp h^pdxgtShpdyg.radtbl e^lntiPih&dof tneepa)
C 444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444











c assign the appropriate values to the appropriate elements of B.L 
do ieln**l,neln 




bl (3, idof 2 )**shpdxg(ieln)
i f ( n e e p s . e q . 4 ) b l ( 4 t i d o f l ) ” 8 h p ( i o l n , i p ) / r a d  
e n d d o






















Assign the appropriate values to the specific elements of B.IL 
do ielnlll lneln 
idofl**24ieln-l 
idof2**idofl+l 
bnl (1, idof 1 >**shpdxg( ieln) 
bnl<2,idofl)**shpdyg(ieln) 
bnl(3,idof2)**shpdxg(ieln) 
bnl (4, idof 2) **shpdyg( ieln) 
if(neeps.eq.4)bnl(6,idof1)»shp(ieln,ip)/rad 
enddo
print 4 , ’B.IL matrix’ 
do j»l,nedof






This subprogram converts the s vector consisting of 4 components 




initialize spk to zero 
do iBl,neeps+l 



























s u b r o u t i n e  b t d b ( b , d , e B t l f , n e d o f  , c n s t i p , n , m )  
c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *






















subroutine equiblod(uiter,ulnc,re) c *********************************************************************








common/input a/inf oeKmelem,2) 
dimension uiter(mdof),uinc(mdof),re(mdof) 
dimension ere(medof) ,locelm(medof) ,edispinc(medof) 




c Calculate the equilibriating load vector and assemble do ielem*l,nelem 
c print *,’ELEHEIT IUHBER »>,ielom 
c get the element information 
neln=inf oeldelem, 1) 
itype=infoeldolem,2) 
c get the element displacements from the global displacement vector 









c put the element equilibriating load into global equilb. load 
call eleqlodlitype,ielem,neln,ere,edispinc,nedof) 
call dofl2g(locelm,neln,ielem) do idof°l,nedof loc«locdof(locelmCidof)) 




c rewind the read and write files for further use 











subrout ine dof12g(locglb,neln,ielem) 
c eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeee


















d o  i e l n * l , n e l n  
i o B t r t » n o d d o f * ( i e l n - l )  
i g s t r t * n o d d o f * ( m e m i n c ( i e l e m , i e l n ) - l )  
d o  i d o f > l , n o d d o f  
i e l o c * i e s t r t + i d o f  
l o c g l b ( i e l o c ) ° i g s t r t + i d o f  
e n d d o  
e n d d o
retu rn
endc *********************************************************************
subroutine eleqlod(itype,ielem,neln,ere,edispinc ,nedof) c *********************************************************************






















!pl. strain elem 
!axisym element
c route to the proper element type: 
i f (itype.It.300)then 
c route to the proper 2d element type:
i f (itype.ge.220.and.itype.It.240) then 
nestr»4if  (itype.It.230)neeps»3 
if  (itype. ge. 230)neeps>,4




c calculate the det of jacobian and the dervs. of ehp w.r.t global coords, 
call jacobi(shpdx,shpdy,shpdxg,shpdyg,neln,ielora,ip,detjac)








c calculate the constant of integration 
cnstipBdetjac*thick*Bge(ip) 
c calculate the linear strain'displacement matrix B.L
call blnr(8hp,shpdxg,shpdyg,rad,bl,neln,ip,nedof,noeps) c calculate the linear strain-displacemont matrix B.L*
call blnrl(shp,shpdxg,shpdyg,rad,bll,neln,ip,nedof,neeps)




c find the stresses and the corresponding constitutive matrix etc. 
call strstn(itype,edisplnc,bl,bll,bnll,s,d,nedof, 
ielem,neops.nestr,ip,linr)
c calculate the imbalance load from the computed D matrix and add to ERG c and also calculate [B.L] {s} and add to ERE 
call btdbu(bl,s,cnstip,ere,nedof,neeps)
enddo
c -------— axisym element ends here--------------------------------
endif




subroutine bnlnrl(edisp there edisp corresponds actually to edispinc 
. ,shp,shpdxg,shpdyg,rad,bnll,neln,ip,nedof,neeps) c ******************************************************«******.«******
c This subprogram calculates the nonlinear stress -disp. matrix B.IL*









































c print ♦, ’c(’ ,i, ’)«■’,c(i) enddo



















c This subprogram calculates the product : 

















c This subprogram finds the stresses corresponding the displacemnets c solved for at the integration point and gets the material 









if (itype.go.220.and.itype.lt.240)then laxisym/pln.stn element








































c print *,’lagrangian strain rate vector*c writo(* ,1)((edot(i,j) , j=l,3),i*l,3)
cl format(3dl6.S)
c find the derivatives of displacements {ul,l, u2,2, ul,2, u2,l, u3,3) 
if (1inr.gt.1> then 
do i*l,neeps+l 
temp*O.OdO 
do j»l ,nedof 






















c print *,’deformation gradient matrix* 
c write(*,l)((f(i,j),j»l,3),1*1,3)
c find the inverse of the deformation gradient FIIV
detf*f(1,l)*f(2,2)-f(1,2)*f(2,1) !det(F) is J






c transform the strain [edot] to [d] by: [dab]»[FIIV]‘T [edot][FIIV] do 1*1,3 
do j“i ,3 















c print *,*Almansi strain rate matrix*
c urite(*,1)((dab(i,j ) ,j*l,3),i*i,3)
c retrieve the spk stress from the storage unit, remember that the 
c stress from the previous increment is used since total stress rate 
c for increment is found out in the ’response’ routine.
read(lspk3,*>(s(i),i*l,nestr)






















c print ♦, ’second-piola kirchoff matrix’c wrlte(*,l)((spk(i,j),j=l,3),i»l,3)
















c print *,’cauchy stress matrix’
c srite(* ,1)((sig(i,j),j»l,3),i=l,3)
c change the tensors to vectors (sig and dab) 
do i*>l,3 





c Use subincrementation procedure to come up with the stress increment, 
c constitutive matrix [d] and other necessary stuff, 
call response(sigp,dsig,deps,dl)
c convert tensors sigp and dsig to tensors 
do i“l ,3 
loc»(i-l)*3 





print Cauchy stress rate matrix’ 
write(*,l)((sigdot(i,j),j»l,3),i“l,3) 
print *,'updated stress matrix’ 
write(*,l)((sig(i,j),j»l,3),i«l,3)
Find out spk stress increment as:






























print *,’Piola-Kirchoff stress rate matrix’ 
write(*,l)((spkdot(i,j> ,j»l,3),i*l ,3)
















c print *,’updated piola-kirchoff stress vector for the element’
c Hrite(*,l)(s(i),i>>l,neeps)
c store tho spk stress into the storage 
Brite(lspk2,*)(s(i),i=l,nestr)
s ( l ) = B p k d o t ( l , 1 )  !  t e m p o r a r i l y  t o  d o  o n l y  i n c r e m e n t a l  p o r t i o n .
s(2)=spkdot(2,2)
s(3)“spkdot(l,2)s(4)=8pkdot(3,3)
c comptute [dd] matrix (De tensor)
call updtmat(dl,dd,sig,finv,detf,neeps,linr) 
c ifdp.eq.l. and. ielem. eq.Dthen
c print ’ . ’updated constitutive matrix’
c write(*,1)((dd(i,j),j=l.neeps),i=l,neeps)
c endif
c store [dd] matrix
sriteddmat ,*)((dd(i, j) , j=l,neeps) ,i»l,neeps)
endif ! for the axisym/pl strn element







subroutine sprsinit c *********************************************************************
c This program assigns the appropriate pointers to the dof matrix and 
c stiffness matrix for storage allocation and depending on the nay the 







c elminate the dofs that are constrained by assigning zero to locdof 
c correap, to that dof.
ndof=noddof’nnodes 
m»0
d o  i d o f ’ l , n d o f  
i f ( l o c d o f ( i d o f ) , e q . O ) t h e n  mnm+l
locdof(idof)=m 










c This subprogram finds the diagonal location of the element in the 








c find the column heights 














































write(loutp , 100)nlcdof,nkelz 
100 format<//lx,’number of equations B ’,18,/lx,




c This program reassigns the appropriate pointers to the dof matrix and 
c stiffness matrix for storage allocation and depending on the nay the 




















subroutine default(egl,eg2,uiter,re,uinc) c tee******************************************************************
c This subprogram initializes the common variables that cannot be













c find the elastic moduli! matrix 
gBel/(2.»(l.+tnu)) tempB2.atnu*g/(l-2*tnu) 





















c for axisym the ones that aro present are 11,22,12/21,33 in that order 
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c print *,’stiffness just before solution’
c do i=l ,nksizc print *,a(i)
c enddo
c print e .’rhs before solving’
c do i l^^equ
c print *,r(i)




c perform ledel factorization of the stiffness matrix
do n=l,nequ 
Kn “ jdiag( n ) 
kl = kn + 1 
ku » jdiag(n+l) - 1 
kh ■ ku - kl 
if (kh.gt.O)then 
k ■ n - kh ic ■» 0 kit = ku 
do j « 1 , kh 
ic = ic + 1 
kit = kit - 1 
ki ■ jdiag( k ) 
nd “ jdiag( k + l ) - k i - l  
if (nd.gt.O)then kk = mlnO(ic,nd) 
c = 0.
do 1 = 1 , kk 
c ■» c + a(ki + l)ea(klt + 1) 
enddo
a( kit ) = a( kit ) - c 
endif 




k » n 
b = O.dO 
do kk » kl , ku 
k = k - 1 
ki = jdiagC k ) 
c ■ a( kk )/ a( ki ) 
b » b + c*a( kk ) 
a( kk ) ■ c 
enddo
a( kn ) " a( kn ) - b endif
if (a(kn).le.0)then 




reduce the right-hand-side load vector
do n • 1 , nequ 
kl ■ jdlag( n ) + 1 
ku » jdiagC n + 1) - 1 
if(ku-kl.go.O)thon 
k » n 
c = O.dO 
do kk = kl , ku 
k - k - 1
c = c + a( kk )*r( k ) enddo




do n ■ 1 , nequ 
k “ jdiag( n ) 
r( n ) ■ r( n )/ a( k ) 
enddo
if (nequ.eq.i) return 
n = nequ 
do 1 • 2 , nequ 
kl ■ jdiag( n ) + 1 
ku ■ jdiag( n + 1 ) - 1 
if (ku-kl.ge.O)then 
k » n
do kk kl , ku 
k = k - 1
r( k ) = r( k ) - a( kk )*r( n )enddo 
endif 
n ■ n - i 
enddo 
return
2000 format(//ix,’stop - stiffness matrix not positive definite ’//




















print *,’IIPUT FILE IAHE?’ 
read(*,l)infile
open(l,file”infile,status”’old’)


































c This subprogram closes the devices and deletes the intermediate














subroutine stftrn(ielem,estif,nedof,neln) c *********************************************************************
c This subrprogram tranforms the stiffness matrix to account for the 
c rotation of dofs in the skev boundary direction.c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------





dimension temp( 3 )
if(ninode.eq.O)return
do i ” 1 , neln 
node ” memincdelom.i) 
icode ” ispb(node) 
if (icode.gt.O) then 
kl ” noddof*(i - 1) 
call rotm(rotmat.noddof,icode) 
do j ” 1 , nedof 
do it » 1 , noddof 
temp( k ) ” 0. do idof ” 1 , noddof 
id “ kl + idof
temp( k ) ” temp( k ) + estif(j , id)*rotmat(idof , k)
enddo
enddo
do k ” 1 , noddof 
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subroutine ldmatstr(m) c ************* ***** ********* ***** ****** ***** ******** ******* ***********














c route to the proper 2d element type:
ifdtype.ge.220.and.itype.lt.240) then I axisym/pl.strn elm.
if(itype.It.230)neeps»3 !pl. strain elem
if(itype.ge.230)neopsc4 !axisym element
neipenex*ney 
c loop over each integration point: 
do ip=l,neip if(m.eq.O)thon 
read(ldmat3,*)((d(i,j),j=l,neeps),ixl>neeps) 
writeddmat ,*) ((d(i, j ) , j»l,neeps) ,i»l ,neops) else
read(ldmat2,*)((d(i,j),j»l,neeps),i«l,neeps) 
writeddmat ,*)((d(i, j ) , j»l,neeps) ,i“l ,neeps) 




















subroutine output(totcnst,iter,uiter)c ***********tt**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *








6008 formatC total fraction of load completed » ’,fS.2,
’ lumber of iteration in this inc. * ’,13) writedoutp , 6007) 
do i ° 1 , nnodes 
do j = 1 , noddof k x (i -l)*noddof + j 
displ( j ) x uiter( k ) 
enddo
writedoutp , 6004) i,(displ( j >, j “ 1 , noddof) enddo
c
6004 format(i6,lp,3g'20.10)





subroutine input(u,p) c *♦♦*******♦*♦*♦*♦♦♦**♦****♦***••********•**«♦♦♦♦••*****♦•**«*******♦♦
c This subprogram gets all the values needed as input for the program
c --------     — ---------—----- —------





c o m m o n / c o n s t / p i
common/conect/meminc(melem,meln) 
common/coord/xyz(3,mnodes)
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else if (comm.eq.'disp') then 
read(buff , * , end > 2000) number 
do i “ 1 , number 
read(linp , *)k,(dummy(kl),ki = 1 , noddof) do idir “ 1 , noddof id » noddof*(k - 1) + idir 
u( id ) « dummy( idir ) 
enddo 
enddo
c read and write the applied force loads (card set 9) 
else if (comm.eq.'load’) then 
read(buff , * , end ° 2000) number 
do kl ° 1 , number 
read(linp , *) k2,rx(k2),ry(k2),rz(k2) 
write(e, *) ’load’,k2,rx(k2),ry(k2),rz(k2) 
enddo
c read and generate the boundart condition codes 
else if (comm.eq.>boun’) then i = 0
read(buff , * , end » 2000) nnodes 
910 read (linp , *) k,(m(idir),idir=l,noddof),incr 
write(*, ♦)'bound',k,(m(idir),idir=l,noddof) 
do idir = 1 , noddof 
id “ noddof*(k - 1) + idir 
idof( id ) « m( idir ) 
enddo
C
i ■ i + 1
if(incr.eq.O) then 
kl = k 
else
istart ■ kl + incr iend = k - incr 
do j » istart , iend , incr 
i = i + 1
do idir = 1 , noddof 
id «■ noddof*(j - 1) + idir 




if (1.It.nnodes) go to 910
c material properties and other details 
else if(comm.eq.'mate') then
read(buff , * , end » 2000) matnum 
write(e, *)'material ’.matnum 
else if (comm.eq.'nipx’) then
read(buff , * , end ■ 2000) nex 
write(e, *)’nex=’,nex 
else if (comm.eq.'nipe') then
read(buff , * , end ■ 2000) ney
write(e, *)’ney»’,noy 
else if (comm.eq.’nips') then
read(buff , ♦ , end ■ 2000) nez 
write(*, *)’nez»’,nez else if (comm.eq.'thic') then
read(buff , ♦ , end “ 2000) thick 
wrlte(e, ♦)'thick*',thick 
else if (comm.eq.'nonl') then 
linr»l
print ♦,'nonlinear analysis’ 
else if (comm.eq.'larg')then 
linr»2
print *,'large deformation analysis' 
else if (comm.eq.'dime') then
read(buff , * , end » 2000) noddof 
write(e, *)’noddof"’,noddof 
else if (comm.eq.'zieg') then
read(buff , * , ond ■ 2000) b,cz 
write(e, *)'Ziegler b»’,b 
write(*, *)'Ziegler c»’,cz 
else if (comm.eq.'yiel') then
read(buff , * , end ■» 2000) tkl 
write(*, ♦)'Yield Stress m’.tkl 
else if (comm.eq.'iter') then
read(buff , * , end » 2000) mnit 
write(*, *)’max. itor»',mnit 
else if (comm.eq.’incr') then
read(buff , ♦ , end ■ 2000) nllnc 
write(*, *)’no. of steps"’,nllnc 
else if (comm.eq.'pois') then
read(buff , * , end ■ 2000) tnu 
write(e, ♦)’nu»’,tnu 
else if (comm.eq.'elas') then
read(buff , * , end " 2000) e 
write(*, *)’e“’,e 
else if (comm.eq.'wx') then
read(buff , * , end ■ 2000) wgtx(matnum) 
else if (comm.eq.’ey’) then
read(buff , * , end ■ 2000) wgty(matnum) 
else if (comm.eq.’wz’) then
road(buff , * , end * 2000) ngtz(matnum)
c read and generate the interface nodes 
else if(comm.eq.'into') then i ■ 0
read(buff , * , end " 2000) ninode 
intfac(ninode+l)»0 
1110 read (linp , *) k,incr 
cst = pi/180.
read(linp , e)dummy(l),dummy(2),dummy(3) if(incr.eq.O) then
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icouit - icouit + 1
IF (ICOUIT.LE.4) C0H( ICOUIT ) - COHLlK X2 ) 




BUFF = BUFFI 
BUFFER = BUFER1 
COMM » C0HH1 
RETURI 
EID
c Transform .........c *****************************************************************
subroutine trans(alp,f,detf) 
implicit realaB (a-h,o-z) 
dimension alp(9),f(3,3) 
dimension spk(3,3),sig(3,3),temp2(3,3)
do i»l ,3 
loc=(i-l)a3 
do j=l ,3 
locl=loc+j















sig(i,j)=terap/dotf !sig here is just a temporary variable 
enddo 
enddo
c put this tensor into the alp vector 
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C VEC.Eq *===> A(I)=B(I>C..........    -






C VEC.IORM **==> A* SqRT(SUH(B(I)*B(I))
SUBROUTIIE VEC.IORM(A,B)







C VEC.SSPR »*==> A(I)*BeC(I)
C -....... -...................... ...................
SUBROUTIIE VEC_SSPR(A,B,C) 







C VEC.PR *==*> A=B(I)«C(I)
C ........................-.................-
SUBROUTIIE VEC_PR(A,B,C)








C VEC.SUB ===*> A(I)“B(I)-C(I)C.......... .......................-..................
SUBROUTIIE VEC.SUB(A,B,C) 































C Calulate the direction of movement of yield surface 





















C Calculate the blending parameter DLT 
CALL VEC_SUB(TEHP,ALP_,ALP)CALL VEC.IORM(TEH,TEMP)
DLT-DSqRT(TEM) / (DSQRT<2. DO/3. DO) * (TK2-S100) )















































DIMEISIOI TAUO) ,ALP(9) ,D(9,9) ,ALP_(9)
DIMEISIOI TEMPO)




















Routine for calculating delta - TSEIO.LEE type definition
FUICTI01 DELTAOTAU, TAU, ALP., TK2 ) 
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